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Abstract
In this thesis, the Double Error model, a general computational model of real-time learning
is presented. It builds upon previous real-time error-correction models and assumes that
associative connections form not only between stimuli and reinforcers, but between all types
of stimuli in a connectionist network. The stimulus representation uses temporally-distributed
elements with memory traces, and a process of expectation-based attentional modulation
for both reinforcers and non-reinforcing stimuli is introduced. A modified error-correction
learning rule is proposed, which incorporates both an error-term for the predicted and pre-
dicting stimulus. The static asymptote of learning familiar from other models of learning
is replaced by a similarity measure between the activities of said stimuli, resulting in more
temporally correlated stimulus representations forming stronger associative links. Associa-
tive retrieval based on previously formed associative links result in the model predicting
mediated learning and pre-exposure effects. As a general model of learning, it accounts for
phenomena predicted by extant learning models. For instance, its usage of error-correction
learning produces a natural account of cue-competition effects such as blocking and over-
shadowing. Its elemental framework, which incorporates overlapping sets of elements to
represent stimuli, leads to it predicting non-linear discriminations including biconditional
discriminations and negative patterning. The observation that adding a cue to an excitatory
compound stimulus leads to a lower generalization decrement as compared to removing a
cue from said compound also follows from this representational assumption. The model
further makes a number of unique predictions. The apparent contradiction of mediated
learning in backward blocking and mediated conditioning proceeding in opposite directions
is predicted through the model’s dynamic asymptote. Latent inhibition is accounted for
as occurring through both learning and selective attention. The selective attention of the
model likewise produces emergent effects when instantiated in the real-time dynamics of
the model, predicting that the relatively best predictor of an outcome can sustain the largest
amount of attention when compared to poorer predictors of said outcome. The model is
evaluated theoretically, through simulations of learning experiments, and mathematically to
demonstrate its generality and formal validity. Further, a simplified version of the model
is contrasted against other models on a simple artificial classification task, showcasing the
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power of the fully-connected nature of the model, as well as its second error term in enabling
the model’s performance as a classifier. Finally, numerous avenues of future work have
been explored. I have completed a proof-of-concept deep recurrent network extension of the
model, instantiated with reference to machine learning theory, and applied the second error
term of the model to modulating backpropagation in time of a vanilla RNN. Both the former
and latter were applied to a natural language processing task.
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Chapter 1
Literature Review and Methodology
1.1 Motivation
The motivating problem for the work presented in this thesis was producing a model of
associative learning, which could account for both phenomena involving neutral learning and
mediated learning. Neutral learning involves associations forming between non-reinforcing
(non-reward/punishment) stimuli. Mediated learning in turn involves learning associations
between stimuli, one or both of which are not present at a given instant. Both forms of
learning are key to building a general model of associative learning and were thus key topics
of interest to the present work.
As I sought to create a general, coherent model of associative learning, I further sought to
enable the model to predict a wide set of phenomena predicted by extant models of associa-
tive learning. The include for instance non-linear discriminations, generalization, attentional
effects, as well as cue-competition effects.
To tackle the problem of how a model of learning might account for both mediated and
neutral learning, changes and innovations to three integral components of any model of
learning were explored. Firstly, the way stimuli are represented. In terms of representa-
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tion, a fully-connected network of elements representing stimuli was used. As connections
between neutral cues were thereby supported, this seemed like a natural approach to pro-
ducing accounts of neutral learning. A second common component of a learning model
is a process whereby the selective attention (i.e. speed of learning) paid to a given cue is
changed as a factor of learning and time. In the case of the present model, I chose to utilize
an attentional process based on time-averaged uncertainty, as it seemed to most naturally
account for evidence of attentional processing during exposure of a stimulus in the absence
of reinforcement. Thirdly, any associative learning model must incorporate a rule for how
links between stimuli change as a factor of learning. Here, I chose to explore how a unique
asymptote of learning and second error-term could be used to modify a traditional delta-rule,
as these two additions seemed like a natural approach to both accounting for the learning
component of latent inhibition, as well as how cues learn differentially when they are directly
present or retrieved through memories.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of the introduced DE model, detailed in this thesis, to the fields of learning
theory and machine learning have been as follows:
• The DE model introduces a unique second, predictor error-term. This error-term
attenuates the speed of learning between a predictor and outcome according to the
extent to which the predictor is predicted by other cues and itself. This mechanism is
integral to the model’s ability to account for various pre-exposure effects. In Chapter 4
we have demonstrated the connection of this second error-term to covariances estimates,
and in Chapter 5 we have shown that its use as a simple classifier.
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• The model introduces a unique Hebbian-inspired dynamic asymptote of learning, which
measures the similarity of activation levels between two elements. Thus, elements
with more similar activity levels are capable of forming stronger associations with one
another. This in a sense measures the likelihood that the two elements are causally
linked, and endows the model with the ability to predict a wide range of learning
effects, including mediated learning. Of specific note is that it can account for both
backward blocking and mediated conditioning/SPC simultaneously.
• The model introduces revaluation alphas, which track a time-window of uncertainty
in the occurrence of reinforced and non-reinforced stimuli. In addition, persistent
uncertainty is turned into a source of information in and of itself. This is done by
measuring whether the moving-average of stimulus uncertainty is over a threshold,
and if so reducing attention to cues of which the occurrence is inherently random.
These alphas allow the model to account for the sigmoidal shape of latent inhibition,
in addition to numerous other effects.
The DE model similarly, as detailed in Chapter 2 and 3, produces a variety of distinct
predictions in the field of learning theory. Some are novel to DE; others, although present to
various degrees in other models, arise naturally in DE as a coherent corpus.
• For CSs of equal salience and sufficiently long duration, the best predictor of an
outcome will capture the highest amount of attention.
• Associations form between any two stimuli, of which the representations are concur-
rently active.
• Learned irrelevance is mediated through CS and context-dependent activation of the
US representation. Hence, stronger context-US links will produce a stronger effect.
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• The sigmoidal shape of latent inhibition is proportional to the attenuation of selective
attention paid to the CS, and hence proportional to the length of CS exposure.
• The context specificity of latent inhibition is produced by context to CS associations
forming during pre-exposure, and is attenuated by exposing the context in isolation
after CS exposure.
• The Hall-Pearce effect arises in part due to the weak-shock trials reducing the selective
attention paid to the CS, as well as due to the formation of context-CS associations.
As such, conducting the second phase of the treatment in a novel context should
significantly attenuate the observed effect.
• The difference in perceptual learning between intermixed and blocked presentations
of cues arises in part due to CS-CS association between the reinforced cue and its
intermixed associate in the first phase being weaker than the CS-CS association between
the reinforced cue and the CS presented in the block of trials. This leads to lower
mediated conditioning during the subsequent reinforced trials in the former condition.
Hence, preceding the reinforced trials with non-reinforced trials of the subsequently
reinforced CS should lead to a smaller difference in perceptual learning between the
intermixed and blocked conditions.
• The DE model predicts that a CS, which was exposed in compound with another CS,
experiences more latent inhibition than a CS exposed in isolation due to the former
condition leading to the subsequently reinforced CS retrieving a representation of its
associate. This retrieved associate in return produces a prediction for the retriever,
reducing the retriever’s speed of association toward the reinforcer. Hence, a further
prediction is that should the retriever CS undergo further non-reinforced exposure
after its exposure with its associate, the increased latent inhibition effect should be
attenuated.
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• The DE model predicts that mediated learning effects as a whole can be accounted
for as the result of the combination of associative retrieval through within-compound
associations and learning proceeding according to the similarity in activation between
the representations of two stimuli (whether directly present or retrieved).
• Further, the DE model predicts that the apparent contradiction in learning proceeding in
opposite directions in backward blocking and mediated conditioning/SPC procedures
arises due to the prior training endowing the retrieved cue with respectively moderate
or no associative strength. Hence, since the asymptote of learning is respectively lower
and higher during the mediated learning, extinction and acquisition is observed.
• As the temporal overlap between cues influences the asymptote of learning for associa-
tions forming between them, the model additionally predicts that backward blocking is
respectively facilitated and attenuated by more phase 1 training according to whether
the CS used is of long or short duration.
• The model predicts that in general mediated conditioning, SPC, and BSP will occur in
proportion to the extent to which the retrieved cue is retrieved. As such, more Phase 1
training should strengthen the observed effect.
• The DE model predicts the configural discrimination in Chapter 3 through the context
becoming highly excitatory. Therefore, this hypothesis is falsifiable by measuring
responding in a further context test phase.
• In terms of timing, the model predicts that the early portions of a sufficiently long
CS will tend to become inhibitory toward the US after sufficient training during an
acquisition procedure.
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1.3 Overview of Work
We initially conducted a review of the existing models in the animal learning literature.
Based upon this review, we have developed a real-time model of learning (the "Double
Error" or "DE" model henceforth), which extends concepts of multiple prominent models
of learning in the field. These models and the learning phenomena they aim to explain are
detailed in Section 1.2, of the literature review. The crux of this new model is that memories
formed through associative learning interact with one another in a biologically plausible and
mathematically concise way (elaborated in Chapter 2), instantiating a basic form of causal
reasoning. The model can explain neuro-psychological phenomena that existing theories of
learning struggle with, while maintaining predictive generality and parsimony.
We have conducted a mathematical analysis of the model’s relation to similar algorithms
and theories in both the psychological learning (Chapter 1) and machine learning fields
(Chapter 5), demonstrating that it subsumes some of the predictions and functioning of
models in these areas, while allowing for novel behaviour not demonstrated by extant models
of learning. The mathematical convergence properties of the DE model are explored in
Chapter 4.
We have implemented the model in open-source specialist-user friendly Java simulators,
which can be run on most operating systems. This allows for us to explore the inner workings
of the model, as well as to produce empirical predictions to be compared against data obtained
from our own data-sets as well as from published experiments. It is of considerable utility,
as the complex non-linear interactions of the model preclude results from being understood
a priori, except in very general cases. The results of the simulations can be saved to a
design-file, can be used to produce and save various interactive graphs, and exported to an
excel format.
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In developing the DE model, we have explored numerous variations of its core principles
and their results on the model’s operation. We have worked with different mathematical
representations of stimuli (how many and what kind of components represent a memory),
explored different rules of how precisely they interact with one another in terms of learning,
analysed how commonalities between events in the world are taken into account in learning
causality, as well as tried different variations of how the contextual environment within which
learning takes place should be modelled.
We have had success in these endeavours. We have both accounted for classical learning
phenomena in the literature that other models can account for, while in many cases explain-
ing further phenomena which many models struggle explaining. For those phenomena that
alternative models accommodate, our model provides a distinct, novel explanation. These
results have been presented in various conferences and published in academic journals. These
research outputs are presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Further, we have evaluated the performance of a simplified version of the Double Error
model in a simple contingency learning/classification task in Chapter 5, demonstrating per-
formance on-par to a naive Bayes and single-layer perceptron model.
Finally, multiple avenues of future work have been envisioned. For instance, I have begun
experimentation on application of the DE model to NLP tasks in two separate ways. The
first uses a ’deep’ instantiation of the Double Error model as a recurrent network based on
the principle of predictive coding, while the second uses an open-source recurrent neural
network (RNN) implementation that is modified to include a predictor error-term to modulate
the back-propagation in time of the error-gradient. These experiments are detailed in the
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future work section of the conclusion.
There have been various obstacles in conducting our research, but they have fortunately
been overcome. The nature of a highly non-linear model is that it cannot be studied analyti-
cally, and therefore its workings are only fully understood through the results of simulating
it. Thus, it has been difficult at times to ascertain whether some erroneous result is the
product of a flaw in the exact formulation of the model, whether it is the result of a bug
in the implementation of the model, or possibly another model-independent bug. We have
devised various successful approaches to dealing with such difficulties, and I have received
considerable guidance on where exactly to look when obstacles have occurred. In a similar
vein, the simulations we run require the execution of very computationally expensive calcu-
lations, as well as the dynamical storage of large amounts of RAM data due to data-arrays
with millions of entries. We have therefore, to avoid the simulator from running out of
computational resources, had to commit time to reducing memory overheads in the code,
saving and retrieving data to and from the hard drive dynamically, as well as used other work-
arounds to smooth out issues with running highly complex simulations on desktop computers.
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1.4 Summary of the Model
We will overview the overall processes of the DE model on a given trial in this section.
The detailed equations for the components of the model are introduced in Chapter 2. The
pseudo-code for all these processes are displayed in Section 4.1 of this thesis.
The DE model instantiates a connectionist network consisting of elements (nodes), which
belong to individual stimuli or are shared in common between pairs of stimuli. At each
time-point within a trial or ITI period, the model calculates the direct (sensory) activation
of an element according to a semi-Gaussian function with a specified mean (determined by
which time-wave the element is sampled from). Next, the associative activation of elements
is calculated based on the predictions generated for said element on the previous time-point
by all other elements. The overall activation of an element is then taken to be which ever is
larger: the direct activation or the discounted associative activation.
The model then calculates the revaluation alphas individually for each element. This
occurs in proportion to the activity of the element (such that more active elements expe-
rience faster changes in their alpha values). The value that the alphas change towards is
the time-averaged mean error of all reinforced (αr) or non-reinforced (αn) elements. If this
time-averaged mean error value crosses a threshold, the model decays the respective alpha
value at each time-point on which this condition remains true.
Finally, the DE model calculates the learning between each pair of elements (in both
directions). First, the asymptote of learning is calculated. This asymptote is higher for two
elements, which have more similar overall levels of activation. This dynamic asymptote
enters into the error-term of the predicted element, along with the summed predictions from
all other elements for this predicted element. Similarly, the predictor error-term is calculated
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as the discrepancy between the predictor element’s overall activity and predictions made for
it by other elements.
The weight from the predictor element to the predicted element is then calculated as the
product of the two error-terms mentioned (with the absolute value of the predictor error-term
being taken), along with the saliences of the two elements, the overall activations of the two
elements, and the revaluation alpha from the predictor to the outcome (i.e. αr or αn if the
outcome is respectively a reinforcer or a non-reinforcer).
Although the DE model may seem formally complex, its essence is rather simple. El-
ements of the CS, context, and US are treated for the most part equivalently in that their
learning of associations at each time-point is calculated using the same equation. The overall
activation of an element is simply a factor of its sensory input and predictions made for it by
other elements. The revaluation alphas of a given element track the overall uncertainty of
reinforced and non-reinforced events in a straightforward manner. Finally, the direction of
learning in the model between two elements is dictated by the activation similarity of the two
elements along with cue-competition; with other factors simply modulating the magnitude of
this learning.
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1.5 Literature Review
List of abbreviations for Chapters 1-3
− a non-reinforced trial
+ a reinforced outcome
α: learning rate/associability/salience
A1: A1 SOP activation state
A2: A2 SOP activation state
BB: Backward blocking effect
BSP: Backward bensory preconditioning
CR: conditioned response
CS: a conditioned (motivationally neutral) stimulus
DE: Double Error model
FSP: Forward sensory preconditioning
ISI: Inter-stimulus interval
ITI: Inter-trial interval
LI: Latent inhibition effect
LTM: Long term memory
MSE: Mean-squared error
PH: Pearce-Hall model
REM: Replaced Elements model
RR: Retrospective revaluation
RW: Rescorla-Wagner model
SLGK: SLGK model
SOP: SOP model
STM: Short term memory
TD: Temporal Difference model
UR: unconditioned response
US: an unconditioned stimulus (reward)
V: Associative strength of a link
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Associative Learning
In classical conditioning, the repeated co-occurrence of two events (e.g. an odour or tone),
S1 and S2 is assumed to result in an association between the internal representations of these
stimuli, which entails that the presence of S1 (the CS or ’predictor’) will come to activate the
internal representation of a S2 (the predicted stimulus or outcome from now on) in the brain
of an animal. When the outcome is a biologically relevant (e.g. food) stimulus (unconditioned
stimulus, US) able to elicit an unconditional response (UR) by itself, learning between the CS
and US results in the acquisition of a new pattern of behaviour: the sole presence of the CS
engenders a conditioned response (CR) similar to the UR (Figure 1.1). The response elicited
by the CS is then assumed to express the strength of the association between the CS and the
outcome (Pavlov, 1927), and therefore indicates that the outcome is anticipated or predicted
by the CS. Associative learning phenomena have been replicated across numerous species
(Nader, 2003), the neural correlates of learning have been extensively studied (Gomez et al.,
2001; Kobayashi and Poo, 2004; Panayi and Killcross, 2014), and its evolutionary origins
are beginning to be elucidated (Ginsburg and Jablonka, 2010).
Fig. 1.1 Conditioning. The pairing of a stimulus with a US engenders the formation of an excitatory
association from the (now) conditioned stimulus to the US. This association invokes the production of
a conditioned response (CR).
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The acquisition of a CR, and thus of the CS→US link, follows a negatively accelerating,
monotonically increasing curve over trials (but not always, see (Gallistel et al., 2004; Glautier,
2013)) . The associative link’s rate of change is thereby proportional to the discrepancy
between the expectation and presence of the outcome, i.e. the prediction error. This relation
was initially mathematically formalised in linear-operator models such as Hull’s early quanti-
tative theory of learning (Hull, 1943) and stochastic theories of conditioning (Blough, 1975;
Bush and Mosteller, 1955). A secular trend in modelling since then has been the expansion
of the ontology of internal stimulus representations and learning processes governing the
formation of associations between said representations. This increase in model complexity
has expanded the quantity of phenomena that can be accounted for by models of learning
(Alonso et al., 2014; Alonso and Schmajuk, 2012; Balkenius and Morén, 1998; Pearce and
Bouton, 2001), and has been propelled and refined by experimental data acting as an arbiter
of these models. For instance, evidence for the hypothesis that cues compete with one another
for associative strength necessitated advancements from linear-operator error-terms. As an
example, the phenomenon of blocking (Amundson and Miller, 2008; Jennings and Kirk-
patrick, 2006; Kamin, 1968, 1969; Kohler and Ayres, 1979) showed that when the acquisition
training for a cue A is followed by acquisition training with a compound of two cues, AB, the
novel cue B acquires next to no conditioning. Thus, it seems as if the associative link formed
by cue A to the outcome prevents the subsequent formation of an equivalent link between
B and the outcome. This result indicates that the processing of the outcome plays a signifi-
cant role in determining the maximal amount of learning supported between itself and the CS.
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The Rescorla-Wagner Model
Such cue-competition during learning is formalized most prominently by the Rescorla-
Wagner (RW) model with its ’global’ prediction error-term (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972)
that incorporates within it a sum of all associative links to the US. This is an innovation
upon other linear-operator error-terms, as for instance the Hull error-term in contrast only
incorporates the associative strength of an individual CS. Hence, the learning between a CS
and US in the RW model is driven by the total discrepancy between the US presence at a
given trial and the expectation elicited for it by all cues:
∆Vi = αiβ jxi(z jλ j−∑xiVi) (1.1)
The activation of the CS and US representation, corresponding to the presence of the
CS and US, are denoted by 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ z j ≤ 1. The 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ β j ≤ 1
terms are respectively saliences of the CSi and US j, representing stimulus intensity. They
modulate learning by increasing conditioning speed for stimuli which are psychophysically
or otherwise important for an animal. Thus, a loud sound is assumed to have a higher salience
than a faint one, and likewise for a food reward which an animal is known to prefer. Vi
denotes the strength of the associative connection between the adaptive unit of stimulus ’i’
and the US. Each stimulus competes with all other stimuli present on a trial for a fixed amount
of reinforcement by the US. This was achieved through the incorporation in the error-term of
the total associative strength of all stimuli present on a given trial, taken to denote the limited
capacity of reinforcement available for stimuli to compete over. Importantly, it was also
assumed that the total associative strength on a trial was a linear summation of individual
associative strengths of stimuli to the US.
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The total associative strength is calculated in the model using the following equation:
V T = z jλ j−∑xiVi (1.2)
Here λ is the asymptote of learning (the maximal link strength supported), z j and xi
denote the presence of the outcome j and stimulus i respectively (and therefore the activation
of their internal representation), and Vi denotes the strength of the associative connection
between the adaptive units of the stimulus ’i’ and the US j. Thus, a given stimulus is
only responsible for eliciting a partial expectation of the outcome. The size of this part is
influenced by prior learning other stimuli have undergone, as well as their saliences.
The learning rule of the model updates the previous associative strength value between a
stimulus i and US j by incrementing it by ∆Vi:
V ti =V
t−1
i +∆V
t
i (1.3)
Predictions of the Rescorla-Wagner Model
The RW model’s competition for fixed reinforcement is an elaboration upon earlier error-
correction models. Previous linear sampling theories assumed an independence from the
influence of other CSs in the learning of a CS-US relation. Significantly, by rejecting this
notion, the RW model could explain phenomena such as blocking discovered by Kamin
(Kamin, 1969). The RW model could account for the loss of associability of the blocked
stimulus by positing that a combined associative strength value of all stimuli present in a trial
is involved in modulating the size of the error term. Therefore the prior conditioning between
blocking stimulus A and the outcome leads to a smaller error-term and thus learning between
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B and the US. The aggregation of all associative strength values in a trial similarly allowed
the RW model to account for the effect of overshadowing (Mackintosh, 1976), wherein a
weak conditioned stimulus accrues less conditioning when presented together with a more
salient stimulus. RW further correctly predicts a number of previously unknown phenomena
such as overexpectation (Lattal and Nakajima, 1998), superconditioning (Dickinson, 1977),
and protection from extinction (Rescorla, 2003). Overexpectation occurs through a procedure
in which two independent CSs have been conditioned to an asymptotic level. Subsequently
presenting these two CSs as a compound produces a prediction for the outcome, which
exceeds its capacity for reinforcement; thereby producing inhibitory learning. Supercondi-
tioning is produced when a predictor of an outcome is presented together with a novel CS,
turning the latter into a conditioned inhibitor of the outcome. This conditioned inhibitor
is thence paired with another novel CS in conjunction with the reinforced outcome, which
results in this second novel CS gaining excitatory associative strength more rapidly than
if it were trained in isolation with the US. Protection from extinction in return is observed
when non-reinforced presentations of a CS together with a conditioned inhibitor result in
only a minor loss of associative strength of the CS. Due to these advantages, and despite its
shortcomings (see (Miller et al., 1995)), RW is still considered one of the most influential
models of classical conditioning.
The successes and failures of the model in accounting for phenomena are recorded in
Table 1.1 below, based on the assessment of the model by (Miller et al., 1995, pp. 365-378).
Though the number of recorded failures eclipses the number of successes, this does not imply
the futility of the model, as "[...] many of the following behavioural phenomena would not
have come to light without the model suggesting critical experiments. In the heuristic sense,
even its failures (Table 1.2) reflect well on the model." (Miller et al., 1995, p. 369)
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Phenomena
Acquisition: response curves negatively accelerating and monotonically increasing
Extinction: response curves negatively accelerating and monotonically decreasing
Stimulus generalization: responding elicited proportional to similarity of stimuli
Discrimination: differential responding to different combinations of stimuli
Tests for conditioned inhibition (i.e. negative association), e.g. summation
Procedures for producing conditioned inhibition (i.e. negative association), e.g. intermixed
A+/AB- trials
Patterning (AB+/A-/B- or AB-/A+/B+)
Overshadowing, i.e. a more salient stimulus hinders learning between another stimulus
and the outcome
Overexpectation resulting from two excitors: separately reinforcing two stimuli results in
supra-maximal responding when they are thence presented in compound
Blocking: A+/AB+ results in less B to outcome learning than AB+ by itself, due to A
having acquired associative strength
Unblocking with an increased US: blocking effect decreases when the US intensity is
increased in the second phase
Blocking with a reduced US: blocking effect is strengthened when the US intensity is
decreased in the second phase of a blocking experiment
Relative validity of cues: associative strength is proportional to the probability of rein-
forcement
Superconditioning: training a novel cue with an inhibitory cue results in more excitatory
learning to the novel cue
US-Preexposure effect: presenting the US by itself prior to training results in weaker
learning between a CS and US.
Contingency Effect: Presenting the US by itself between trials results in less excitatory
CS-US learning
Trial spacing effect: more temporal separation of trials leads to more excitatory CS-US
learning
Instrumental behaviour (association between behaviour and reward) can be explained by
the model
Table 1.1 Successes of the RW model in predicting learning effects (Miller et al., 1995).
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Phenomena
Spontaneous recovery: responding can resume after extensive extinction training
External disinhibition: presenting a salient yet novel cue before an extinguished cue can
produce resumed responding
Reminder-induced recovery from extinction: presenting cues from previous training can
produce resumed responding in an extinguished cue
Facilitated and retarded reacquisition after extinction: learning after an extinction treatment
can occur at a different pace than before extinction training
Presenting a conditioned inhibitor by itself does extinguish its negative association
Presenting a novel non-reinforced cue with a conditioned inhibitor does not lead to the
former acquiring excitatory strength
Non-exclusiveness of conditioned excitation and conditioned inhibition: evidence suggests
a cue can be both excitatory and inhibitory toward the same cue depending on the temporal
relation between cues
Dependence of negative summation on the degree to which the transfer excitor is excitatory:
a conditioned inhibitor can increase responding if the cue it is paired with was previously
reinforced with a less intense reward than the one the conditioned inhibitor was paired with
CS pre-exposure effect / Latent inhibition: presenting a CS by itself attenuates subsequent
CS-US learning
Potentiation: presenting a salient CS with a less salient CS can sometimes produce more
excitatory learning in the less salient CS, contradicting overshadowing
Second-order conditioning: pairing a cue A with an outcome, then cue B with cue A,
results in cue B producing responding
Cue-to-consequence effects: CSs and USs from congruent sensory modalities are preferen-
tially associated, e.g. flavours and gastric upset
Dependence of asymptotic responding on CS intensity: more intense CSs produce higher
asymptotic responding
Learned irrelevance: uncorrelated CS-US presentations attenuate subsequent correlated
CS-US learning with the same cues
One-trial overshadowing: overshadowing can occur within the first trial of training
Overshadowing, blocking, and the US-preexposure effect are reversible.
Extinguishing the context can weaken the inhibitory strength of a conditioned inhibitor
Superconditioning is sometimes not observed
Training cues A and B independently as excitors and then presenting them with novel cue
X does not seem to make X a conditioned inhibitor as predicted
Large numbers of compound trials can eliminate overshadowing and blocking deficits
Unblocking can be produced by omission of a second, expected US
Presenting a blocked CS without its blocking associate CS still leads to less excitatory
learning than expected
A less salient CS is sometimes unable to block a more salient CS
Evidence exists that associative values change within a trial, i.e. in real-time
Table 1.2 Failures of the RW model in predicting learning effects (Miller et al., 1995).
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Rescorla-Wagner and the Summation Assumption
When two or more stimuli are presented together, this presentation is termed a compound stim-
ulus. Elemental models, which support strict summation, claim that an animal’s response to a
compound stimulus will be equal to the sum of the responses, which each individual stimulus
would have elicited when presented alone. This response is assumed to reflect the associative
strength between the individual stimuli and the outcome. Thus, for instance when two stimuli
(A & B) are individually reinforced and come to elicit respectively a CRA and CRB, their
presentation together should elicit a CR of the magnitude CRA+CRB. Other interpretations
however violate the summation rule, and are supported by experimental evidence in many
cases (Razran, 1939). They allow for the associative strength of a compound to be higher
or lower than the direct summation of its constituent stimuli. This implies that additional
information is encoded by the whole configuration of stimuli, distinct from their components.
Configural models of learning posit that strict summation of associative strengths does not
occur, and in fact animals represent compound stimuli through compound nodes with their
own associative strengths. Thus the compound AB has an independent associative strength
towards the outcome compared to its constituent stimuli, A and B. Existing elemental models
lacked this representational feature and therefore needed a method to render non-linear
discriminations. The introduction of configural cues (Wagner and Rescorla, 1972) allowed
the RW model to account for the failure of summation to materialize in certain compound
trials, thereby retaining the structure of an elemental model while explaining the ability of
animals to solve non-linear discriminations such as negative patterning (Rescorla et al., 1985)
and biconditional discriminations (Rescorla, 1972; Saavedra, 1975). Negative patterning
consists of nonreinforced stimulus compound trials being intermixed with reinforced pre-
sentations of the individual stimuli. Biconditional discrimination is a procedure of the form
AC+/AD−/BC−/BD+, where each cue predicts both the occurrence and lack of occur-
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rence of reinforcement. Thus the non-linear discrimination can only be solved by attending
to the whole compound. These discriminations could not be resolved under the previous
elemental frameworks1. Configural cues are assumed to emerge when a compound of two or
more stimuli is presented (i.e. their stimuli representations are active concurrently). This cue
acts as a stimulus in the learning process, and competes with other present stimuli. Take for
example the case of negative patterning with intermixed A+/B+/AB- trials. The animal will
learn to withhold its response during the presentation of the AB compound, as the configu-
ral cue C emerging from this configuration undergoes inhibitory conditioning towards the US.
The RW model not only accounts for experimentally confirmed effects, but its formu-
lation implied the existence of learning effects not predicted by earlier models or assumed
to exist by pre-existing theory. Though the RW model has been successful in this regard
(Miller et al., 1995), a summed error term is not the only means of predicting cue-competition
results. Models relying on CS-US specific ’local’, non-competitive error-terms are capable of
accounting for some of these effects by assuming other processes of competition, for instance
on attentional competition between the predictors, as postulated by Nicholas Mackintosh
(Mackintosh, 1975). Alternatively, the comparator hypothesis model (Miller and Matzel,
1988; Miller and Witnauer, 2016) explains cue-competition results as a retrieval effect. It
assumes that when a previously reinforced CS is presented (the target), it re-activates both
representations of other CSs paired with the US and the US representation itself. The re-
sponse elicited by the target CS is then proportional to the degree to which it predicts the US
relative to the associative strength of these comparator CSs. Hence cue-competition arises
from the interference of other CS-US associations upon the target-US association (Figure 1.2).
1Though solutions distinct from configural cues exist to resolve this problem in an elemental fashion. E.g.
see (Harris, 2006).
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Fig. 1.2 The comparator hypothesis of Miller & Matzel (1988) postulates that the presentation of a CS
invokes both a direct US representation, and an indirect activation of the US representation through
comparators. These two pathways compete with one another to determine the net CR produced by the
CS.
Temporal Difference learning
Since early error-correction models operated based on calculating associative strength on a
trial-by-trial basis (i.e. do not model responding and learning within a trial), the realization
of real-time learning models extending the trial-based RW model (and other error-correction
models) allows for the modelling of time-dependent aspects of learning and temporal re-
lations between stimuli within a given trial. The Sutton & Barto (SB) model (Sutton and
Barto, 1981), extended the delta rule used in RW by postulating that the variation in the
inputs to a node representing a US was the driver of learning. Hence, both changes in the
US sensory input (reinforcement) and changes in the CS contribution to this node (temporal
difference) influence the direction of learning. In addition to phenomena predicted by RW,
SB accounts for inter-stimulus interval (ISI) effects and an anticipatory CR build-up before
the occurrence of a reinforcer (Balkenius and Morén, 1998). It nevertheless produces a
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few erroneous predictions, such as that a co-occurring CS and US should become highly
inhibitory towards one another. Flaws of the SB model are rectified in the Temporal Dif-
ference (TD) model (Sutton and Barto, 1987) through the variations in the CS signal to
the US node being dissociated from the US signal itself, and through the introduction of
a time-discount γ to signal the uncertainty of future predictions. The TD model uniquely
predicts that learning is being driven by the need of the animal to minimise a time-discounted
aggregate expectation of future reinforcement. At each time-step, the components of a given
CS produce a prediction for the moment-by-moment change in US activation at the next
time-step, termed the temporal difference. The difference between this prediction and the
actual US activation level results in an error-term (similar to that in the RW model), the
prediction error, for that time-step. The equation for calculating this error is as follows:
δ t = (λ t − (∑
i
xt−1i V
t
i − γ∑
i
xtiV
t
i )) (1.4)
Here λ t is the US activation at time t, xti is the activation of a given CS, and Vi is the
strength of the associative connection between CS i and the US. The term∑xt−1i V ti denotes
the prediction for the US produced through the summation of associative activations of the
US (using current associative links, but CS activation levels from the previous time-step), and
the term γ∑xtiV ti is the equivalent for the current time-step. The current time-step prediction
is multiplied by the mentioned discount parameter γ to reflect that the future is always slightly
uncertain and therefore more recent stimulus activation carries more weight in calculating
errors. The difference between these two prediction terms produces an estimate of what the
activation of the US is during the current time-step. The discrepancy between the TD error
and the actual US presence produces the overall prediction error for the US.
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The error-term is used to adjust associative links between stimuli according to the equa-
tion:
V ti =V
t−1
i +αδ
txtie
t
i (1.5)
Here 0≤ α ≤ 1 is the salience of the CS, and 0≤ eti ≤ 1 is an eligibility trace of stimulus
i, which modulates the amount of learning a stimulus should receive based on the distance
of the stimulus’ activation from that of the US. Eligibility traces can either accumulate
to values higher than 1 over the duration of a stimulus, or build towards a value of 1 and
then continuously undergo replacement by a value of 12. The equation for the latter, the
replacement eligibility trace, is:
eti = min(1,ργe
t−1
i + x
t−1
i ) (1.6)
The trace therefore is set to and kept at 1 when a stimulus is active, and decays according
to (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) · (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) every time-step when it is not active. This results in stimuli
receiving less reinforcement if there is a large gap between when they are active and when
the US occurs.
The error-term can produce excitatory or inhibitory learning depending on whether the
change in associative strength, ∆V ti , is respectively positive or negative. Therefore, the speed
of learning between the CS and the US is inversely proportional to the certainty with which
the animal can predict the occurrence of the US. This means that when the error of predicting
2Accumulating eligibility traces are nevertheless not widely used due to convergence problems produced by
values higher than 1.
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the US is reduced to zero, learning reaches an asymptote and effectively stops.
As a real-time rendition of the US-processing error-correction learning found in RW, TD
can account for the same phenomena as the former on a trial level. In terms of predictive
power, the instantiation of the TD model in simulators (Mondragón et al., 2013a; Mondragón,
E., Alonso, E., Fernández, A., and Gray, 2012) has produced accounts of higher-order condi-
tioning (Figure 1.3), wherein reinforcement is observed in the absence of a US, through the
reinforcement effects of the temporal-difference term itself. It accounts for temporal primacy
effects (e.g. (Kehoe et al., 1987)), wherein the presentation of a reinforced serial-compound
of the form CSA →CSB →US results in a deficit in CR acquisition to CSB). It additionally re-
produces the retardation effects of ISIs on the level of asymptotic learning (and by extension,
CR over time) in an emergent fashion (Balkenius and Morén, 1998) through higher-order
conditioning resulting from the temporal-difference term back-propagating to earlier time-
points. As the core component of the TD model is its distinct error-term, variations and
extensions of TD with differing stimulus representations have been proposed. A complete
serial compound model (Moore et al., 1998) postulated that a CS is represented in time by a
series of distinct units, each of which becomes active following the previous, in a cascading
pattern. This extension produced a response curve in time with closer correspondence to
empirical fact.
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Fig. 1.3 Simulation of the TD model using the TD simulator (Gray, J., Alonso, E., Mondragón,
E., and Fernández, 2012). Displayed is the result of simulating acquisition for a reinforced serial
compound A→ B→+ (Group SC) compared to A→+ (Group Ctrl). Group SC displays higher-order
conditioning.
Work in timing theory as well as hippocampal data inspired the micro-stimulus repre-
sentation of TD (Ludvig et al., 2009), which instead assumes that the presence of a CS
produces a cascade of units to become active in a bell-shaped, Gaussian form, with units that
peak later having a correspondingly lower amplitude and higher variance. The advantage of
such a stimulus representation is that it reproduces both differential responding early and
late during a CS presentation, allows for effective trace conditioning (conditioning with a
delay between the CS offset and US onset) due to the persistence of later micro-stimuli, and
produces generalization of learning in time due to the significant activation overlap of said
micro-stimuli. Extensions of the classical TD formulation have also been motivated by its
lack of compound stimuli and configurations in its stimulus representation. Formulations of
TD such as a version of CSC (Mondragón et al., 2013b) and SSCC (Mondragón et al., 2014)
offer rules for forming such compounds both when stimuli overlap temporally, and when
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they are presented in succession. Steady evidence has mounted that predictions errors akin to
the TD error are correlated to mid-brain dopamine function (Ludvig et al., 2011; Montague
et al., 1996; Niv, 2009; Niv et al., 2012; Schultz, 2004, 2006, 2010; Schultz et al., 1997),
specifically with increased dopaminergic activity corresponding to positive prediction errors,
and lulls in dopaminergic activity corresponding to negative prediction errors. Furthermore,
its efficacy in the domain of machine learning has been strengthened both due to its proven
performance in practice, as well as mathematical analysis guaranteeing strong convergence
properties toward an optimal policy (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
In conclusion, although alternative approaches to summed error-correction such as the
comparator hypothesis model exist and are capable of accounting for crucial cue-competition
effects, the fit of the RW and TD error-terms to neuroscientific data correlating prediction
errors and dopamine signalling as well as a consideration for parsimony motivate our use
of this learning framework of real-time error-correction in the Double Error model we are
introducing.
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Elemental vs. Configural models: the nature of the stimulus representa-
tion
Causal relations in the world are mostly more complex than the linear CS-US relationship
learned in a standard acquisition protocol, and thus non-linear conditional probabilities seem
more appropriate to model them. That is, the probability of an outcome happening when
multiple preceding events have occurred is not always equal to the product of the conditional
probabilities of this outcome occurring given only one of the preceding events. Learning
models therefore must in some manner involve processes of approximating these condition-
ality relations, such as those seen in non-linear discrimination learning. Exactly how such
causal connections are approximated is highly dependent upon how the stimuli themselves
are represented by a model. Two benchmarks of non-linear discriminatory performance of a
model have been the aforementioned negative patterning and biconditional discriminations.
The difficulty, and hence importance, of negative patterning lies in the simple breakdown
of linearity on the compound trials. That is, the animal must learn to withhold responding
on trials when two cues, which individual predict the outcome, are presented. Biconditional
discriminations involve yet more complex non-linearity. Four cues are presented in pairs, as
the individual cues offer no information for solving the discrimination.
The RW model, as an elemental model, kept with the assumption of Spence, Konorski,
and Estes (Harris, 2006; Wagner, 2008) that sets of elements constituting the attributes of
individual stimuli enter into associations with the US directly. As a result, in its original
formulation, RW was unable to account for both negative patterning (Rescorla et al., 1985)
and biconditional discriminations (Rescorla, 1972; Saavedra, 1975). The model assumes that
if each individual stimulus is presented in opposite contingencies, this amounts to partial
reinforcement of the cue and hence the discrimination will not be solved. In the case of
negative patterning, the model would predict greater responding on the compound trials than
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individual trials, due to the summation of the associative strengths of A and B. That is, the
model preserves the linearity of summation by positing that the responding elicited by a given
configuration of cues is directly proportional to the sum of the individual associative strengths
of the constituent stimuli. The addition of elements common to multiple stimuli to RW, which
is functionally equivalent to adding a redundant cue X, allowed for the NP discrimination
to be solved as the elements common to both A and B acquire superconditioning, while the
unique elements of both stimuli become inhibitory toward the outcome. Hence, simply by
assuming some similarity between CS representations, it is possible to account for some
non-linear discriminations within an elemental framework. In the case of more complicated
discriminations such as the biconditional and the tri-conditional discriminations, common
elements are not a sufficiently powerful mechanism. The addition of configural elements
to the model, which become active during the presentation of a specific compound, allows
the RW model to get around this hurdle (Rescorla, 1972). That is, it is assumed that the
compound is represented by the animal as more than the sum of its parts. Thus, the NP
discrimination is produced in a contrary way as compared to when common elements were
used, as configural cues in this case take on inhibitory values toward the US, while the
unique elements become excitatory. While configural elements lead to the model predicting
deviations from summation linearity in non-linear discrimination training, it nevertheless
preserves linearity in the absence of such conditioning. As such, it was unable to account for
evidence of linearity of summation being broken (Razran, 1939), that is for configurations
of stimuli eliciting more or less response than expected by summing the response strengths
elicited by individual presentations of the constituent stimuli. For instance, the observation
that the presentation of a stimulus compound, after reinforcing the two stimuli separately,
does not always produce more responding (Pearce et al., 2002) contradicted the RW model.
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REM model
Such evidence of linearity of response summation being broken, prompted the conception
of the replaced elements model (REM) (Wagner, 2003), which manoeuvred around this
difficulty by a process whereby some elements of a stimulus are added (configural elements),
and some are removed (unique elements), when the cue is presented in a compound. These
added and replaced elements are consistent throughout presentations. The added elements
correspond to elements representing context-dependent features of the stimulus (i.e. denoting
conjunction with another cue), while the replaced elements are assumed to represent features
of the cue that are uniquely present when the cue is presented alone. These statistically
independent replacement rules are captured by the following relation:
PA(A∪Comp.) = ∏
K∈Comp.
(1− rK) = ∏
K∈Comp.
sK (1.7)
Here PA denotes the proportion of elements of stimulus A that are sampled both when A
is presented in isolation and when compound stimulus Comp. is presented. The similarity
measure 1− rK or sK , denotes the quantity of elements that are sampled on both A and AK
trials. Hence, the overall proportion of elements sampled on both A and Comp. trials is the
direct product of these binary relations.
The model, as seen in the equation above, postulates a replacement parameter r, which
determines what proportion of elements are replaced in this manner. Thus when r = 0,
the model is equivalent to the RW model, while r = 1 produces a purely configural model
(Schultheis et al., 2008). The intermediate values allow the model to postulate that sum-
mation is not absolute. For instance, r = 0.5 leads to the prediction that no summation is
observed, that is the compound of two CSs is no more predictive of the outcome than an
individual CS. The effect of this replacement is more obvious when one considers the effect
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of r upon the quantity of responding elicited by a CS compound AB after A and B have
been conditioned to an asymptotic level in isolation. Figure 1.4, r = 0.0 leads to perfect
summation of the strengths of A and B, while r = 1.0 leads to no responding, due to all the
elements being replaced. Thus, by assuming that different modalities of stimuli undergo
different replacement rates depending on their similarity, consistent with psychophysical
theory (Glautier et al., 2010), the model can explain why summation seems to depend on the
types of stimuli used (Wagner, 2003).
Fig. 1.4 Simulation of the REM model using the REM simulator (Ghorashi, A., Mondragón, E. and
Alonso, 2017). Results of the conceptual design 20A+/20B+ (random) followed by test trials for
compound AB, with r = 0 and r = 1.
Though the configural elements representation of RW and the REM model account for
some aspects of deviance from perfect summation, they are less capable of dealing with other
observed effects. Both models assume that a redundant cue, X, will facilitate the learning
of a non-linear discrimination, yet the opposite is often observed (Pearce and Redhead,
1993). A further difficulty is that an underlying implication of most elemental models is
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the potential complete reversibility of an association between a stimulus and the outcome
should the previously learned contingency be reversed (e.g. reinforcement followed by
non-reinforcement). However, experiments displaying retroactive interference in feature
negative discriminations, in which B+ trials failed to extinguish the animal’s performance on
a discrimination A+/AB-, which presumably was learned through B becoming a conditioned
inhibitor, contradict this assumption that the response elicited by B is expressed linearly on
AB- trials (Wilson and Pearce, 1992). Both the RW model and the REM extension have
difficulty reproducing this effect. The former, due to its linear summation, predicts complete
interference of B+ training on the A+/AB- training. That is, it expects that after B+ training
the AB- compound will display less complete suppression of responding. The latter, though
it in principle can reproduce the effect, is forced to postulate a very high replacement rate of
B elements. However, retroactive interference in feature negative discriminations has been
produced by stimuli from different modalities (Pearce and Wilson, 1991), which seems to
require a low replacement rate of elements.
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Fig. 1.5 1) An elemental connectionist structure. CSs are directly associated with the occurrence of
the US. 2) A configural connectionist structure. CSs activate a configural representation, which in
return enters into association with the US.
Pearce model
An alternative account to the elemental approach is supplied by the model of Pearce (Pearce,
1987), which in contrast presumes that nodes representing individual stimuli connect to an
additional configural node representing their aggregation (as depicted in segment 2 of Figure
1.5). This node in return forms associations with the outcome.
The learning rule of the model hence involves calculating links between these configural
nodes, and utilizes the following link-update equation:
∆Vi = β [λ − (Vi+∑
i, j
Si, jVj)] (1.8)
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Here Vi is the associative strength, β is the US salience, λ is the US asymptote, Si, j is the
similarity between stimuli i and j, and the sum ranges over all pairs of CSs.
The similarity measure in return is calculated according to:
Si, j =
Nci
Nti
Nc j
Nt j
(1.9)
Here, Nci and Nc j represent the number of elements respectively of cues i and j, which
are common to i and j, and Nti and Nt j are the total number of elements of the two cues.
The Pearce model’s configural stimulus representation produces many non-linear dis-
criminations simply through the learning between a configural node and the outcome not
directly interfering with other configurations. For instance, in Figure 1.6 we have simulated
a biconditional discrimination using the Pearce Model Simulator (Gheorghescu, A., Mon-
dragón, E. and Alonso, 2017). Non-linear discriminations are often very difficult for animals
to learn, and Pearce’s model accounts for this difficulty by postulating that responding to
a configuration of stimuli is affected by its similarity to other configurations (as measured
by a similarity index). Hence, it anticipates that the difficulty of a non-linear discrimination
is directly proportional to the similarity of the constituent compounds of it. In the case
of the bi-conditional discrimination, the complexity of the discrimination arises from each
compound being similar to another compound undergoing opposite reinforcement (e.g. AB+
and AC-). The model naturally accounts for summation between stimuli not always being
observed. Correspondingly, it faces a challenge explaining evidence that summation does
sometimes occur. Further, the model predicts a symmetrical deficit in responding (gener-
alization decrement) when a stimulus is added in compound to a previously conditioned
stimulus (external inhibition) or when a stimulus is removed from the training compound
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(overshadowing). Yet it has been found that overshadowing produces a larger deficit in
responding than external inhibition (Brandon et al., 2000). Finally, it has been found that
familiarity with the constituent stimuli of a discrimination can facilitate the learning of the
discrimination (Hall, 1991; Mondragón and Hall, 2002). This phenomenon of perceptual
learning seems to suggest that the animal’s perception of the similarity of two stimuli is
learned rather than given a priori as through the Pearce model’s similarity index. Hence, some
form of attentional or learning-based process seems to be necessary to dichotomize unique
and redundant elements of stimuli when they are pre-exposed together, such as elements
shared by the pre-exposed stimuli losing associability.
Fig. 1.6 Simulation of the Pearce model using the Pearce Model Simulator (Ghorashi, A., Mondragón,
E. and Alonso, 2017). Results of a biconditional discrimination are displayed.
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Harris model
Configural models have been further critiqued from a theoretical perspective. In terms of
parsimony, they require representations of both individual stimuli as well as configurations,
thus making them more complex than purely elemental models (though (Ghirlanda, 2015)
has demonstrated that a mapping between elemental and configural representations can be
constructed analytically). Furthermore, they seem to take for granted representational infor-
mation that is usually postulated by purely associative means, namely that a combination of
stimuli co-occurred. Finally, they require some limiting process on the quantity of configura-
tions that can form to avoid an infinite generation of different configural representations. On
these grounds, and in order to resolve the empirical difficulties outlined, Harris has introduced
a purely elemental model utilizing a unique attentional process (Harris, 2006; Harris and
Livesey, 2010) to circumnavigate the aforesaid problems of the elemental approach. In the
model a finite ’attentional buffer’, which makes the activation of elements stronger and more
persistent (and therefore contribute more towards responding), is introduced (Figure 1.7).
Entry into this buffer is regulated by the change in activation of a given element when it is
presented or predicted, and is proportional to the salience of that element (with the saliences
of elements of a stimulus assumed to be normally distributed). That is, elements that undergo
a strong increase in their activation can enter the attentional buffer. If the buffer is at full
capacity, elements with larger changes in activation displace elements with smaller changes
in activation. Further, the extent of reinforcement by a US is proportional to the number
of US elements that are pushed into the buffer. However, in general, the quantity of CS
elements in the buffer does not influence the direction of learning. The buffer simply speeds
up learning as the activation of an element functions as a de facto salience.
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Fig. 1.7 The fixed-capacity attentional buffer of the Harris (2006) model. Elements compete to enter
the buffer, with those with a higher weight doing so more readily. The buffer increases the persistence
of their activity. The number of US elements inside and outside the buffer determines the overall
direction of learning (excitatory or inhibitory).
The entry to the buffer, as mentioned, is regulated by the weight ωi of stimuli, such that:
∑
i
ωi ≤ buffer capacity (1.10)
The actual entry of a given element is specified as occurring in proportion to ∆ωi, which
is the difference between the intrinsic self-weight of a stimulus, and the prediction for it by
other stimuli. Since this term acts as a prediction error, it is used in the associative strength
update equation of the model:
∆Vx,y =

ωx ·βy ·2∆ωy if ∆ωx > t
ωx ·βy · (−∆ωy) otherwise
(1.11)
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The response elicited by a stimulus A is thence calculated using the dot product over its
elements:
R(A) =∑
i
ωAi ·VAi (1.12)
An important implication of the introduced buffer is that when a stimulus compound
is presented, only the most salient elements can enter the buffer. Hence the model can
account for partial summation. This partial summation, together with an assumption of
common elements equips the model with the capability of predicting various non-linear
discriminations. It additionally predicts that these discriminations are solved more slowly
when a redundant cue is present, as the redundant cue leaves less capacity in the attentional
buffer for relevant cues. The facilitation of discriminatory learning by pre-exposure, i.e. per-
ceptual learning, arises through a process of common elements losing associability through
self-prediction hindering their entry into the buffer. Crucially, the model can explain both
the lack of retroactive interference in feature negative discriminations (Wilson and Pearce,
1992), as well as the discrepancy between external inhibition and overshadowing. In the case
of the former, it postulates that during the B+ presentations, the elements of B that entered
the attentional buffer on AB- trials are more inhibitory than the ones which did not. Thus,
the elements that did not enter the buffer acquire more excitation than the ones which did.
Resultantly, when the AB compound is once again presented, much of the increase in B’s
associative strength will not be manifested due to the most excitatory elements not entering
the buffer. In the latter case, the model explains that in the case of external inhibition, the
novel stimulus pushes elements of the compound out of the buffer. However, these elements
nevertheless remain active at a lesser level, thus still contributing towards responding. When
a cue is removed as in an overshadowing test, its elements are completely inactive, and hence
the asymmetry between the phenomena is accounted for. Thus, the Harris model shows that
many of the apparent pitfalls of elemental models can be avoided using a richer stimulus
representation and a process of selective attention; though the exact nature and substratum of
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the attentional buffer remains to be validated by empirical data. Further, many of the unique
predictions of the model could be explained also for instance by the simpler assumption of
the salience of a cue directly influencing the strength of its activation.
In conclusion, both elemental and configural approaches to stimulus representations have
distinct advantages in explaining non-linear discrimination learning. Configural models can
offer a solution on how animals learn complicated discriminations, generalization between
them, as well as for partial summation. Elemental models must postulate additional learning
and representational mechanisms to account for many of these effects. For instance, configu-
ral elements or the attentional buffer of Harris significantly extend the reach of elemental
analysis. They nevertheless have the advantage of maintaining representational simplicity
as well as encapsulating more information in terms of pure associative learning. That is, in
many formulations they avoid the problem of how configural representations emerge in the
first place. As such, we have favoured this elemental approach for the current model.
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Attention and stimulus Pre-exposure: CS processing
As the Harris model assumes that any excitatory link from one stimulus to another induces
activation in the recipient stimulus, it can explain various pre-exposure and habituation
effects as well. In effect, the associability of a cue, all else being equal, is therefore directly
proportional to its novelty. In addition, the model’s prediction that the effective associability
of stimuli decreases in relation to how many further stimuli are active has been experimentally
validated (Lachnit et al., 2008). This sets it in opposition to other paradigms of selective
attention.
Mackintosh model
For instance, the Mackintosh model assumes that animals attend to cues that are relatively
better predictors of outcomes than other cues (Mackintosh, 1975). It models the attention to
a cue, αi , as changing in proportion to the relative predictiveness of the cue (in relation to
other cues) for the outcome. This is modelled through the equations that follow.
The weight update rule is a ’local’, non-competitive one, similar to the Hull rule:
∆Vi = αi(λ −Vi) (1.13)
Unlike in the RW model, the cue-competition occurs through changes in the associability
αi. The αi of a CS rises if |zλ − xiVi|< |zλ −VT |, where VT is the total associative strength
of all other cues, z is the US presence, and λ is the US asymptote. This magnitude of change
is postulated to be in proportion to |zλ − xiVi|− |zλ −VT |. The implication is that selective
attention is learned, retained for future learning, and presumably aids in reducing proactive
interference between stimuli, thereby speeding up learning as discussed in (Kruschke, 2009).
Cue-competition effects are thereby explained by purely attentional means and thus the model
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only requires the linear operator delta rule familiar from Hull’s model. The Mackintosh
model’s unique assumption that the selective attention paid to a cue has direct reinforcing
effects has allowed it to predict phenomena that pose a problem for other models. For
instance, it can explain unblocking, wherein the surprising partial omission of reinforcement
during a blocking treatment attenuates the blocking of a cue (Dickinson et al., 1976). It
thus avoids the prediction of over-prediction pushing the later introduced novel cue towards
becoming inhibitory, which the RW model predicts in some circumstances for this treatment.
An alternative explanation to that offered by the Mackintosh model for this effect is however
that differential reinforcement is represented by the animal as different reinforcers. As such,
this result can be accounted for by the RW model. The Mackintosh model also accounts
for the learned irrelevance effect (Bonardi and Hall, 1996; Mackintosh, 1973), whereby a
CS uncorrelated with US presentations shows poorer subsequent acquisition, due to the best
relative predictor accruing the most associability, and hence conditioning more quickly than
competing cues. A well-known difficulty faced by the model is however the phenomenon of
Hall-Pearce negative transfer (Hall and Pearce, 1979), wherein reinforcing a CS with a weak
US, thus making it more a better predictor hinders subsequent conditioning between the
same CS and a stronger version of the same US. In this case, it erroneously predicts greater
excitatory learning between the previous best predictor of the outcome and the outcome.
The model also is unable to account for superconditioning Rescorla (1971b, 2004), wherein
presenting a conditioned inhibitor of an outcome together with a novel cue leads to stronger
excitatory conditioning to the novel cue than if it were conditioned individually. As the
Mackintosh model does not assume a competitive error-term, it cannot account for this
effect. The hybrid model of Le Pelley however is able to produce this effect by integrating a
combined error-term (Le Pelley, 2004).
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Pearce-Hall model
Conversely , the effect of Hall-Pearce negative transfer is easily accounted for by the Pearce
and Hall (PH) model (Pearce and Hall, 1980), which postulates that attention rises when the
outcome is uncertain, an assumption formalized in the following alpha update rule:
α ti = |zλ t−1−∑
j
x jV t−1j | (1.14)
where α is once again the associability, z the US presence, λ is the asymptote of learning,
and t represents trials.
Excitatory learning in the model is calculated using:
∆V+i = α
t
i Sizλ (1.15)
And inhibitory learning is calculated through:
∆V−i = α
t
i Si(∑xiVi− zλ ) (1.16)
In both equations Si is the salience of the US.
That is, the associability of conditioned stimuli rise in accordance to the general uncer-
tainty of the outcome instead of tracking the relative predictiveness of the cue. By implication,
in the Hall-Pearce negative transfer effect, the prior training with a weaker US produces a
decline in associability which hinders subsequent learning with the stronger US.
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In contrast to the Mackintosh model, the Pearce and Hall model has trouble explaining
learned irrelevance, as the predictor in a learned irrelevance procedure will accrue more
associability due to their lack of correlation with the occurrence of an outcome. In the
context of a standard acquisition and extinction protocol the PH model (Pearce and Hall,
1980) predicts a sudden increase in associability when the contingency is changed (i.e. the
beginning of acquisition or extinction, Figure 1.8), with a gradual decline thereafter. Further,
a great success of the model has been predicting latent inhibition (Channell and Hall, 1983),
wherein pre-exposure of a CS attenuates subsequent acquisition training with the same CS. It
predicts this effect as arising from the pre-exposure leading to a decline in the associability
of the CS, which subsequently rises again during acquisition training. Empirical evidence
exists for the hypothesis that prediction errors increase the associability of cues, however a
confounding factor is the difficulty of disassociating increases in associability (speed of learn-
ing) from direct reinforcement (extent of learning) produced by prediction errors (Holland
and Schiffino, 2016). Uncovering and formalizing the precise nature of modulating factors
of attention, and their relation to the dopamine system (Ahveninen et al., 2000; Nieoullon,
2002), is hence critical in determining the plausibility of the associabilities of the Mackintosh
and PH models. It has been noted that the attentional mechanisms underlying these two
models are not necessarily in opposition. The PH attention rule, when instantiated in a
real-time model, can for instance produce an increase in associability for the best predictor
of the outcome if said predictor produces a prediction error for the US before the US onset.
That is, the rule produces more complicated emergent behaviour when instantiated in a
real-time model. The existence of evidence supporting each model has fostered the proposal
of dual-factor attentional models. One such model is the Le Pelley model (Le Pelley, 2004),
which combines both the associability of the Mackintosh model and of the PH model (with
the latter given more influence). According to the model, both the general uncertainty of the
outcome, as well as the relative predictiveness of a cue determine the overall associability of
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the cue. As such, the Le Pelley model can explain phenomena that have proven difficult for
either model in isolation. It predicts for instance Hall-Pearce negative transfer as well as the
learned irrelevance effect simultaneously. It however introduces further complexity as the
two rules can often cancel the influence of one another . Thus, it is also difficult to isolate
their respective effects empirically.
Fig. 1.8 Simulation of the Pearce-Hall model using the Pearce-Hall Model Simulator (Grikietis, R.,
Mondragón, E., and Alonso, 2016). Alpha value of cue A in a simulation of 100A+/100A- is displayed.
SLGK model, Hall-Rodriguez model
The assumption that novelty of cues is crucial to how learning unfolds, pioneered by the
Mackintosh and PH models, was expanded upon by the SLGK model (Kutlu and Schmajuk,
2012). It postulates that the novelty of every stimulus affects its speed of learning towards
other stimuli. Further, this novelty is modelled through each stimulus learning to predict
each other stimulus through associative links. Therefore, not only reinforced, but also non-
reinforced (i.e. ‘neutral’ or ‘silent’) learning is incorporated. The model is configural in
the sense that it postulates a layer of units intermediate between the sensory units and the
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US unit. These configural units have non-modifiable random incoming connections from
all CS representations, and their connection to the outcome is modified through a delta rule.
Their associability or associative rate is taken to be very low initially, however if the US
novelty remains high during training (i.e. the animal is unable to learn a given contingency),
then the associability of the configural units rises. It therefore accounts for the difficulty
of animals to solve non-linear discriminations. This mechanism of detecting, through a
persistent outcome error, when a purely linear approach has failed offers a robust approach
for introducing non-linearity into models of conditioning while pre-empting a combinatorial
explosion. It can be utilized to change the associability of other representational elements
besides configural cues (e.g. common elements) to reflect when the animal cannot solve a
learning problem.
Learning between non-reinforcing cues, i.e. ‘silent learning’ incorporated by the model
endows it with the capacity to explain various pre-exposure effects. For example, it ex-
plains the attenuated positively accelerating response curve of a latent inhibited stimulus
during subsequent acquisition. This response curve further approaches the standard learning
asymptote after a sufficient number of reinforced trials (Lubow, 1965). In this regard, it
shares similarities with two other models that postulate both silent learning and novelty-based
associability, SOP (Wagner, 1981) and the McLaren-Mackintosh (McLaren and Mackintosh,
2000) models. In all three models, latent inhibition emerges from the pre-exposed CS losing
novelty by being predicted by the context and itself (unitization). This loss of novelty slows
down subsequent acquisition training. A different approach is that taken by the aforemen-
tioned PH model and the Hall-Rodriguez extension of it (Hall and Rodriguez, 2010), are
also commonly proposed to account for latent inhibition. These predict that the repeated
pre-exposure of a cue reduces the attention paid to it, thus reducing its associability. The
Hall-Rodriguez model further predicts the formation of a CS−¬US link, which thereafter
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interferes with the response elicited by the CS-US link formed in the subsequent acquisition
training (Figure 1.9). This latter mechanism bears a similarity to the explanation offered by
the comparator model, which similarly stresses processing during retrieval. Nevertheless, the
neutral-learning based account of SLGK, SOP and McLaren-Mackintosh seems to hold a
categorical advantage in explaining latent inhibition, as they do not need to assume such a
no-US representation or the existence of an extant associative link to it. Hence they avoid
predicting inhibitory properties of the pre-exposed CS towards the US, which have not been
found in summation tests (Rescorla, 1971a). Further, the assumption of a no-US representa-
tion implies a generalization of inhibition to all reinforcers. However, CS-US learning has
been shown to be highly US specific, for instance through reinforcer de-valuation effects
(Colwill and Motzkin, 1994).
Fig. 1.9 (Hall and Rodriguez, 2010) postulates that pre-exposure induces the formation of a CS−¬US
link, that subsequently interferes with the CS-US link formed during acquisition.
In conclusion, models that assume selective attention is acquired by the most predictive
cue, such as the Mackintosh model, offer a robust account of effects such as unblocking
and learned irrelevancy. They however are unable to offer a convincing explanation of pre-
exposure effects. Similarly, alternative explanations for unblocking and learned irrelevance
can often be produced by error-correction effects. In the former case by assuming that
differences in US presentations imply differences in the asymptote of learning, that is by
assuming that different US presentations increase the effective error term (and hence reduce
competition) either by being processed by the animal as separate stimuli to be predicted or
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through more intense USs having a higher asymptote within the error term; in the latter case
by postulating that uncorrelated CS-US exposures results in inhibitory learning, for instance
through the context predicting the US on CS- trials, hence making the CS into a conditioned
inhibitor. In contrast, models that postulate a loss in associability as the outcome error
declines (PH) or when a cue becomes less novel (SLGK, SOP, and McLaren-Mackintosh)
are uniquely capable of explaining both the result and mechanisms behind the loss in as-
sociability occurring during pre-exposure. The latter models can also predict the context
specificity of LI observed when a pre-exposure is conducted in a context different from that
of conditioning. Moreover, when instantiated in a real-time model, the uncertainty-driven
variable associability of the PH model could produce emergent Mackintosh-like effects
through the best predictor of an outcome producing a strong prediction-error before the onset
of the outcome, thus increasing its own associability towards the outcome. We have hence
chosen to incorporate a similar mechanism, with important changes involving re-evaluation
of persistent uncertainty, to account for learned attentional bias in the Double Error model.
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Non-reinforced and Mediated Learning : neutral stimulus associations.
If an animal is learning the contingencies governing events, does it re-evaluate the presumed
most probable contingency when it is contradicted by subsequent learning? If so, how? Since
it is assumed that prior learning is stored as associations, this revaluation by implication
involves the modification of previously formed associations. Behavioural and neural data
exists, which demonstrates that a present cue can retrieve the representation of another cue
and thereby invoke re-evaluation of the latter’s previously formed associations towards a
reinforcer (Dickinson, 1996; Holland, 1983; Holland and Forbes, 1982). For instance in terms
of neural data, the left hippocampus has been implicated in mediated learning in humans
(Jie, 2008) and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been tied to violations of previously
formed expectations (Corlett et al., 2007). These so called mediated conditioning effects
are of interest as they allow for an understanding of processes governing learning between
representations of stimuli which are present and ones which are absent yet associatively
invoked. Of cardinal significance to this thesis are the retrospective revaluation effects
(Le Pelley and McLaren, 2001) backward blocking (BB) (Urushihara and Miller, 2010),
un-overshadowing/retrospective revaluation (RR) (Miller and Witnauer, 2016), as well as
forward sensory preconditioning (FSP) (Brogden, 1939), and backward sensory precondi-
tioning (BSP) (Ward-Robinson and Hall, 1996). Explaining these effects with a simple
associative learning rule has been elusive as the effects seem to produce opposite learning
directions for the retrieved cue in superficially equivalent reinforcement conditions. For
instance, in a backward blocking and in a retrospective revaluation procedure, a compound
of events AB is first associated to a motivational outcome. Once this association is estab-
lished, presentations of one of its components alone, e.g., A, follows. While in a BB these
single stimulus presentations are also rewarded, in a RR procedure, subsequent A training is
non-reinforced. When B is tested afterwards to assess the effect of the most recent training
on the previously stabilised association, BB treatment results in B losing associative strength
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compared to the first phase of learning, whereas in the RR treatment the excitatory strength
of B increases. That is, strengthening the association between one of the elements of the
compound and the outcome, results in a reduction in strength of the concomitant stimulus
and the outcome, whereas lowering it, raises the associative strength of its associated stimulus.
In a forward and backward sensory preconditioning procedure either a simultaneous
AB or serial B→ A (FSP) or serial A→ B (BSP) nonreinforced stimulus compound is first
presented. In a second phase, A is reinforced. Subsequent test trials show that B, which
has never been paired with the outcome, has nevertheless gained associative strength. Thus,
an absent cue B undergoes a change in its associative strength as a consequence of the
reinforcement treatment given to its associated cue.
One possible explanatory mechanism for these phenomena relies on the idea of mediated
conditioning: During conditioning to A, an associative activation of stimulus B linked to A
during the initial compound training is produced. This associatively activated representation
of B thereupon strengthens or modulates associative connections between itself and other
active stimuli. Of note is that the learning between the absent cue and the present outcome
in SPC and BB proceeds in opposite directions, an apparent contradiction. Hence, though
SPC can be explained as a mediated conditioning effect, BB cannot. Therefore, a robust
explanation of mediated learning must take into account the prior learning taking place in
SPC and BB.
Mediated learning has been conceptualized as a type of propositional reasoning process
(Mitchell et al., 2009). As such, it can be understood through Bayes’ rule, which ties the
conditional probability of one event E1 given another E2 (that is P(E1|E2)) as changing
in proportion to its converse P(E2|E1) times P(E1)P(E2) . As an example, in backward blocking
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(AB+/A+), the loss of associability by cue B during A+ trials can be interpreted as a direct
consequence of this rule. If we assume the associative link should be in proportion to the
conditional probability P(US|B), that is the link the animal learns from B to the US is in
proportion to the likelihood that B is followed by the US (Equation 1.17), then the reduction
of the conditional probability P(B|US) during A+ trials will lead to a concomitant reduction
in P(US|B):
P(US|B) = P(US)P(B|US)
P(B)
(1.17)
A similar argument extends to other mediated learning effects. Mediated learning can
further be (in some cases), envisioned as a form of logical reasoning. For instance, in the
case of backward blocking again, one can view the first phase of excitatory learning as
instantiating an expectation for the logical proposition B→US. Here → stands for logical
implication. Thus, if we take the re-evaluation phase of such a design to imply the proposi-
tions ¬B and US, that is B does not occur yet the outcome does, then the logical implication
is ¬(B →US), as otherwise a contradiction would occur. Hence a principled account for
mediated learning should be assumed to offer learning or retrieval processes which are guided
by such considerations of conditionality of events, and could possibly underlie higher-order
reasoning as displayed by animals and humans.
Though the SLGK model forsakes parsimony through some partly redundant psycholog-
ical processes and by its own evaluation accounts for 94% of learning phenomena, it (by
admission of the authors) fails to reproduce some mediated learning effects, specifically me-
diated conditioning (Kutlu and Schmajuk, 2012). The reason for this failure is not elaborated
upon other than a mention that adding λ to the US prediction equation of the model could
possibly reproduce the effect.
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McLaren-Mackintosh and SOP models
As mediated conditioning is one of the phenomena we are most interested in for reasons that
will be detailed later, we will elaborate on how the McLaren-Mackintosh model (McLaren
and Mackintosh, 2000) and SOP (Wagner, 1981) extensions account for it and other mediated
learning effects.
The McLaren-Mackintosh model is a real-time elemental learning model incorporating
error-correction and neutral cue learning. Stimuli are taken to be represented by sets of mutu-
ally overlapping elements with time-dependent activation. Uniquely, the model postulates
that associative learning is integrated in associative links both on a short and long-term basis.
In the short-term, an associative link is thought to increment towards the direction of learning.
Subsequently, through a mechanism of weight-decay, the associative link approaches an
intermediate value between its original value and the short-term increment. This mechanism
furnishes accounts of spontaneous recovery and the Espinet effect (Espinet et al., 1995).
Each node in the connectionist network introduced in the model has connections to all
other units, and thus has both an external (sensory) input, as well as a modifiable internal
(associative) input, both of which contribute to its level of activity. The difference between
these two inputs is considered the prediction error for that node, and thus determines the
amount of associative learning from other nodes to it (i.e. functions like a standard outcome
error-term), as well acting as a modulator of the associability from that node to other nodes,
by modulating the level of activity of the node. The complete equations of the model are as
follows:
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dΩi/dt =

E(ei+ ii)(1−Ωi)−DΩi for Ωi ≥ 0
E(ei+ ii)(1+Ωi)−DΩi otherwise
dwi j/dt = S∆iΩ j−Kmi j
dmi j/dt = S∆iΩ j−Lmi j
ii =∑
j
wi jΩ j
∆i = ei− ii
modulation =

r∆i if ∆i > 0
0 otherwise
(1.18)
Here Ωi denotes the overall activity of a unit, wi j is the weight from j to i, S,K,L,r
are constants, ei is the external input of a node, ii is the internal input to a node, and the
modulation is a multiplier of the activity.
The internal input is precisely what allows for the retrieval of absent cues and therefore
mediated learning in the model. The model postulates that in sensory preconditioning, the
pre-exposure of the compound AB results in the formation of bi-directional excitatory associ-
ations between the two CSs. Subsequently, when A is presented together with reinforcement,
A associatively retrieves the representation of B. This associatively retrieved representation
in return is capable of supporting learning towards the present outcome. Therefore, mediated
conditioning is treated equivalently to learning between present stimuli. An equivalent argu-
ment holds for backward sensory preconditioning. The model however faces self-ascribed
uncertainties in whether it can account for the re-evaluation effects of backward blocking
and retrospective revaluation. For instance, in the case of backward blocking the delta rule
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employed would suggest that the retrieved cue B could potentially gain additional excitatory
strength as its prediction for the outcome would be lower than if it were directly present.
Hence the delta term of the outcome would support further learning than in the previous
phase. Therefore, to obtain backward blocking, it seems that the model would need to assume,
for instance, that present and retrieved cues contribute towards predicting the outcome in
proportion to the link strength between the predicting cue and the outcome, that is without
multiplying the link strength by the cue’s activation.
An early success amongst real-time elemental models was SOP (Wagner, 1981). It
aimed to explain both qualitative differences between responses to a stimulus before and
after conditioning (i.e. differences between the UR and CR), as well as preconditioning
effects wherein a loss in responsiveness to a pre-exposed stimulus, either a CS or US, is
observed. For instance, conditioned diminution of the UR is often found when a CS is
presented preceding a US (Donegan and Wagner, 1987). SOP predicts this effect through the
CS priming the elements of the US, which in return evokes less unconditioned responding
than without being primed. The model works through compartmental memory systems in
the form of a short-term memory (STM) and a long-term memory (LTM) store. Inactive (I)
stimulus representations are activated from long-term storage into short-term memory. These
representations are assumed to re-enter the LTM store once they leave the STM store. The
STM store consists of an elemental network of processing units consisting of elements in
primary (A1) and secondary (A2) states of activation for each stimulus centre/unit, as seen in
the top left corner of Figure 1.10 below. The difference between the primary and secondary
state is in the degree of activity. The former leads to a state of ’rehearsal’ or especially active
representation, while A2 activation is weaker and operates at the periphery of attention. As
with previous models such as RW, it is assumed that the total quantity of all stimulus A1
elements is limited. Therefore increasing the number of A1 elements increases the speed at
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which these elements decay into the A2 state. The decay of A1, pd1, is thus assumed to be
higher than that of A2 elements, pd2. Inactive elements of a unit are activated into the A1
state through stimulus presentation, however this does not occur if the element is already in
an A2 state of activation. The A2 state of activation can be produced through either decay
from the A1 state, or through the spread of activation among associative links. Lastly, over
time elements in the A2 state of activation decay back into the inactive state. The model
specifies that the direction of learning (excitatory or inhibitory) depends on the ratio of A1 to
A2 elements of the outcome. Thus a more novel outcome supports more learning, whereas an
over-predicted outcome supports only inhibitory learning. These processes are summarized
as learning rules in the top right corner of Figure 1.10.
Fig. 1.10 Top left: SOP activation states: I, A1, and A2 are respectively inactive, active, and
associatively activated or decayed activation states, and p1 and p2 are respectively rates by which
inactive elements can be activated into A1 or A2 states. pd1 and pd2 are respectively rates at which
A1 elements decay into the A2 states, and A2 elements decay into the inactive state. Top right: SOP
learning rules. Bottom Right: Dickinson & Burke SOP learning rules. Bottom Left: Holland SOP
learning rules.
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In SOP, the generation of a response R j is produced through a weighted function of the
A1 and A2 activation of an outcome:
R j = f (W1, j pA1+W2, j pA2) (1.19)
where pA1 and pA2 denote the proportion of outcome elements being in the A1 and A2
state of activation, respectively. The weighting of the outcome’s A2 activation in this function
may sometimes be negative, resulting in opposing response dynamics.
SOP Learning Rules
The learning rules of SOP specify that the temporarily varying activation of these units
results in excitatory or inhibitory links forming between CS representations and the US
representation. Excitatory learning between a CS and US is given by:
∆V+CS−US = L
+(pA1,CS · pA1,US) (1.20)
It is proportional (according to a learning rate 0 ≤ L+ ≤ 1) to the number of CS A1
elements active at a given instance of time, pA1,CS, multiplied by the number of US A1
elements active at the same time, pA1,US. This corresponds to the top left quadrant of the
SOP learning rules displayed in the top-right corner of Figure 1.10, i.e. excitatory learning
occurs when memory representations co-occur in the active A1 state.
Conversely, inhibitory learning between a CS and US is given by the equation:
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∆V−CS−US = L
−(pA1,CS · pA2,US) (1.21)
It is proportional to the product of active CS A1 and US A2 elements. This will tend
to occur when the US occurs and is followed by A2 activation of the CS, or when the CS
occurs, followed by A2 activation of the US as seen in top-right corner of Figure 1.10
The net sum of learning is the temporally summed difference between these two quantities,
∑(∆V+CS−US−∆V−CS−US). That is, conditioning is excitatory when the CS and US representa-
tions are concurrently at the centre of attention, and inhibitory when the CS is at the centre
of attention yet the US is at the periphery.
Predictions of SOP
The SOP model produces acquisition through the excitatory effects of the concurrent activa-
tion of CS and US A1 elements. This acquisition reaches an asymptote due to elicitation of
US A2 processing by the CS becoming progressively higher as the associative connection
from the CS to the US becomes stronger. The process reaches a point where the number of
A1 and A2 elements of the US is equal, resulting in portions of inhibitory and excitatory
learning which cancel out. If the CS then is put through an extinction procedure, the US
A2 processing evoked by the CS results in inhibitory conditioning without any concomitant
excitatory conditioning, resulting in a loss of associative strength.
Cue competition originates equivalently from the influence of A2-processing. If a novel
cue were to be introduced and presented in conjunction with the CS which has reached
asymptotic conditioning, it would undergo blocking. The elements of the US would be
elicited into co-equal portions of A1 and A2 activation, resulting in a net conditioning of
zero for the novel cue. A similar outcome results when two CSs of unequal salience are
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reinforced together. The more salient CS is more associable, and therefore forms a larger
excitatory connection with the US. This results in a higher portion of US A2-processing
occurring sooner than if the less salient CS would have been conditioned individually. Thus
the less salient CS reaches a lower excitatory associative strength before the proportion of
US A1 and A2 activation is at a level where no further conditioning occurs.
The most salient feature of SOP is its ability to predict short-term habituation effects
(Whitlow and Wagner, 1984), wherein the presentation of a stimulus attenuates its associabil-
ity in subsequent conditioning procedures due to the inability of stimulus elements which
have decayed to the periphery of attention to become reactivated into a more active state.
For instance, both CS and US pre-exposure prior to acquisition trials result in a reduction
in the observed conditioning. Habituation, according to the model, is the result of stimulus
pre-exposure increasing the number of elements active in the A2 state. When the acquisi-
tion trials then occur, some of these A2 elements will still be active, resulting in a lower
proportion of inactive elements which can be activated into the A1 state. This results in both
inhibitory learning due to the active A2 elements, and lack of excitatory learning due to a
lesser quantity of A1 elements. Pre-exposure induced habituation is therefore used as the
underlying explanation for why CS pre-exposure results in latent inhibition.
SOP and its extensions (CSOP (Wagner and Brandon, 2001), AESOP (Brandon et al.,
2003)) can explain conditioning between present and absent cues (Figure 1.10, top-right
quadrant), but did not offer rules for doing so between two absent yet associatively activated
stimuli. Learning rules for non-present (A2) CSs were introduced by models based on SOP,
such as those of Holland (Holland, 1983) or Dickinson and Burke (Dickinson, 1996). The
former (Figure 1.10, bottom right quadrant), accounts for mediated conditioning and predicts
that two stimuli in the A2 state undergo conditioned inhibition. The latter (Figure 1.10,
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bottom left quadrant) predicts backwards blocking as well as mediated conditioning between
two A2 stimuli.
As is evident, these rules are in multiple instances (e.g. A2 CS A2 US and A2 CS A1
US rules) the reverse of one another. Surprisingly, experimental data has been collected
to support each (Dwyer, 1999), leaving the problem unresolved from the point of view of
these two SOP extensions. A further problem is that the proposed learning rules do not
seem conductive to being tied to any reasoning process, such as probabilistic propositional
reasoning based on Bayes’ rule. That is, the psychological meaning behind why A2-A2
learning should be either excitatory or inhibitory is unclear. If both retrospective revaluation
and backward blocking are to be explained purely through learning rules, what seems to be
needed is therefore a learning rule which subsumes both sets of rules. This supra-rule should
reverse the direction of learning between present and absent cues in a principled manner
depending on the prior reinforcement history. Further, as the distinction between absent
and present cues is not always black and white, it is not apparent what form of mediated
learning should occur in situations where the expectation for a cue is of such extent that
the animal treats it as being for all intents and purposes present. Therefore, a model of
classical conditioning able to account for a more comprehensive set of mediated conditioning
phenomena is relevant to advancing understanding of the processes underlying mediated
conditioning, and we aim to offer a formulation of precisely such a model.
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Other models of mediated learning
It is however possible to explain mediated learning through mechanisms different from
alterations in the associative learning rules. The comparator model for instance produces
retrospective revaluation through the competition of associative links during retrieval. That is
the B→US link is relatively larger than the A→US link after the latter has lost associative
strength in the second phase. However an analytical analysis of various comparator models
has cautioned that such re-evaluation effects might be harder to reproduce than originally
conjectured (Ghirlanda and Ibadullayev, 2015, p. 18). The APECS model (McLaren, 1993),
is a general model of learning (with a strength especially in sequential learning), and is
capable of accounting for retrospective revaluation through a hidden layer that recruits units
for each novel input-output mapping. Though the TD model does not presume learning
between neutral stimuli, the Predictive Representations (Ludvig and Koop, 2008) extension
of it accounts for mediated conditioning and backward sensory preconditioning by proposing
that present cues retrieve representations of stimuli they have previously presented with.
These retrieved cues condition equivalently to present cues, save for having lower levels of
activation. The formulation of the model however seems to preclude explaining backward
blocking without further assumptions, as learning between a retrieved CS and a present
outcome will tend to be excitatory. Hence the model conceptualizes mediated learning as
a form of reasoning about causal relations between events, yet does not seem to capture
reasoning occurring when prior learning is contradicted by subsequent learning in such a
manner that previously formed links should be weakened.
A unique account of mediated learning is conceived of in the ’replayed experience’ model
of Ludvig, Mirian, Kehoe, and Sutton (Ludvig et al., 2017). It in contrast postulates that the
animal re-processes previous learning during the inter-trial interval (ITI), thereby consolidat-
ing contradictory learning contingencies (Figure 1.11). It can account for a wide-variety of
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mediated learning effects including mediated conditioning and backward blocking in this
manner. In a sense, it accounts for mediated learning by postulating that specific contin-
gencies are intermixed as replay experiences in the mind of the animal, and for instance
backward blocking is therefore explained in the same way as intermixed standard blocking.
However, the model relies on the assumption that such post-hoc revaluation indeed occurs
during the ITI, and must assume that representations of different outcome-contingencies have
already been learned by the animal for them to be replayed.
Fig. 1.11 Replay model of (Ludvig et al., 2017). Previously experienced stimulus contingencies are
replayed by the animal during periods of reduced stimulation, such as during an ITI.
In summary, a plethora of models have been developed to account for wide varieties of
phenomena. Nevertheless, the sets of phenomena explained by models are quite distinct.
The pre-exposure effect of latent inhibition is accounted for by a variety of models, however
the accounts given by the SLGK, McLaren-Mackintosh, and SOP models excel due to their
principled explanation of latent inhibition stemming from a loss in the speed of association
formation due to CS elements being predicted both by themselves and the context. In terms
of mediated learning, most of the models incorporating neutral stimulus associations can
account for some but not all effects, with different models displaying different strengths. The
experience replay model can explain all the discussed mediated learning effects through its
unique replay mechanism. Yet, in terms of models which rely on learning rules to explain
mediated learning, backward blocking and mediated conditioning are not accounted for
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simultaneously as they require A2 → A1 learning to proceed in opposite directions based
on prior learning. Similarly, solving various non-linear discriminations, such as negative
patterning and the perceptual learning effect, seems to necessitate common or configural
representations along with some process whereby their unique features become more asso-
ciable through pre-exposure. We will now proceed to introducing a new model, which aims
to account for all the highlighted classes of learning effects through a general framework
of real-time error-correction learning integrating a unique second error-term denoting the
novelty of an outcome predictor as well as a dynamic asymptote of learning.
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1.6 Methodology
To simulate the results of the Double Error model, we have created an open-source Java
simulator for inputting, processing, simulating and producing interactive graphical and data
outputs for psychological experiments (Figure 1.12). This simulator incorporates a number
of convenient features. These include output graphs for relevant measures of learning as
well as model internals, the ability to save simulation designs, and randomization of trial
ordering. Designs are entered in the standard manner they are written in learning theory (e.g.
5A+/5AB−), and various properties of simulated stimuli and other aspects of a design can
be modified (duration, onset, intensity, salience, ITI, etc.)
The model code is available on GitHub at: https://github.com/CAL-R/DE_model and
https://github.com/nomadicmonad/DE_model
The executable simulator is available at: https://cal-r.org/index.php?id=DE-sim
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Fig. 1.12 The Double Error Model simulator GUI.
Simulation outputs are stored as excel files, and these files contain all relevant information
from a given simulation. This includes the list of parameter values used, changes in all free
parameters of the model, time and trial dependent changes in weights, activities and other
model values, and values derived through further processing (e.g. responses).
The performance and behaviour of the Double Error is compared to empirical results
and extant models both analytically and quantitatively. The function of the model has been
reviewed in relation to existing learning theory. Some general mathematical convergence
properties of the model have been explored, and its relation to machine learning theory has
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been surveyed.
Quantitatively, a wide range of learning phenomena are simulated in the results section.
Where applicable, correlation coefficients (R) are calculated for the fit of the simulation
to the outputs of a learning experiment. The formula used is simply R(A,B) = COV(A,B)σAσB ,
where COV is the covariance, and σ is the respective standard deviation. When required
for the simulation of an empirical experiment, suppression ratios (r) are calculated using the
convention r = 100−CR(100−CR)+100 , where CR is the trial-based conditioned response generated by
the model through aggregating real-time values. In cases where response strengths/predicted
responding is used as a measure, this corresponds to the trial-based CR, of which the equation
is covered in the model section of this thesis.
In the classifier comparison of the Double Error model to a naive Bayes classifier and a
perceptron, the error measure used was the mean squared error (MSE):
MSE =
1
N
N
∑
i
(target−prediction)2 (1.22)
In the natural language task, the measure used is the ratio between the expectation the
model created for the next alphabetic character to appear (1−prediction), and the total level
of prediction for all alphabetic characters on that time-point. This ensures the model does
not perform well on prediction by over-predicting all possible outcomes.
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Chapter 2
The Double Error Model
2.1 The Model
The Double Error (DE) model introduced in this chapter conceptualizes a formal, computa-
tional model of classical conditioning. Its ontology is based around a connectionist network
of elements with adaptive weights. It utilises an error-correction learning framework, thereby
reproducing cue-competition effects predicted by extant error-correction models. Likewise,
activation states of elements (directly active vs. retrieved) and accompanying decay dynamics
are used, hence predicting time-dependent effects such as differential responding early and
late during a CS presentation. Learning occurs at the level of elements, which can be unique
to a stimulus or shared between two stimuli. The model incorporates learning between
neutral (i.e. non-US) stimuli (including elements of the same stimulus), thus explaining the
influence of learning between non-US stimuli on learning between a stimulus and the US.
Thus, it accounts for pre-exposure effects such as latent inhibition. Its associative learning
rule includes a prediction error-term for both the predicting and predicted stimuli, with both
influencing the associability of a CS with an outcome. That is, a more novel predictor will un-
dergo faster conditioning toward an outcome. This so called double error learning rule, along
with the unique asymptote of learning used (that measures predictor-outcome co-activation),
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endows the model with the capability of accounting for apparently contradictory mediated
learning phenomena. It does so by positing that the crucial factors influencing the direction
of mediated learning are the strength of retrieval of the absent cue and the prior strength of
the link between the retrieved cue and the outcome. Finally, a process governing changes in
attention-based associability of reinforcers and non-reinforcers is introduced, and operates
based on the time-discounted uncertainty in the occurrence of these classes of stimuli. These
attentional processes contribute towards the model’s capability of predicting a wide range of
phenomena including pre-exposure, non-linear discriminations and revaluation of correlation
in learned irrelevance. These predictions of the model are compared directly to empirical
results in Chapter 3 of this thesis, showing that the model can reproduce a wide variety of
simple learning effects, cue-competition effects, attentional-effects, pre-exposure effects,
mediated-learning effects, non-linear discriminations, generalization effects, and timing
related effects.
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List of Mathematical Notation in the Model
A total activation of an element
ˆA normalized total activation of the element
αn revaluation alpha: speed of learning toward non-reinforcing stimuli
αr revaluation alpha: speed of learning toward reinforcing stimuli
b backwards discount: multiplies asymptote in backward learning
c wave-constant: standard deviation of a time-wave curve
CV Linear time-wave width multiplier.
δ j,p predictor error-term (double error namesake)
δ j,p→m,o outcome error-term from the point-of-view of the predictor
δUS/CS moving-average of prediction errors for USs or CSs
δˆ alpha decay factor
e eligibility modulator of learning
j, p jth element of a predictor stimulus
λ j,p→m,o asymptote of learning to the outcome from the point-of-view of the predictor
m,o mth element of an outcome stimulus
o outcome (stimulus/element)
p predictor (stimulus/element)
s skew parameter
t current time-point from the start of the trial
ϑ associative retrieval/prediction discount
w associative weight of an element
Y direct (sensory) activation of an element
Yˆ associative activation of an element
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Stimulus Representation
The DE model, following the argument of parsimony in the literature review, uses an ele-
mental framework of learning. In the model, a stimulus is constituted by a set of elements
that are related to the physical attributes of the stimulus. These elements can be unique
to the stimulus, or shared with other stimuli. These common elements (Figure 2.1) are
probabilistically sampled whenever one of their ’parent’ stimuli is active. These common
elements are not shared in common with further stimuli, though this could be done. However
introducing such complex dependencies relies on making numerous assumptions about the
representation of a stimulus, which we wish to avoid. A more principled approach to building
representations of stimuli with commonalities could rely on deep connectionist structures,
such as deep neural networks (Mondragón et al., 2017), to learn more neurobiologically
plausible representations than ad hoc constructs.
Fig. 2.1 A stimulus is constituted by elements unique to it, common elements shared with other
stimuli, and the elements respective activation state.
Each element of each stimulus is capable of developing associative links to each other el-
ement (including elements of the same stimulus). Therefore, the model’s ontology presumes
an elemental connectionist network structure (Figure 2.2 below) of the total stimulus repre-
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sentation, with bi-directional (not necessarily symmetric) links between each pair of elements.
Fig. 2.2 Conceptual representation of the elemental network structure of the DE model.
It is assumed that the stimulus representation varies through time, with various elements
being differentially active early or later on during the presentation of a stimulus. Hence,
elements form clusters that are differentially active throughout the stimulus presentation,
which we term ’time-waves’. A stimulus is set to have one time-wave for each time-unit of
duration of the stimulus. Each time-wave of a given stimulus follows an ’approximately’
Gaussian distribution, with Y tj,p denoting the probability that a given element belonging to
the time-wave will be directly activated at that moment in time:
Y tj,p = exp(−
(t− j)2s
2c2 ·CV ) (2.1)
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where CV is a linear multiplier, c=
√
µ
σ2 where
µ
σ2 is henceforth denoted ’wave-constant’,
and s is a skew parameter which multiplies the enclosed term when t < j. Here j is the mean
of the corresponding time-wave.
The curve is not normalized by the usual
√
2πc factor: we desire the peak of the curve to
have a maximal value of 1, as this works with the asymptote used in the error-term of the
learning equation to allow elements sampled from different time-curves to achieve the same
level of conditioning. A time-wave’s shape is approximately of the form presented in Figure
2.3 below.
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Fig. 2.3 Time-waves are skewed to the right, have a specified peak t and denote the probability that a
given element belonging to this temporal cluster is active at a given time-point.
For instance, with a 10 time-unit stimulus, the constituent time-waves of the stimulus
correspond to the values in Figure 2.4.
Fig. 2.4 The presence of a stimulus produces a cascade of time-waves in proportion to its length. Each
time-wave peaks at a subsequent time-point and its standard deviation is proportional to its mean. A
given time-wave gives the activation probability of elements ’belonging’ to the wave.
Time-waves are used to represent the idea that the stimulus representation varies in time,
so that its elements are differentially active during the presentation of a stimulus. This
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differential activity encapsulates principles of both sensitivity to time (time-dependent recep-
tive fields), and noise in predicting time-dependent events (most activity occurring around
the mean, with activity in both directions falling off rapidly). The differential activity of
time-waves means earlier time-waves elements can learn differential associations from later
ones. Similarly, significant generalization through time occurs as the tails of the time-wave
activations overlap, allowing the model more flexibility than afforded by step-functions or
non-generalizing stimulus activity functions as seen in the original TD model or its CSC
extension. These time-waves are hence closely related to the ‘micro-stimuli’ representation
of TD (Ludvig et al., 2009), which was the starting point for my work on temporal represen-
tations of stimuli. The persistence of the time-wave activations further allows for effective
trace conditioning even after the offset of a stimulus. Thus, the DE model does not rely on
separate eligibility traces to be able to produce trace conditioning as in some other models of
learning, though it uses a type of eligibility to produce more optimal anticipatory CR curves
(which is not strictly needed).
Associative Activation
Whenever a given element is active (including associatively active), it produces predictions
for other elements in proportion to the weights from itself to these elements. This amounts to
a process of associative retrieval if the predicted element is not directly active. This retrieved
element can in return retrieve further stimuli, producing a chain of associative retrieval
(Figure 2.5).
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Fig. 2.5 Associative links between stimuli allow stimuli to retrieve the representations of absent
stimuli. This can produce chains of associative retrieval, e.g. A→ B→C, as displayed.
When no training has occurred all weights are presumed to be zero and no associative
retrieval takes place yet. If the element producing a prediction is associatively active (i.e.
not actually present, only cued), its prediction is discounted by a factor ϑ . Theta avoids
infinite reverberating loops as discussed in (Wagner, 1981, p. 13). At a given time-point, the
aggregate of the predictions for an element m of a stimulus o is the total prediction for it, and
is denoted Yˆ tm,o , and consists of the contribution of each other element of each stimulus active
at that time-point, that is the link from the predicting element times its overall activation at
that moment in time:
Yˆ tm,o =∑
p
∑
j
wtj,p→m,o ·A tj,p (2.2)
Here Yˆ tm,o is the total prediction, and the dot product of weights w and total activities
A is taken over all elements j of all predicting stimuli p to element m of the outcome o.
Henceforth j, p will stand for the jth element of predicting stimulus p, while m,o will stand
for the mth element of outcome stimulus o.
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Due to each element of a stimulus following an approximately Gaussian activation curve,
associative predictions from such an element will tend to also follow a roughly similar shape.
Thus, when two CSs are paired together simultaneously, they will subsequently predict the
elements of the other CS in approximately the temporal order in which they were active
directly during a trial (Figure 2.6).
Fig. 2.6 Associative activation of one (absent) CS by another (present) CS, after both have been paired
together. Here A1-A5 are predictions for the different time-wave clusters of elements of the predicted
CS.
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Overall Stimulus Activity
The overall activation of an element m of a stimulus o is taken to be which ever is larger: its
direct activation Y tm,o, or its associative activation Yˆ
t
m,o times the associative discount ϑ :
A tm,o = max(Y
t
m,o,Yˆ
t
m,o ·ϑ) (2.3)
That is, the associative and direct activation of a given element do not compete directly,
but rather act in a complimentary fashion in terms of invoking activity of an element. Hence
predictions formed by one stimulus for another do not inhibit the activation of the predicted
stimulus as in some models such as SOP (Wagner, 1981), but rather simply reduce the novelty
of the predicted stimulus. I did so, as when associative and direct activations compete, a CS
can for instance reduce its level of responding to an outcome due to it predicting itself or
being predicted by the context, which seems to contradict empirical data.
The overall activity of a stimulus is hence the aggregation of the overall activities of
the sampled elements of the time-wave clusters. For a standard 10 time-unit CS, the CS
activation will (due to probabilistic noise), look as in Figure 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7 Total activation of a 10 time-unit CS, with persistent memory trace visible. The probabilis-
tically sampled elements of a stimulus aggregate to constitute the overall activation of a stimulus.
Learning and the Dynamic Asymptote
Learning occurs in the model whenever two elements are concurrently active either through
sensory experience or associative retrieval. The direction of learning (excitatory or inhibitory)
between the elements is dependent on the total predictions made by all cues for a given
outcome and the dynamic asymptote of learning used (Figure 2.8), which is a measure of
closeness between the activation of the two elements, predicated upon principles of Heb-
bian learning. That is, if two elements have similar activities they will undergo more rapid
conditioning towards one another and eventually reach a higher asymptotic link strength.
Hence, two temporally overlapping present stimuli will tend to undergo strong excitatory
learning, while a retrieved and a present cue will support a significantly lower maximal
level of conditioning. This of course is assuming no cue competition by other cues, as the
determinant of the direction of learning is the US error-term, δUS. This mechanism derives
from the idea that elements (seen as attributes of stimuli) with a similar activation level are
equally probable of being present at that moment, and hence belong in the same ’causal
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modality’.
Fig. 2.8 The direction of learning between a predictor and outcome in the DE model is determined by
the outcome’s error-term, which is influenced both by the similarity in activation of the predictor and
outcome, as well as the total prediction for the outcome by all elements.
The power of the dynamic asymptote is that it predicts the same A1→ A1 and A2→ A2
learning (though it does not presume SOP activation states) as the Dickinson and Burke SOP
learning rules in most cases, while being able to produce A2→ A1 learning governed by both
Dickinson and Burke’s and Holland’s rules depending on the preceding training (i.e. the A2
stimulus’ associative strength towards the A1 stimulus prior to A2→ A1 conditioning). Yet
to be clear, the model does not have simple learning rules; all these effects derive from the
effects of the outcome error-term. As the retrieved A2 stimulus will usually have a lower
activation than if it was directly present, its dynamic asymptote towards the A1 stimulus
will occupy a lower value as compared to A1→ A1 conditioning. Therefore, its associative
strength will approach this intermediate value. If its prior associative strength is lower than
this intermediate value (e.g. as in a mediated conditioning design) it will gain associative
strength, and if its prior associative strength was higher (e.g. as in a backwards blocking
design) it will lose associative strength. Hence, by presuming that the maximum supported
extent of learning is in fact dynamic and proportional to the degree to which two stimuli are
equi-present either directly or through associative retrieval, various learning phenomena can
be explained in a parsimonious and emergent manner. Further, the strength of a retrieved
association is crucial for the extent of excitatory learning between a retrieved cue and a
present stimulus. Neuroscientific data for stronger retrieved representations tending to be
more associable has been gathered by Zeithamova, Dominick, and Preston (Zeithamova
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et al., 2012). They found that the degree to which a cue was associatively reactivated was
correlated with subsequent performance on a predictive inference task involving the retrieved
cue and a present outcome.
The asymptote of learning used in the outcome error-term is a measure of the distance in
activity (with direct activation above zero translated to a value of 1), between the predictor
element and the predicted element (a small constant is added to each to avoid division by
zero). It is in a sense an inverse distance function. It is given by the following equations:
ˆA tj,p =

1, if Y tj,p > 0.1
A tj,p, otherwise
(2.4)
λ tj,p→m,o = || ˆA tj,p ˆA tm,o||=
ˆA tm,o−| ˆA tm,o− ˆA tj,p|
max( ˆA tm,o, ˆA tj,p)
(2.5)
The result is an asymptote based on a linear distance function, with two cues with highly
dissimilar activations supporting less learning than if their activations at a given time-point
were more similar. As seen in Figure 2.9, the asymptote’s values range between -1 and 1.
The former is produced when the outcome representation is completely inactive, while the
predictor has an activity level of 1. The latter is produced when the outcome and predictor
have the same activity level. As the absolute value is subtracted from the outcome’s total
activity level, this dynamic asymptote is anti-symmetrical; i.e. the outcome activity is more
determinant of whether the asymptote is positive or negative.
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Fig. 2.9 Asymptote of learning as a distance measure of the activities of the predictor and outcome.
In principle many inverse distance functions would fulfil a similar role, however the one
used has a number of convenient properties. Firstly, it is linear in that the asymptote between
say a present outcome and a retrieved CS scales in proportion to the activity of the CS
(presuming the US activity is the same in all cases). One could envision a different inverse
distance function which scales say hyperbolically, which would function akin to a receptive
field. We however empirically found that using a linear rule seems to produce the most stable
and accurate learning. The inverse distance function used is further anti-symmetrical, in that
the asymptote of learning from a present cue to an absent outcome is usually negative, and
the asymptote of learning from a retrieved (yet absent) cue to a present outcome is high. In
this sense it is not a strict inverse distance function like the Euclidean absolute value, or the
p-adic distance (see for instance (Koblitz, 1996)), as it violates symmetry and can take on
negative values. However the absolute value component of this function is a strict distance
function d : X×X → [0,∞), as it meets the following requirements:
1. |a−b| ≥ 0, |a−b|= 0 iff a = b (positive measure, identity)
2. |a−b|= |b−a| (symmetry)
3. |a− c| ≥ |a−b|+ |a− c| (triangle inequality)
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The Double Error-Term and Weight Update
The outcome-error (i.e. prediction error) from an element j of a given predictor p to an
element m of a given outcome o is given by the discrepancy between the asymptote of
learning λ tj,p→m,o and the total prediction for the outcome Yˆ
t
m,o:
δ tj,p→m,o = λ
t
j,p→m,o− Yˆ tm,o (2.6)
When the element j becomes active after the element m, λ is additionally multiplied by
the backward discount b. As the asymptote of the model operates through a distance function
of element activities, and these activities persist through time, the model does not utilize the
form of gradient learning incorporated by the error-term of the TD model. Links between
elements approximate the activation of other elements at a given moment in time instead of
predicting the change in these activities.
Uniquely in the model, the predicting element itself has an error term denoting how
expected it is, as given by the equation:
δ tj,p = | ˆA tj,p− Yˆ tj,p| (2.7)
The reason why the predictor-error is integrated as a part of the learning equation, and
not as simply the activity of the predictor (as is done in predictive-coding approaches and
some associative learning models), is two-fold. Firstly, this would result in negative activities
if the absolute value of the sensory minus predictive inputs is not taken, which seems to
deviate from the principle of empirical plausibility. For instance, empirical observation ties
dopamine spiking to prediction errors by the presumption that negative prediction errors are
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encoded by a lull in dopamine spiking (Schultz et al., 1997). Secondly, we have through
experimentation found that even if such an absolute value is taken, it results in predicted cues
in return making weaker predictions for other cues. Thus, a good predictor of an important
outcome is often unable to predict the outcome strongly due to the context or other CSs
predicting it strongly.
These predictor and outcome error-terms are then used in the weight update equation
for a given element, along with the salience s of the predicting and predicted element, their
respective activationsA , as well as the adaptive αn or αr (see next section) for a respectively
non-reinforced or reinforced outcome:
∆wtj,p→m,o = δ
t
j,p→m,o ·δ tj,p · sm,o · s j,p · etj,p→m,o ·A tj,p ·A tm,o ·α( j, p)t (2.8)
That is, the direction of learning is determined by the outcome prediction-error and its
unique asymptote, while the prediction error for the predictor itself, along with other modu-
lating factors (the fixed salience s, a stabilizing eligibility e, the adaptive α , and activations
A ) influence the extent and speed of learning. As such, the novelty of the predicting element
plays a crucial role in determining the speed of learning. That is, more novel cues are more
readily associated with an outcome. The source of this novelty, namely the extent to which
other cues have formed associative links to the predictor of the outcome, is fully accounted
for by the model. This crucially allows the DE model to explain pre-exposure effects such
as latent inhibition in a parsimonious manner without postulating ad hoc psychological
processes beyond associative learning and attentional processes related to it.
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Attentional Modulation
The revaluation alpha (denoted by αr or αn) of the model works by the principle that attention
to reinforced or non-reinforced cues increases when there is uncertainty in the occurrence of
stimuli of that respective class. It further postulates that if the uncertainty remains high over
a sufficient period of time (as tracked by the moving average), the animal uses this persistent
uncertainty as a source of information, and reduces its level of attention to such classes of
cues (Figure 2.10). Hence, when the occurrence of reinforcers is uncertain, the speed of
acquisition of excitatory or inhibitory links from elements of any stimulus to elements of
a reinforcer increases initially. Likewise, uncertainty in the occurrence of non-reinforcing
stimuli similarly increases the learning speed towards them. If this uncertainty however
remains high, the level of attention decays again. The change in the attentional modulation is
in proportion to the time-dependent activation A tj,p of the element as well as ρ , which is an
adaptation rate parameter determining how quickly the revaluation alpha changes. In terms of
notation r/n and US/CS denote that one or the other is meant. The overall direction towards
which the α changes is determined by the overall moving-average error of its respective class
of cues, |δ tUS/CS|:
αr/n( j, p)t = (1− δˆ tUS/CS)(1−ρr/nA tj,p)αr/n( j, p)t +ρr/nA tj,p|δ tUS/CS| (2.9)
Here δ is a moving average of the error terms of respectively all active reinforced or
non-reinforced elements, and δˆ tUS/CShe is a decay which kicks in if the moving average
crosses a threshold. For instance, during partial reinforcement it leads to the αr decaying
after sufficiently many trials when the animal realises that the contingency is inherently
random and therefore warrants less attention. Thus, the crux of the introduced alpha is
that an animal can turn a lack of certainty over the occurrence of cues into a source of
information in itself. Now, the overall error of its respective class of cues, |δ tUS/CS| is updated
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per the following formula. Here o and m respectively denote the stimuli and their constituent
elements of the given class (reinforced or non-reinforced) of cues over which the errors are
aggregated.
δ tUS/CS = (1−ρrA j,p)δˆ tUS/CS+ρrA tj,p|
∑
o
∑
m
δ tm,o
# CS + US elements
| (2.10)
δˆ tUS/CS =

δ tUS/CS, if δ
t
US/CS > ξ
0, otherwise
(2.11)
Hence, the DE model assumes that selective attention towards reinforced and non-
reinforced outcomes is proportional to the overall uncertainty of these classes of stimuli,
which I believe is in concordance with empirical data concerning attention and prediction-
error signals, such as (Holland and Schiffino, 2016). This For instance, in a standard
acquisition and extinction procedure, the αr will rise both during the beginning of acquisition
and the beginning of extinction (Figure 2.11). It further predicts that changes in associability
induced by uncertainty in one outcome will influence the associability of cues towards other
outcomes, and likewise for non-reinforced learning. In psychological terms this implies that
uncertainty in the occurrence of reinforced or nonreinforced stimuli increases the processing
of such classes of cues, and that the relative processing of non-reinforced and reinforced
classes of cues depends on the relative uncertainty of reinforcers when compared to non-
reinforcing cues. Thus, the effects of extant reinforced learning (i.e. the extent to which a
stimulus is predicted by other stimuli) upon the rate of further reinforced learning is mediated
both through the outcome error-term being more minute, as well as through the alpha to a
reinforcer decreasing proportionally to learning. Interestingly, although these alphas might
seem to produce effects opposite of those in the Mackintosh model (due to their similarity to
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the PH formulation), the instantiation of this attentional modulation in real time, and with
a sufficiently long CS, in fact produces an effect whereby a better predictor of an outcome
attains a higher αr value (Figure 2.12). This occurs due to the better predictor of the outcome
producing a larger prediction error for the outcome before the onset of the latter.
Fig. 2.10 αr value of cue A in a simulation of partial reinforcement. Once the moving average of α
passes a threshold, sufficient evidence has accumulated that the contingency is inherently random,
and thus attention decays.
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Fig. 2.11 αr value of cue A in a simulation of 50A+/50A-. The αr value rises at the beginning of
both acquisition and extinction due to the change in contingency producing prediction errors for the
outcome.
Fig. 2.12 αr values of 10 time-unit CSs with imperfect (10 intermixed A+ and A- trials) and perfect
(10A+ trials) predictors of an outcome. The revaluation alpha rises to a higher level for the perfect
predictor due to it producing a larger outcome error before the outcome onset.
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Timing and the anticipatory CR
In trial-based error-correction, the asymptotic strength of the link between a CS and outcome
will tend towards (given that λ = 1) a value of 1 with sufficient acquisition training.
However, in the real-time case, one encounters a few obstacles if one aims for the asymp-
totic strength of an associative link between a CS and US to be able to grow to a value of 1.
The first problem is that if one replaces the asymptote with the activity of the US, this will
lead to sub-maximal acquisition, as learning both before and after the maximal US activity
will deviate from the ideal asymptotic value. Secondly, if one assumes that an anticipatory
CR for the US is generated by predictions by the CS proportional to the product of the CS
activity and its weight/link to the US, this by proxy entails that a prediction-error of negative
sign is generated at each time-point before the US onset. Thus, some extinction will occur
on each acquisition trial before the US onset.
There are numerous ways of circumnavigating such difficulties. In the first case, one
could specify that the US becomes active as a step-function, such that its activity takes on
values of 0 or 1. As this seems to contradict the general assumption we have made of stimuli
leaving behind memory traces, we have taken an alternative approach. This approach dictates
that the asymptote is given, as mentioned previously, by the similarity in CS and US activity
levels, tweaked such that a present CS and US will have an asymptote of learning of 1. With
regard to the problem of extinction before the US onset, a possible solution would be to
’discretize’ the CS-US learning such that error-correction only takes place at the time of the
US. For this to work, one would either need to manually specify to the model when such time
occurs (which would violate the principle of using only knowledge available to the animal
through known learning processes), or would require a mechanism of timing. As this latter
mechanism seems outside the purview of associative learning and thus violates parsimony,
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we have instead relied on both the dynamic asymptote and a type of ’eligibility’, etj,p→m,o.
On time-points when the CS is active, when the US has not occurred yet, the prediction
of the CS for the US nevertheless activated the US representation in proportion to the link
between them. This in return means that the asymptote of learning from the CS to the US is
an intermediate value between 0 and 1, thus reducing the amount of extinction occurring. In
this manner, the asymptote of a sufficiently short CS will tend to be very close to 1 during
acquisition. Further, the eligibility used is calculated as follows:
etj,p→m,o = max(0.1,w
t
j,p→m,o ·A tj ) (2.12)
Hence, time-points on which the predictor predicts the outcome more strongly are more
eligible for learning. This tends to occur around the time of the US onset, thereby attenuating
the aforesaid extinction of the predictor-outcome link before the outcome onset.
Computation of Trial Values
As a real-time model inherently contains more information about the time-course of predic-
tions and learning between stimuli, one must commit to a fixed mapping from time-based
to trial-based values. This is complicated by a few factors. Firstly, different experiments
measure trial-based responding using different measures, such as aggregated responses,
trials to criterion, responses per time-unit, responding at the time of the US, and maximal
responding. To enable the easiest and most consistent methods of comparison to empirical
data, we have chosen to calculate trial based weights, associative strengths, and responses by
taking the average of these values over the length of the entire trial.
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To calculate the response elicited by stimuli on a given trial, the total prediction on a
time-point of the trial (equivalent to the associative activation of the US elements divided by
their number) is averaged over each time-step of the trial:
RTrial =
1
duration(trial)
duration(trial)
∑
t=1
1
#elements(US)
#elements(US)
∑
m=1
Yˆ tm,o (2.13)
Here Yˆ tm,o is the prediction/associative activation of the corresponding US element at time
t.
To calculate the associative weight of a stimulus A to another stimulus B, on a given trial,
the following formula is used:
W TrialA→B =
1
duration(A)
duration(A)
∑
t=1
#elements(A)
∑
m=1
#elements(B)
∑
n=1
wtm,A→n,B (2.14)
To calculate the associative strength of a stimulus A to another stimulus B, on a given
trial, the following formula is used:
V TrialA→B =
1
duration(A)
duration(A)
∑
t=1
#elements(A)
∑
m=1
#elements(B)
∑
n=1
wtm,A→n,B ·A tm,A (2.15)
As can be seen in these equations, the arithmetic mean is taken to calculate the overall
stimulus values from the constituent elements. This is done, as the error-correction works on
the level of elements. Thus, if a stimulus A has for instance 10 elements, the total associative
prediction for these elements could reach a value of 10 if they were simply summed.
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Chapter 3
Simulation of Learning Phenomena
3.1 Results of the Double Error Model
To demonstrate the predictive capability of the DE model’s unique second error-term, its
revaluation alpha, as well as its dynamic asymptote of learning, simulations of phenom-
ena were tested by simulating a set of representative experiments with a general-purpose
simulator of the model. Both general simulations (i.e. not replicating a specific, published
experiment), and simulations of experiments published in the literature have been conducted,
and displayed in each section of this chapter. The use of experimental and simulated controls
allows for more thorough testing of the model, as it constrains the explanations possible
for each learning phenomenon. The first block of simulations conducted involves simple
acquisition and extinction designs, to show how the model’s time-dependent processes affect
conditioning. Next, the error-correction framework of the model is validated with simulations
of conditioned inhibition, blocking, unblocking, and retrospective correlation learning in
a learned irrelevance experiment. As it is critical to demonstrate to which extent the DE
model’s mechanism of a revaluation alpha and learning between motivationally neutral cues
can account for pre-exposure related effects (as such non-linear effects cannot be presumed
to occur a priori), the third block of results simulated the phenomenon of latent inhibition, a
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within-subjects design of perceptual learning, the Hall-Pearce effect, and latent inhibition with
compound pre-exposure. Both general and empirical mediated learning experiments (sensory
preconditioning, backward sensory preconditioning, backward blocking, unovershadowing,
mediated conditioning, and further effects) were then simulated to demonstrate the model’s
connectionist framework of neutral learning and associative retrieval, along with its dynamic
asymptote of learning; and the resultant capability to predict how an animal can re-evaluate
past associations through retrieved representations of cues. Next, the competence of the
model in coping with compound stimuli and complex, configural discriminations was tested
through simulating empirical data on negative patterning and biconditional discriminations,
along with simulations testing generalization decrements and a non-linear discrimination
involving three stimuli. These simulations are intended to make evident that, with only the
assumption of common elements, this elemental model can learn to approximate learning
of configurations. Finally, scalar invariance and temporal overshadowing were simulated to
show the model can predict some time-dependent effects. Where simulations and empirical
data are juxtaposed as curves over multiple data-points, the goodness of fit is approximated
using a correlation coefficient R:
R(A,B) =
COV(A,B)
σAσB
(3.1)
Here A and B are the empirical and simulated data-sets, COV is the covariance, and σ is
the standard deviation.
For each phenomenon, we present both the design and the trial-by-trial response values
of interest. Simulations are presented with a response measure matching the experimental
output. When required to parallel experimental results, a simulated suppression ratio (r) was
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computed following (Mondragón et al., 2014), where:
r =
100−CR
(100−CR)+100 (3.2)
Here CR denotes the conditioned response calculated for the trial. Thus, values closer to
0.5 indicate poor conditioning whereas values near 0 correspond to high levels of condition-
ing.
We will follow the order of exposition of the phenomena above. The default parameters
of the simulations are displayed in the Table 3.1.
Type Parameter Value
Elemental representation CV 20
Wave-constant/c 2
Curve right-skew/s 20
Set size 10
Common elements proportion 0.1
Activation discount Associative activation discount 0.95
Memory discounts Backward discount/b 0.75
Eligibility trace discount 0.95
Model Associability recency 0.01
Associability (α) α r CS 0.8
Ctx. 0.25
α n CS 0.4
Ctx. 0.2
α+ US 0.2
Salience s CS 0.3
s Ctx. 0.07
β US 0.9
Table 3.1 Parameters for the simulations of learning phenomena.
Here, CV is the coefficient of variation of the curve. The curve right-skew is the degree
to which the time-wave is skewed to the right. The set size is the number of elements
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in each time-wave cluster. The common elements proportion is the number of elements
in common between two CSs. The CV CS element activation is the scalar multiplier of
the CS time-wave variance. The associative activation discount multiplies the activity and
predictions of all retrieved cues. The backward discount multiplies the asymptote of learning
when the time-wave a given predicting element belongs to occurs after the time-wave of the
predicted element. The eligibility trace discount multiplies the eligibility value. Finally, the
associability recency determines how quickly the moving-average of the revaluation alphas
updates at each time-point.
Acquisition and Extinction
Acquisition and extinction of an association will be simulated to demonstrate that the DE
model’s formulation in terms of its activation function (time-waves) and error-correction
produce the expected cornerstone behaviour of a model of learning. Namely that reinforced
trials lead to the acquisition of an excitatory CS-US link, and extinction leads to a decay in
this link. We will further demonstrate that shorter CSs lead to a higher asymptotic associa-
tive weight as expected, as well as various other effects related to simple acquisition and
extinction in relation to the model’s formulation.
Acquisition, Extinction and CS length
We will begin with a simulation of simple acquisition and extinction of a CS→US associ-
ation, varying the temporal parameters of the model to show how CS, US and ITI timing
affect learning in the model. It has been empirically demonstrated that longer CSs support a
lower level of acquisition than shorter ones. (Delamater and Holland, 2008) reproduced this
finding by studying learning in an appetitive magazine approach task with CSs of lengths
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20, 60, and 180 seconds. We will simulate this relation between CS length and the level of
acquisition in this section. As is visible in Table 3.2, groups 5CS, 10CS, and 20CS used
respectively 5, 10, and 20 time-unit CSs for this simulation. Each group similarly used a 1
time-unit US, and 50 time-unit ITI. All three groups were programmed to undergo 20 acqui-
sition trials followed by 20 extinction trials. The remaining parameters were set per Table 3.1.
Group Phase
5CS 20A+/20A−
10CS 20A+/20A−
20secCS 20A+/20A−
Table 3.2 Acquisition and extinction design with different CS lengths.
As can be seen in Figure 3.1, acquisition and extinction developed for all simulated CS
durations. Of note is that the 5 time-unit CS learns and un-learns the CS-US association faster
and to a higher asymptote than the 10 time-unit CS. Similarly, the 10 time-unit CS learns and
un-learns the CS-US association faster and to a higher asymptote than the 20 time-unit CS.
This effect is more pronounced in extinction, where the timing to the US onset is less relevant.
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Fig. 3.1 Simulated weights of the CS in the acquisition and extinction procedure with 5, 10, and 20
time-unit CSs.
Forward, Backward, Simultaneous Acquisition
Next, we analyzed the effect of varying the CS onset relative to the US onset. (Rescorla, 1980)
has found that simultaneous presentations of two cues can result in strong associations. This
is not however always the case, with simultaneous presentations of a CS and US mostly re-
sulting in lower levels of acquisition. Nevertheless, this lower level of responding sometimes
observed could be attributable to factors other than the lack of formation of an associative
link, such as the use of inappropriate response measures (Arcediano and Miller, 2002), as
well as the fact that in simultaneous procedures the CS may in some cases be insufficiently
processed before the US onset, and a generalization decrement between the CS-US trials
and CS test trials (Nasser and Delamater, 2016). The three conditions considered in this
simulation are with the CS terminating at the US onset (Forward), with the US occurring
before the CS (Backward), and with the CS onset and US onset co-occurring (Simultaneous).
The full design is displayed in Table 3.3. All three conditions use a 5 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit
US, and 50 time-unit ITI. The simulation consisted of 20 acquisition trials. The remaining
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parameters were set per Table 3.1.
Group Phase
Forward 20A→+
Backward 20+→ A
Simultaneous 20A+
Table 3.3 Acquisition and extinction design with different CS lengths.
Fig. 3.2 Simulated weights of the CS in the acquisition procedure with forward, backward, and
simultaneous conditions.
As is visible in Figure 3.2, acquisition reaches a higher asymptote in the simultaneous
timing condition than in the other two conditions, which contradicts most empirical data.
This occurs as the temporal overlap between the US and CS is maximized, which due to the
dynamic asymptote of the model leads to the maximal amount of learning. This erroneous
prediction could be improved by implementing a gradual build-up of the CS and US activities
instead of the rapidly growing curves currently used. Similarly the forward condition has a
better CS-US activity overlap than the backward condition.
Since parameter b determines the asymptote of backwards learning, setting this value
to b = 0.0 (i.e. backward excitatory learning is constrained), produces inhibition in the
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backward condition (Figure 3.3). What the b parameter denotes is the extent to which strict
temporality is effective. That is, a lower b value indicates that co-occurring predictor-outcome
activities are more constrained toward supporting temporal maps wherein the cause precedes
the effect. Hence, the effect preceding the hypothetical cause must by implication indicate
that the hypothetical cause is not causative of the effect, and therefore acquires a negative
association to the effect.
Fig. 3.3 Simulated weights in the acquisition procedure with forward, backward, and simultaneous
conditions with b = 0.0.
Acquisition & ITI length
A central finding of the field of timing is the phenomenon of the I/T (ITI to Trial) ratio,
wherein increasing the length of the ITI in relation to the trial leads to better conditioning.
Further, similar I/T ratios have been found to result in roughly similar levels of conditioning
(Gallistel and Gibbon, 2000). For the next simulation, we will show that the DE model can
reproduce the former result, i.e. how lengthening the ITI leads to stronger conditioning. We
simulated acquisition with 10, 30, 60, 120, and 240 time-unit ITIs and a CS of duration 5
time-units, simulated as per the design in Table 3.4. The remaining parameters were set per
Table 3.1. Each group underwent 20 reinforced presentations of cue A.
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Group Phase
5sec10sec 20A+ 10sec ITI
5sec30sec 20A+ 30sec ITI
5sec60sec 20A+ 60sec ITI
5sec120sec 20A+ 120sec ITI
5sec240sec 20A+ 240sec ITI
Table 3.4 Acquisition simulation design with different ITI lengths and 5 time-unit CS.
Fig. 3.4 Simulated CS weights of the CS in the acquisition procedure 10,30,60,120,240 time-unit ITIs
and 5 time-unit CS.
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As is visible in Figure 3.4, longer ITI lengths lead to higher asymptotic acquisition
strengths of the CS-US associations, except in the case of 10 second and 30 time-unit ITIs.
This was produced due to the context extinguishing its association to the US more effectively
with longer ITIs (Figure 3.5), with the difference between the 10 and 30 time-unit conditions
probably stemming from the CS overshadowing the context.
Fig. 3.5 Simulated context weights in the acquisition procedure with 10, 30, 60, 120, 240 time-unit
ITIs and 5 time-unit CS. Longer ITIs lead to context extinction.
Activation curve shape & Acquisition
Finally, we will demonstrate the effect of the wave-constant parameter of the model upon
the shape of the anticipatory CR in an acquisition procedure. The wave constant is a pa-
rameter, which as mentioned contributes towards controlling the standard deviation of the
semi-Gaussian activation ’time-waves’ of the model, such that higher values correspond to
wider curves. In practice, the wave-constant controls the degree of temporal generalization.
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This temporal generalization can further interact with the response measure used in an ex-
periment. For instance, if maximal responding during a trial is measured, lower temporal
generalization will produce a higher CR spike, which in return will lead to a higher recorded
CR. We have simulated 10 acquisition trials with a 10 time-unit CS with wave constant = 1.5
and wave constant = 15. The remaining parameters were set per Table 3.1. The effect of
this upon the shape of the time-waves is visible in Figure 3.6. The effect of this upon the
real-time responses is visible in Figure 3.7. As can be seen, the simulation with a smaller
value for the wave-constant produces an anticipatory CR which grows exponentially, while
the simulation with a higher value produces a much more steady CR. Evidence exists for CR
timing curves similar to both of these curves, and depends on the exact measure of responses
used (Gallistel and Gibbon, 2000).
Fig. 3.6 1) Time-waves of a 10 time-unit CS with a wave-constant of 1.50. 2) Time-waves of a 10
time-unit CS with a wave-constant of 15.00.
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Fig. 3.7 Anticipatory CR after 10 trials of acquisition of a 10 time-unit CS with a wave-constant of
1.50 and 15.00.
Partial Reinforcement
Partial reinforcement occurs when a CS is only followed by a US with a certain probability.
Under these conditions, it is expected that the CS will come to predict the US in proportion
to the probability of reinforcement, that is to the underlying contingency (Murphy and Baker,
2004; Rescorla, 1968). Reproducing such a result with a model of learning might be trivial,
yet many models in fact do not reproduce it. For instance, the PH model does not (Figure 3.8).
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Fig. 3.8 Simulation of partial reinforcement with the PH model using the Pearce-Hall Simultator
(Grikietis, R., Mondragón, E., and Alonso, 2016), with reinforcement ratios of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and
1.0. The model is unable to reproduce the effect whereby the asymptote of partial reinforcement is
proportional to the ratio of reinforced to non-reinforced trials.
To simulate this phenomenon, we have used a design in which the same CS A is followed
by random reinforcement with probabilities of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 in respectively groups
25, 50, 75, and 100. Each group received a total of 1000 A trials, of which the aforemen-
tioned ratio were reinforced. The full design of the simulation is displayed in Table 3.5. The
simulation was conducted with a CS length of 5 time-units, US length of 1 time-unit, and an
ITI of 50 time-units. The remaining parameters were set per Table 3.1. Critical in predicting
this aforementioned tendency of partial reinforcement to elicit responding in proportion to
the ratio of reinforcement is the model’s αr parameter, which has a built-in decay when the
reinforced outcome error remains persistently high, such as in partial reinforcement. This
stabilizes the learning after the animal realizes that it is dealing with an inherently random
contingency. Figure 3.9, the associative weight of A per group asymptotes approximately
in proportion to the ratio of reinforced to non-reinforced trials. However, this is not norma-
tive. Contextual units are not controlled to produce this pattern of behaviour; rather, our
intention is to show that weights adjust roughly proportionally to the ratio of reinforced to
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non-reinforced trials.
Group Phase
25 250A+/750A− [random]
50 500A+/500A− [random]
75 750A+/250A− [random]
95 950A+/50A−
Table 3.5 Partial reinforcement simulation design.
Fig. 3.9 Simulated weights of stimulus A in the partial reinforcement design.
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Cue Competition
Cue competition refers to effects wherein the presence of multiple cues on reinforced trials
limits the acquisition or expression of learning to each individually present cue, as com-
pared of if such a cue were presented individually. Such competition, following competitive
error-correction rules (e.g. the RW model), is thought to manifest more generally when-ever
multiple cues are presented. As the DE model utilizes a competitive error-correction rule,
we have interpreted effects such as conditioned inhibition, blocking, unblocking, and retro-
spective correlation learning in learned irrelevance as arising from the competition for US
processing between CSs, i.e. cue-competition within error-correction. Of course, different
theories of conditioning often favour alternative interpretations, such as attentional effects
being determinant.
Conditioned Inhibition
Conditioned inhibition is produced when a stimulus comes to predict that an outcome will
not occur (Rescorla, 1969). This is thought to happen, according to error-correction theory,
when an expectation of the US occurring (due to being predicted by a stimulus previously
paired with the US) is violated, with the conditioned inhibitor compensating by learning to
predict the lack of occurrence of the outcome. We favour this interpretation as conditioned
inhibition has been found to be US-specific in both forward and backward learning proce-
dures (Kruse et al., 1983). As inhibitory links do not invoke a conditioned response (CR)
in most procedures, this form of learning is measured empirically by pairing the suspected
conditioned inhibitor stimulus with a stimulus known to have an excitatory association to
the US and measuring the resultant decrement in expected responding (summation testing),
as well as pairing the expected conditioned inhibitor with a US and measuring the resultant
slower acquisition (retardation test). As we have direct access to the DE model’s associative
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weights, no such summation test is necessary.
We have simulated a conditioned inhibition design that demonstrates the effect of pre-
senting a block of reinforced A trials followed by a non-reinforced set of AB trials, with the
equivalent intermixed treatment. We have not used a group with random presentations, as we
wish the interpret the US error-term per trial. The design is visible in Table 3.6. The temporal
parameters of the simulations used a 5 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US, and 50 time-unit ITI.
Other variable parameters were set as per Table 3.1. Group CI and Group CI intermixed
both received 10 reinforced A trials and 10 nonreinforced AB trials. In the case of Group CI
intermixed, these trials were intermixed.
Group Phase
CI 10A+/10AB−
CI intermixed 10A+/10AB−[intermixed]
Table 3.6 Conditioned inhibition simulation design.
In Figure 3.10, it is evident that the intermixed presentation of A+ and AB− leads to less
conditioned inhibition than in the block presentation. This is due to the US error staying
lower in the intermixed group (Figure 3.11) due to extinction of the A→US association on
non-reinforced trials bounding the maximal prediction error, and hence the potential of B
for becoming a conditioned inhibitor. That is, the periodic extinction of the excitor in the
intermixed condition leads to cue B becoming less of a conditioned inhibitor.
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Fig. 3.10 Simulated weights of stimulus B in the CI procedure for block and intermixed presentations.
Fig. 3.11 Simulated prediction errors of the US in the CI procedure for block and intermixed presen-
tations.
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Blocking
A simulation of the results of a blocking experiment was performed next. Blocking occurs
when prior conditioning of a stimulus A with an outcome comes to attenuate subsequent
learning between a novel cue B and the outcome in subsequent trials wherein both A and
B are reinforced, as compared to a control in which the prior conditioning of stimulus A is
omitted (Arcediano et al., 1997; Kamin, 1969).
We have tested blocking with the following design. A blocking and control group were
used. Phase 1 consisted of 10 conditioning trials to a 10s stimulus A, (A+) for the blocking
group. In the control, 10s stimulus N was presented instead (N+); In both groups, Phase
2 comprised 10 simultaneous presentations of a 10s stimulus B and the stimulus A (AB+).
Table 3.7 shows the design of the simulated experiment, while Figure 3.12 displays results
(Phase 2) for this experiment.
The parameters used in the simulations are displayed in Table 3.1, except no common
elements were used. A CS duration of 5 time-units, US duration of 1 time-unit, and ITI
duration of 50 time-units were used.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
Blocking 10A+ 10AB+
Control 10N+ 10AB+
Table 3.7 Blocking design.
Figure 3.12 and following figures are saved outputs of the simulator. Depicted in Figure
3.12 is the attenuated conditioning to a blocked stimulus B in comparison to stimulus B in
the control group.
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Fig. 3.12 Simulated weights in the second phase of the blocking procedure.
The conditioning curve for the blocking group grows slower and reaches an earlier
asymptote than the control group (Figure 3.12). The blocking stimulus A can be thought
to reduce the associability of the blocked stimulus B, by reducing the overall error term
δUS of the US (Figure 3.13). That is, stimulus A gains excitatory strength during reinforce-
ment, which in the subsequent compound reinforcement trials lead to a lower unexpectedness
for the US. This in return leads to attenuated learning between blocked stimulus B and the US.
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Fig. 3.13 Trial-by-trial prediction error for the US in the blocking simulation.
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Unblocking
In Experiment 1 (Bradfield and McNally, 2008), three groups of rat received reinforced
presentations of a CS A. In the second phase of the experiment, all three groups received
reinforced presentations of CS compounds AB and CD. In Group Block the same reinforce-
ment was used as in the previous phase. In Group Unblock intensity, a higher intensity of
reinforcement than in stage 1 was used. In Group Unblock number, the compounds were
reinforced by two serially presented USs. The experiment found (Figure 3.14) that both an
increase in the US intensity (Group Unblock intensity) and an increase in the number of
US reinforcements (Group Unblock number) produced less blocking, i.e. unblocking, as
assessed by the test phase.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2 Test
Block A+ AB+/CD+ B?/D?
Unblock intensity A+ AB+/CD+ B?/D?
Unblock number A+ AB++/CD++ B?/D?
Table 3.8 Design of experiment 1 of (Bradfield & McNally, 2008).
Fig. 3.14 Left: Mean percent freezing in the test phase of experiment 1 of Bradfield & McNally
(empirical units adapted from paper), Right: corresponding response strength in the test phase in
simulation of Experiment 1.
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The simulation was conducted with a 1 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US, and 50 time-unit
ITI. The starting values for the CS αr and αn parameters were respectively 0.4 and 0.8. The
CS and context saliences used were respectively 0.1 and 0.01. The stimulus intensity in phase
1 was 1.0 for all groups, and 1.5 for Group Unblock intensity in Phase 2. The remaining
parameters were set as per Table 3.1. The simulation (Figure 3.14) reproduced the empirical
unblocking results for Group Block and Group Unblock Intensity, that is (in the latter) an
attenuation of the suppression of responses to the stimulus paired with a novel CS in relation
to that paired to the CS conditioned in Phase 1. It further reproduced the direction, but
not magnitude, of the unblocking result in Group Unblock Number. Both Group Unblock
intensity and Group Unblock number displayed a smaller variance between the responses
generated by cue B and D in the test phase as compared to Group Block, mirroring the results
of the experiment. The model predicts this result in a straightforward fashion due to the
increased US intensity in Group Unblock intensity leading to a higher supported asymptote
of learning for the US. That is, the maximal strength of the CS to US link increases in the
second phase in Group Unblock intensity, thereby increasing the US uncertainty and error
term. This increased error-term then allows for CS B to acquire further strength. In Group
Unblock number, the result is more subtle. As we have encoded the increased presence of
the US as the US being active on more time-points, this decreases the blocking of cue B
by increasing the temporal activity of the activity of this cue and the outcome. Hence this
simulation makes the implicit assumption that animals process multiple US presentations as
repetitions of the activity of a single US, with no qualitative differences. An improved result
for the Unblock number group could be obtained by changing the parameters of the model,
however we have avoided doing so to keep the parameters as consistent as possible across
simulations. The importance of this experiment is that a similar result is predicted by the RW
model through its fixed λ being higher in the intensity group; however the DE model uses
a varying asymptote, and as such this result demonstrates the predictive capability of this
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variable asymptote.
Though the Double Error model can predict unblocking through increased US intensity,
the model is incapable of predicting unblocking through reinforcer omission, as seen for
instance in (Dickinson et al., 1976). This is of note, as it is predicted by the selective attention
used in the Mackintosh model.
Learned Irrelevance and Retrospective Negative Correlations
So far, we have seen effects that can potentially be ascribed to a simple loss in the associabil-
ity of a stimulus. In a learned irrelevance procedure however the uncorrelated presentation
of a CS and a US results in an attenuation of the rate of conditioning that is larger than
the delay resulting from the cumulative effect of each exposed stimulus by itself ((Bonardi
and Hall, 1996; Mackintosh, 1973), etc.). Unlike the phenomena previously described, this
effect seems to imply that animals learn that two events can in fact be negatively correlated,
i.e., that a stimulus predicts a reduction in the probability of the occurrence of another one.
Moreover, evidence has been produced that such learning could also appear in schedules that
may require revaluating retrospectively the correlation between the CS and the US, producing
inhibitory learning from the CS to the US. In this section, we simulate an experiment showing
exactly such retrospective revaluation of inhibition.
In (Baker et al., 2003) Experiment 1, the effect of uncorrelated CS-US presentations upon
subsequent acquisition was studied. Specifically, the experiment sought to uncover whether
a CS presented in an uncorrelated fashion with an outcome would become a conditioned
inhibitor of the outcome as compared to a control in which stimuli were presented separately
in two blocks of trials. The authors argue that this control, used in other experiments that
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failed to obtain support for uncorrelated learning, could in fact be inadequate because it
might also promote uncorrelated learning, thus rendering the CS inhibitory.
The experiment was split into two sub-experiments. Experiment 1a was designed to
assess inhibitory properties by means of a retardation test. Experiment 1b was intended to
evaluate inhibition with a summation test. During Phase 1 of Experiment 1a animals did not
receive any treatment. In Phase 2, Group N/Sh received uncorrelated presentations of a noise
and a shock. In Group N+Sh a block of noise trials followed by a block of shock trials were
scheduled. In Phase 3, both groups received conditioning trials to the noise followed by the
shock (retardation test). In Experiment 1b a light was conditioned to the shock in Phase 1.
Group N/Sh and Group N+Sh received identical treatment as their counterparts in Experiment
1a. In Phase 3, all animals were given non-reinforced trials with the noise and a compound
noise-light (summation test). During Phase 4 a saving test consisting of reinforced noise trials
intermixed with the compound noise-light was carried out. The retardation test in Experiment
1a showed that uncorrelated presentations of the noise and the outcome (Group N/Sh) pro-
duced a smaller deficit in subsequent acquisition than the scheduled presentations in Group
N+Sh did. The left panel of Figure 3.16 shows the retardation test results in Experiment 1a:
Group N/Sh displayed a lower suppression ratio (and hence faster learning) than Group N+Sh.
Figure 3.17 toptom panel shows the results of the summation test. Animals trained under
a blocked schedule of presentations (Group N+Sh) showed a stronger summation effect,
visible as a larger differential responding to the stimulus and the compound. The summation
effect was also evident, but to a lesser degree for animals trained in the uncorrelated treatment
of Group N/Sh. These results suggest the formation of an inhibitory association between the
noise and the shock, inhibition that was stronger in Group N+Sh.
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Group Ph. 1 Ph. 2 Ph. 3 Phase 4
N+Sh(1A) 40N−/40+/8N+ [rand.] 36N+
N/Sh(1A) 48N−/48+ [inter.] 36N+
N+Sh(1B) 8L+ 40N−/40+/8N+ [rand.] 4NL−/2L− 40NL−/20L+ [inter.]
N/Sh(1B) 8L+ 48N−/48+ [inter.] 4NL−/2L− 40NL−/20L+ [inter.]
Fig. 3.15 Experiment 1 design of learned irrelevance in Baker et. al.
Fig. 3.16 Left: Suppression ratios in experiment 1A of Baker et al. 2003 (empirical units adapted from
the paper) for the acquisition test trials in the third phase, Right: corresponding simulated suppression
ratios for the same trials. Average correlation R = 0.92.
For the simulation, temporal parameters consisted of a 5 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US,
and 50 time-unit ITI. The CS αn starting value was 0.8, and the CS salience 0.1. The
remaining parameters were set to the values in Table 3.1. For Experiment 1a no event was
programmed to occur in Phase 1. In Phase 2, Group N/Sh received random presentations
of N and of the US, such that both stimuli coincided on 8 trials. Group N+Sh received a
block of 48 N trials followed by a block of 48 US trials. In Phase 3 both groups received
36 reinforced N presentations. In Experiment 1b, Phase 1 consisted of 8 reinforced L trials.
Phase 2 was programmed identically to that in Experiment 1a. In Phase 3, non-reinforced
randomly presented trials of a compound NL and two of L were programmed in both groups.
Finally, Phase 4 was programmed to deliver 40 non-reinforced NL and 20 reinforced L trials
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randomly presented. The full experimental design is depicted in Table 3.15.
The simulation results match empirical data. In the retardation test (Figure 3.16, right
panel), Group N+Sh showed less suppression of responding than Group N/Sh. Results for the
summation test (Figure 3.17, bottom panel) closely matched the experimental results. Group
N+Sh showed a larger difference in simulated suppression between the NL and L trials than
Group N/Sh, suggesting that the noise had become a stronger conditioned inhibitor of the
outcome in Group N+Sh.
The DE model accounts for this result by assuming that an animal learns to approximate
the CS-US relationship, which in the case of the N+Sh groups would imply retrospectively
assessing the information in the following manner: in this group, there will be many US trials
in which N is predicted by the context, yet is not present. Thus, the context associatively
retrieves N but its activation is weak. The discrepancy between the activation levels of N
and the US would yield a minute or negative asymptote, engendering inhibitory learning
between N and the US, which combined with competition by the context would allow the
model to replicate the result. In contrast, N in N/Sh groups sometimes coincides with the
US, therefore forming a slightly less inhibitory link toward it (Figure 3.18). Additionally,
the difference between the degree of inhibition attained in each group is further enlarged by
the fact that in N/Sh groups the random ordering of the trials bounds the maximal extent
to which the context predicts the US in comparison to the prediction following the blocked
presentations in N+Sh groups, thus limiting context competition and therefore acquisition
of inhibition. In other words, a further source of difference between the groups is due to
context-mediated inhibitory learning between the CS and the US.
Of note is that as a consequence, with the parameters used, the DE model does not
predict the learned irrelevance result predicted by the selective attention of for instance the
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Mackintosh model. This is of note as a similar issue was noted for the model not accounting
for unblocking through reinforcer omission, another result predicted by the Mackintosh
model.
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Fig. 3.17 Top: Suppression ratios in experiment 1B of Baker et al. 2003 (empirical units adapted
from the paper) for the retardation test trials in the third phase, Bottom: corresponding simulated
suppression ratios for the same trials. Average correlation R = 0.54.
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Fig. 3.18 Simulation weights of CS N to the US in the beginning of the third phase of the Baker et. al.
2003 learned irrelevance experiment 1A.
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Pre-exposure effects
The following set of experiments all involve pre-exposure, namely the presentation of one
or multiple CSs without reinforcement. The relevance of these effects is that they require
processes of learning and attention, which decreases the rate with which the exposed CSs are
subsequently associated with a reinforcer (latent inhibition, Hall-Pearce negative transfer),
or require processing of the differences between non-reinforcing stimuli (perceptual learn-
ing). As such, they offer an opportunity to demonstrate the model’s presumed mechanisms
operating in exposure; namely a decrease in associability (αr), the formation of context-CS
and CS-CS associations through neutral learning, and the effect of these two processes on
subsequent reinforced learning.
Latent inhibition and its context specificity
An arbiter of a model’s ability to fully explain the effect of latent inhibition, i.e. the attenua-
tion of acquisition due to CS pre-exposure, is whether the model can also produce its context
specificity. Models such as PH (Pearce and Hall, 1980) proved very suited to account for the
deceleration in latent inhibition, yet fail to explain the observed effect that latent inhibition
is weaker when the subsequent conditioning takes place in a different context as compared
to pre-exposure. In the DE model, changes in the reinforcer associability αr account for a
deceleration learning rate due to exposure decreasing the magnitude of the time-averaged
window of reinforced prediction errors for reinforcers. Just as importantly, by incorporating a
predictor error-term in its learning equation, the model postulates that the context specificity
of the effect arises from the CS becoming more unexpected when one of its predictors (the
context from the pre-exposure phase) is no longer present.
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In Experiment 3 of (Channell and Hall, 1983) two groups of rats were given pre-exposure
training to a stimulus in a distinctive context and then in a subsequent phase received ap-
petitive conditioning trials to this stimulus. For half of the subjects (Group Exposed Same)
conditioning occurred in the same context that was used a pre-exposure whereas for the
remaining animals conditioning training was given in a different context (Group Exposed
Different). Two further groups of animals (Group Control Same and Group Control Different)
received identical conditioning training but did not received pre-exposure to the stimulus.
Table 3.9, shows the complete design.
The results of this experiment are displayed on the left panel of Figure 3.19. The condi-
tioning rate was retarded displaying a sigmoidal acquisition shape when the stimulus was
pre-exposed in comparison to non-pre-exposed animals (groups Exposed Same and Exposed
Different). However, this retardation effect was attenuated when conditioning occurred in
a context other than that used during pre-exposure. Thus, Group Exposed Same displayed
significantly more latent inhibition, slower conditioning, than Group Exposed Different,
which in return showed slight attenuated learning compared to the control groups.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
Exposed Same A− (ctx 1) A+ (ctx 1)
Exposed Different A− (ctx 1) A+ (ctx 2)
Control Same (ctx 1) A+ (ctx 1)
Control Different (ctx 1) A+ (ctx 2)
Table 3.9 Design of Experiment 3 (Channell & Hall, 1983).
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Fig. 3.19 Empirical (original measurement units) and simulated results during the conditioning phase
of Experiment 3, Channell & Hall, (1983). The left panel is an adaptation of the paper data showing
acquisition of a CR in groups Exposed Same, Exposed different, Control Same and Control different.
The right panel displays the corresponding simulated results. Average correlation R = 0.97.
The simulated duration of the CSs, US and ITI was 5, 1 and 50 time-units, respectively.
The CS salience used was 0.1. Remaining parameters were set as per Table 3.1. Pre-exposure
consisted of 100 trials in groups Exposed Same and Exposed Different. Groups Control
Same and Control Different received no training in this phase. The second, acquisition phase
consisted of 66 trials in all four groups, with the Different groups being programmed to use
a different context in this phase. The results of this simulation (Figure 3.19, right panel)
closely matched the empirical pattern. Conditioning in Group Exposed Same was delayed in
comparison to the other groups. In particular, the effect of pre-exposing the stimulus, latent
inhibition, although initially evident was considerable reduced with training when the context
was changed from during conditioning (Group Exposed Different).
The DE model replicates the empirical pattern of responses through the combination of
its revaluation alpha combined with the second error-term. During pre-exposure, repeated
presentations of the exposed stimulus in isolation results in a loss of its associability to the
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reinforcer, αr. As no outcome is expected, there is no uncertainty which, following the
model, would be critical in sustaining the associability of a stimulus. Consequently, during
subsequent acquisition trials, the stimulus associability to the reinforcer is higher in the
groups Control Same and Control Different, because it has not undergone pre-exposure, and
therefore keeps its initial associability, than in the pre-exposure groups for which αr has
decayed. In other words, pre-exposure reduces the associability of cues to future reinforcers
as they have a history of not being causative of/correlated with reinforcement. Hence, the
control groups display faster acquisition partly as a contribution of relatively higher associa-
bility towards the US. The model also postulates that the error in predicting the outcome is
reduced when the CS is predicted by other stimuli. Thus, in the groups in which pre-exposure
and conditioning occur in the same context, the associations between the context and the
stimulus and between the CS elements (unitization) formed– during pre-exposure reduce the
speed of CS→US learning, a decrease which is proportional to the loss of novelty of the CS.
As the CS is predicted more strongly in the second phase in Group Exposed Same than in the
Group Exposed Different context in which conditioning occurs in a novel context, the rate of
learning is further reduced in the former in comparison to the latter, thus resulting in a smaller
latent inhibition effect when compared to the corresponding non-pre-exposed control group.
In fact, the degree of latent inhibition is postulated to be proportional the net effect of uni-
tization, prediction by the context, and loss of selective attention due to lack of reinforcement.
As these effects can be disassociated, the model can further predict that latent inhibi-
tion will be attenuated (yet not completely abolished) should the pre-exposure treatment be
followed by pre-exposure to the context alone as this would extinguish the context to CS
link and by extension pre-exposure of the context alone prior to the CS presentations. This
would be slightly attenuated by such varied pre-exposure raising the uncertainty of neutral
cues occurring, and thereby increase the αn associability of both the CS and context. This
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would presumably increase unitization and context to CS learning in the acquisition phase,
thereby offsetting the aforesaid attenuation of latent inhibition. An additional prediction is
that pre-exposing the CS in multiple contexts should result in stronger latent inhibition, as
this would reduce the αr of the CS, while retaining the strength of the context to CS links.
The relative contribution of the revaluation alpha of the model is displayed in a simulation
with changes in this parameter disabled (Figure 3.20). This still leads to latent inhibition
with context specificity, however the effect is substantially reduced, and the sigmoidal shape
of acquisition in the exposed groups is lost. However, a small effect is still observed.
Fig. 3.20 Acquisition in the context specificity of latent inhibition simulation with the αr associability
disabled.
The contribution of the predictor error-term of the model in return displayed in a simula-
tion with associations between neutral stimuli disabled (Figure 3.21). Latent inhibition still
occurs, yet the context specificity is lost. Thus, the context specificity arises from unitization
and context to CS learning as postulated.
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Fig. 3.21 Acquisition in the context specificity of latent inhibition simulation with learning between
the context and CS disabled.
As the effects of the revaluation alpha and predictor error-term can be disassociated, the
model predicts that latent inhibition will be attenuated (yet not completely abolished) should
the pre-exposure treatment be followed by pre-exposure to the context alone as this would
extinguish the context to CS link and by extensive pre-exposure of the context alone prior to
the CS presentations. However as this decreases the context associability, it is not necessarily
evident in the responses during acquisition. Simulating such context pre-exposure after the
CS pre-exposure and examining the CS to US weights, it is evident that latent inhibition is
indeed attenuated (Figure 3.22).
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Fig. 3.22 Acquisition in the context specificity of latent inhibition simulation with 100 trials of context
pre-exposure after the CS pre-exposure. The result is a decrease in the latent inhibition of stimulus A.
A further prediction is that pre-exposing the CS in multiple contexts should result in
stronger latent inhibition, as this would reduce the revaluation alpha of the CS while retaining
the strength of the context to CS links. This is borne out by a simulation using pre-exposure
in two different contexts (ctx 1 and ctx 3), with acquisition occurring in either ctx 1 for the
Same groups, and ctx 2 for the Different groups (Figure 3.23).
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Fig. 3.23 Acquisition in the context specificity of latent inhibition simulation with pre-exposure in
two different contexts.
Similarly, a comparative simulation with the Pearce-Hall model failed to produce the
context specificity effect, however did produce the general latent inhibition effect (Figure
3.24).
Fig. 3.24 Acquisition in the context specificity of latent inhibition simulation with the PH model
simulator (Grikietis, R., Mondragón, E., and Alonso, 2016).
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Hall-Pearce effect
To demonstrate how the error-correction and revaluation alpha processes of the DE model
can interact to produce emergent effects that seem to run counter to the proposition that
acquisition of a CS-US link proceeds monotonically in relation to only the pre-existent
associative strength, in this case ‘pre-exposure’ with a weak US attenuating subsequent
acquisition with a stronger US, we simulated the Hall-Pearce effect. Experiment 2 of (Hall
and Pearce, 1979) explored the influence of aversive conditioning in rats with a weak shock
US upon subsequent learning with a stronger shock CS. In the experiment, two groups of rats
received presentations of a tone (Group Tone-shock) or a light (Group Light-shock) followed
by a weak shock. The third group, Group Tone alone, received non-reinforced presentations
of the tone . In the second phase, all three groups of rats received presentations of the tone
followed by a strong shock. The complete design of the experiment is displayed in Table 3.25.
The experiment found that reinforcing a CS with a weak US retarded subsequent acquisition
towards a more intense version of the same US. This attenuation of learning was however
less pronounced than that produced by pre-exposure of a CS. The results of this experiment
are displayed in the left panel of Figure 3.26. Group Tone-alone showed a higher suppression
ratio than Group Tone-shock, which in return produced a higher suppression ratio than Group
Light-shock.
To simulate this experiment, the temporal parameters used were a 5 time-unit CS, 1
time-unit US, and 50 time-unit ITI. Aside from these values, the parameters corresponded
to those in Table 3.1. In the first phase, each trial-type was programmed to occur 66 times
with a US intensity of 0.1. The second phase likewise consisted of 66 reinforced trials,
with a US intensity of 1.0. The simulated results (Figure 3.26, right panel) parallel the
experiment. Group Tone-alone showed the largest suppression ratio over the second phase,
followed by Group Tone-shock. Group Light-shock produced the lowest suppression ratio,
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thus displaying faster learning.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
Tone-shock 66T+ 66T +
Light-shock 66L+ 66T +
Tone alone 66T− 66T +
Fig. 3.25 Hall-Pearce effect design, Hall & Pearce 1979.
Fig. 3.26 Left: Empirical suppression ratios from phase 2 of Experiment 1, Hall & Pearce 1979
(original measurement units adapted from the paper) showing the acquisition of a CR in groups
Tone-shock, Light-shock, Tone-alone, Right: corresponding simulated suppression ratios for phase 2,
average correlation R = 0.97.
The model accounts for this result due to the Phase 1 treatment leading to a loss of novelty
of the tone in both Group Tone-alone and Group Tone-shock, which therefore produces acqui-
sition differences across groups (Figure 3.26, right panel). This loss of novelty is mediated
both through the predictor error term of these CSs (when learning about the US) (Figure
3.27), and through a decline in the associability to a reinforcer, αr (Figure 3.28). However,
in the latter group, the CS associability to a reinforcer declines less due to the presence of
the shock. In contrast Group Light-shock displays the least attenuation of learning due to
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the lack of pre-exposure. Thus, as seen in Figure 3.29, the acquisition curve in the second
phase resembles one encountered in latent inhibition. As such, a consequence is that would
the experiment be modified to have the second phase treatment occur in a novel context, the
Hall-Pearce effect would be significantly attenuated.
Fig. 3.27 Trial prediction-error for the Tone CS in phase 2 of Hall-Pearce negative transfer.
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Fig. 3.28 αr differences for the Tone CS in phase 2 of Hall-Pearce negative transfer.
Fig. 3.29 Simulation weights of cue T in the second phase of Hall-Pearce negative transfer, displaying
sigmoidal acquisition in the Tone-alone group.
A simulation with such a context change in the second phase is juxtaposed to the standard
design in Figure 3.30. As is visible, the effect is indeed attenuated, with both the Group
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Tone Alone and Group Light-shock displaying significantly faster learning. Thus, as hypoth-
esized, conducting the second phase of the treatment in a novel phase indeed attenuates the
Hall-Pearce effect, as the extant context-CS link from Phase 1, that attenuates the speed of
conditioning between the Tone CS and US, is removed.
Fig. 3.30 Simulation responding in the second phase of the Hall-Pearce design with either the same
context (S) or different context (D).
Perceptual Learning
Perceptual learning is the effect whereby exposure of stimuli facilitates a subsequent dis-
crimination between said stimuli. The phenomenon conveys high relevance because its
apparent conflict with latent inhibition: whereas stimulus exposure delays learning, it also
facilitates discrimination learning. This facilitation in discrimination has been found to be
enhanced when the pre-exposed cues are intermixed (strictly alternated), as compared to
being presented in blocks of trials, design intended to control for differences in the amount
of exposure and therefore of LI to the cues (e.g., (Hall and Honey, 1989; Mackintosh et al.,
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1991; Mondragón and Murphy, 2010; Symonds and Hall, 1995)).
(Blair and Hall, 2003, Experiment 1a), employed a within-subjects design to control
further for a differential effect of common stimulus features in assessing the influence of
the schedule of exposure. Their experiment, in a flavour aversion preparation, tested PL in
generalization test. In Phase 1, rats received non-reinforced exposure to three flavours, com-
pound stimuli AX, BX, and CX. The first half of trials consisted of alternated presentations
of AX and BX, followed by a block of CX trials on the second half. This schedule was
counterbalanced across animals, so that half of the animals experienced first a block of CX
and then the alternated AX and BX trials. On Phase 2, AX trials were followed by a LiCl
injection to induce flavour aversion to AX. In the test phase thereafter (Figure X, left panel),
consumption of BX was higher than consumption of CX, implying that the aversive learning
generalized more to CX than to BX, that is, that the animals discriminated better between the
alternated stimuli AX and BX than between AX and the blocked CX. The complete design is
displayed in Table 3.31.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
PL AX−/BX− [intermixed]; CX− AX+ BX?/CX?
Fig. 3.31 Perceptual Learning design of Blair & Hall, 2003.
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Fig. 3.32 Left: Combined mean consumption (ml) for BX and CX test trials in experiment 1a of
Blair and Hall, 2003 (empirical units adapted from paper). Right: Corresponding simulated mean
consumption for BX and CX test trials.
A simulation of this experiment was conducted with the following temporal parameters: 5
time-unit compound CSs, 1 time-unit US, and 75 time-unit ITI. The CS and context saliences
were respectively 0.5 and 0.1. All other parameters were set per Table 3.1. During Phase 1,
each compound was presented ten times in the correct arrangement. Conditioning in Phase 2
consisted of ten trials, and on Phase 3, two generalization trials to BX were programmed.
The simulated results (Figure 3.32, right panel) reproduced the empirical data. The sim-
ulated response strength as a direct measure of consumption was higher on BX than CX
test trials. Consequently, the model was able to predict that intermixed exposure facilitates
discrimination when compared to equally exposed blocked stimulus presentation. Per the
DE model, intermixed AX, BX pre-exposure results in 1) slightly higher associability in C
than B, so that both neutral associations and subsequent reinforcer associations develop at a
higher rate; and 2) a stronger A→C association than the A→ B association . Thus, during
the AX acquisition trials, mediated conditioning to B will be weaker than to C. Lastly and
importantly, intermixed presentations lead to weaker B→ A than C → A links. Thus, during
the test phase, the associative chain B→ A→US is weaker in comparison to C → A→US,
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contributing towards the disparity between the intermixed and blocked conditions.
However this analysis might lend doubt to whether PL can be obtained by the DE model
with reference to a control wherein the control group undergoes no pre-exposure. Thus, I
have simulated such a design as well. Phase 1 consisted of 20 trials of BX- in Group BX, 20
trials of CX- in Group CX, 20 trials of AX- in Group AX, 20 intermixed AX- and BX- trials
in Group BX-AX, and no training in Group nothing. Phase 2 consisted of 5 trials of AX+ in
all groups, and Phase 3 of two trials of BX- in all groups. The design is presented in Table
3.33. The simulation was conducted with equivalent parameters, except a common elements
ratio of 0.05 and CS salience 0.1. As is seen in Figure 3.35, responding in Phase 3 for Group
BX-AX is significantly lower than in Group nothing, which is not caused by differences in
acquisition during AX+ trials as such differences are minute (Figure 3.34).
Group Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
AX AX− AX+ BX?
CX CX− AX+ BX?
BX BX− AX+ BX?
BX-AX AX−/BX− [intermixed]; AX+ BX?
Nothing AX+ BX?
Fig. 3.33 Second perceptual learning experiment design.
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Fig. 3.34 Response strength during Phase 2 of the second PL experiment simulation.
Fig. 3.35 Response strength during Phase 3 of the second PL experiment simulation.
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Compound Latent Inhibition
The context specificity of latent inhibition, as we have discussed, lends credence to models of
learning that implicate the context in reducing the associability of a pre-exposed CS. In a sim-
ilar vein, it has been found that pre-exposing a compound of two CSs leads to stronger latent
inhibition when a CS member of this compound subsequently undergoes acquisition training.
This is of considerable interest, as it implies that the second pre-exposed CS reduces the
associability of the CS either directly in the pre-exposure phase, and/or through associative
retrieval in the acquisition phase. As such, it supports the case for the DE model’s learning
rule, which incorporates the unexpectedness of a predictor (in this case the CS) in the rate of
learning between a predictor and outcome. That is, we argue the second CS is associatively
retrieved during the acquisition phase of the procedure and by proxy acts as a predictor of
the retrieving CS, thus reducing its rate of acquisition. Of note is that this effect seems to
run counter to the context specificity of latent inhibition detailed earlier, as removing the
compound cue could be conceived of as acting as a contextual change. Hence, one might
expect that in fact the observed empirical effect should be the opposite. The reason why this
is not however the case, might be that the context undergoes more unitization than the CS
used in this experiment, the weaker salience of the context as compared to the companion
CS, and finally the extinction undergone by the context toward the CS during the ITI in a
context specificity latent inhibition design.
Experiment 3 of (Leung et al., 2011), assessed, using aversive conditioning in rats, a
novel prediction of the Hall–Rodriguez model (Hall and Rodriguez, 2010) according to
which latent inhibition to a target CS pre-exposed in compound with another stimulus should
be larger than when pre-exposed in isolation. In the first phase, the two groups of rats
were presented with non-reinforced random presentations of A, B, and C. The second phase
consisted of non-reinforced presentations of CS compound AB and C. In Phase 3, Group Ele-
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ment received reinforced presentations of C (the elemental control), while Group Compound
received reinforced presentations of A (the target). The experiment found that pre-exposing
A in compound with B led to a more pronounced attenuation of subsequent conditioning,
a more robust latent inhibition effect, between A and the outcome when compared to a C
that was pre-exposed in isolation. Figure 3.37, left panel, Group Element displayed a higher
mean percent of freezing in the test phase than Group Compound, i.e. faster acquisition.
Gr. Ph. 1 Ph. 2 Ph. 3 Ph. 4
Elem. 10A−/10B−/10C−[random] 10AB−/10C−[random] C+ 8C?
Comp. 10A−/10B−/10C−[random] 10AB−/10C−[random] A+ 8A?
Fig. 3.36 Leung et. al. experiment 3 compound latent inhibition design.
Fig. 3.37 Left: Mean percent freezing in the test phase of experiment 3 Leung et. al. (empirical units
adapted from paper). Right: corresponding response strength per trial in the test phase in simulation
of experiment 3 of Leung et. al. Average correlation R = 0.75.
The temporal parameters of the simulation used a 5 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US, and
50 time-unit ITI. The US intensity used was 5.0. The CS αn starting value was 0.8, and
the CS and Ctx. saliences both 0.9. The remaining parameters were set to the values in
Table 3.1. Both groups of the design were programmed to receive 10 randomly presented
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non-reinforced trials of each stimulus (A, B, C) in the first phase. In the second phase, both
groups were programmed to receive 10 randomly presented AB- and C- trials. In the third
phase, Group Compound received one reinforced presentation of stimulus A, while Group
Element received one reinforced C trial. The programming of the subsequent test phase
presented respectively 8 nonreinforced A and C trials for groups Compound and Element.
The full experimental design is in Table 3.36. The simulation reproduced the general effect
observed in the experiment, with similar trends to the empirical responding. Figure 3.37,
right panel, Group Compound attains a significantly lower response strength than Group
Element in the test trials of the last phase, thereby displaying more latent inhibition. The
mechanism operating here, per the DE model, is that the neutral learning between the con-
stituent CSs of the compound AB in the first phase induce the two CSs to become predictors
of one-another. This leads to a decreased novelty for the pre-exposed compound, which is
reflected in the αn variable neutral learning associability (Figure 3.38). This further leads to
A retrieving B during the second phase in the Group Compound, which in return produces
a second-order prediction for A. Since the DE model assumes a predictor error-term in the
equation determining the change in the associative weight of a stimulus, this implies that the
less novel A in the Group Compound undergoes less acquisition in the second phase than C
in the Group Element. That is, learning associations between novel events (a novel predictor
and outcome) is prioritized as compared to familiar predictors and novel outcomes.
A further prediction of the model is that should B undergo a series of non-reinforced pre-
sentations after being paired with stimulus A, but before the reinforcement of A, this should
attenuate the effect observed in this experiment, as it would weaken the causal connection
between the two CSs, thereby increasing the novelty of B.
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Fig. 3.38 The non-reinforced revaluation alpha, αn, in the simulated third phase (reinforced trial)
of Leung et. al.’s compound latent inhibition experiment. The pre-exposure of two CSs leads to a
stronger decline in attentional associability of neutral cues.
In comparison, the PH model predicts no differences between the two groups according
to a simulation done with CS alphas 1.0, γ = 0.01, and β = 1.0, as seen in Figure 3.39.
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Fig. 3.39 Simulation of compound LI with PH model simulator (Grikietis, R., Mondragón, E., and
Alonso, 2016).
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Mediated learning
A key feature of the DE model is its ability to account for the way associations change
between cues when one or both of which may be associatively retrieved yet physically absent.
It accomplishes this through both assuming retrieval of cues by other associatively linked
cues and its dynamic asymptote. The latter works on the assumption that the similarity in
the level of activation of the predictor and predicted cue dictates the maximal strength of the
association that will form between them. Accordingly, a discrepancy in the levels of activity
of the stimuli limits their ability to enter into association. This simple idea of adaptability
of the asymptote of learning is critical in explaining the apparent contradictory results of
mediated related effects, as mentioned in the literature review.
For instance, in retrospective revaluation experimental settings two stimuli, a paired and
target CS, undergo reinforced training in compound. After this training is completed, the
paired CS is further trained (either in a reinforced or non-reinforced context) independently.
As a consequence of this treatment, the associative strength of the paired CS is adjusted, but
more importantly, the strength of the target stimulus that does not receive further training is
also modified.
Backward blocking and un-overshadowing (often referred to as retrospective revaluation)
are exemplary cases. In a backward blocking procedure, following reinforced compound
training, the paired cue is subsequently trained with the same reinforcer. As a consequence,
the target cue losses some of its initial strength. In an un-overshadowing design, the paired
cue is presented in extinction instead, and as a result of this further un-overshadowing treat-
ment, the associative strength of the target cue increases. Formally identical treatments such
as sensory preconditioning (SPC) and mediated extinction, in which, the initial compound
training is giving in the absence of a reinforcer, have produced results that opposed the
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predictions of the theoretical approaches that are able to account for retrospective revaluation
experiments. For instance, in SPC subsequent reinforced training of the paired cue results
in the target acquiring associative strength, rather than losing it as in the backward block-
ing procedure. In a mediated extinction procedure, following non-reinforced training of a
compound pair-target, the target is conditioned. In a subsequent phase, the paired stimulus
receives extinction training. When the target stimulus is next tested a reduction in strength
to that attained earlier is observed. This result is opposite to that of the un-overshadowing
designs, in which an increase in strength is obtained instead.
Sensory Preconditioning
Sensory preconditioning (Brogden, 1939) is a procedure whereby a compound of two CSs
is conditioned in non-reinforced trials. When subsequently one is presented in acquisition
trials, the other will elicit a CR when tested. For instance, stimulus A is paired with stimulus
B either serially or as a compound. B is then serially paired with a shock. In subsequent
tests, A elicits a CR. This CR is stronger when A & B are treated as a simultaneous compound.
We have tested sensory preconditioning with the following design. A sensory precondi-
tioning and control group were used. Phase 1 consisted of 5 non-reinforced conditioning trials
to a 10s stimulus A followed by a 10s stimulus B, (A→ B) for both groups; In Phase 2, the
sensory preconditioning group underwent 10 reinforced trials with stimulus B (10B+), while
the control group received 10 non-reinforced trials with novel cue N (10N); Phase 3 consisted
of a single nonreinforced test presentation of stimulus A (A?). Table 3.10 shows the design of
the simulated experiment. The timing parameters of the simulation involved a 1 time-unit CS,
1 time-unit US, 10 time-unit ISI, and 50 time-unit ITI. The CS αn starting value was set to
0.8, and the CS saliences were 0.9. The remaining parameters were set according to Table 3.1.
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The simulation reproduced SPC, with simulated responding on the test trials being higher in
the SPC group than the control (Figure 3.40). The DE model produces this result, due to the
combination of its persistent Gaussian activation curves and its neutral learning/associative
retrieval mechanisms. In the first phase of the design, the serial compound presentation of A
and B forms an excitatory B→ A link (Figure 3.42) due to the temporal overlap of A and B
activity (Figure 3.41). This subsequently leads to the associative retrieval of the representa-
tion of cue A in the second phase. This representation interacts with the US to form a slight
A→US link (Figure 3.43). Of more importance, though, is the A to B link, which during
phase 3 leads to retrieval of the US representation through the associative chain A→ B→US.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Sensory Preconditioning 5A→ B 20B→+ A?
Control 5A→ B 20N →+ A?
Table 3.10 Sensory preconditioning design.
Fig. 3.40 Response strength in the test phase of the simulation of SPC.
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Fig. 3.41 The temporal overlap in activity between cues A and B in phase 1 of the simulation of SPC.
Fig. 3.42 The serial compound presentation of A and B leads to the formation of an excitatory B→ A
link in phase 1 of the SPC simulation.
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Fig. 3.43 The retrieval of A by B in the second phase of the SPC simulation invokes the formation of
an A→+ link through mediated conditioning.
Backward Blocking
Backward blocking of a cue B is observed in a retrospective revaluation design, when re-
inforced trials of a CS compound AB are followed by reinforced presentations of A alone,
resulting in the absent cue B losing associative strength during reinforced trials of cue A, as
assessed by test trials of cue B before and after these reinforced A trials (Wasserman and
Berglan, 1998). The DE model predicts this reduction in the associative strength of cue B as
occurring due to the within-compound associations between A and B formed during com-
pound training leading to mediated learning when A subsequently retrieves the representation
of B on A+ trials. This associatively retrieved representation of B then enters into learning
with the present US. As the dynamic asymptote of learning from B to the US, λB→US, will
have a reduced value as compared to trials on which B was present (due to the activities of
the two stimuli being more similar on such trials), the mediated learning of B will tend to
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reduce its pre-existing link strength to a lower value. Thus the DE model explains backward
blocking as arising from the causal connection between B and the US being re-evaluated
through an activity-dependent mechanism. Since the prediction of the retrieved cue B for the
outcome will be in proportion to its activity, the effect of the number of AB+ trials in the
first phase of a backward blocking procedure upon the resultant degree of backward blocking
will depend, in the DE model, upon the exact temporal overlap of all cues. For instance,
with a 5 time-unit CS and 1 time-unit US, backward blocking is more pronounced with a
larger number of trials (Figure 3.44). In contrast, with a 1 time-unit CS and 1 time-unit US
the opposite occurs (Figure 3.45). Similarly, the difference between the associative weights
of cue A of the 5 and 100 trial groups is significantly larger with a 1 time-unit CS than a 5
time-unit one (see Figure 3.46 and Figure 3.47 for a direct comparison). For both simulations,
the CS αn starting value was 0.8, and the CS and context saliences respectively 0.5 and 0.001.
Remaining parameters were set per Table 3.1.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
BB5 5AB+ 20A+
BB100 100AB+ 20A+
Table 3.11 Backward blocking design.
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Fig. 3.44 Weights of cue A to the US in the second phase of the simulation of backward blocking
with 5 and 100 trials of AB+ training, 20 acquisition trials, 5 time-unit CS, and 1 time-unit US.
Fig. 3.45 Weights of cue B to the US in the second phase of the simulation of backward blocking with
5 and 100 trials of AB+ training, 20 acquisition trials, 5 time-unit CS, and 1 time-unit US.
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Fig. 3.46 Weights of cue A to the US in the second phase of the simulation of backward blocking
with 5 and 100 trials of AB+ training, 20 acquisition trials, 1 time-unit CS, and 1 time-unit US.
Fig. 3.47 Weights of cue B to the US in the second phase of the simulation of backward blocking with
5 and 100 trials of AB+ training, 20 acquisition trials, 1 time-unit CS, and 1 time-unit US.
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Unovershadowing
In contrast to backward blocking, unovershadowing occurs, when reinforced trials of a CS
compound AB are followed by non-reinforced presentations of A alone, which results in the
associative strength of cue B increasing during the trials on which it is not directly present
(San-Galli et al., 2011). The DE model is able to account this effect similarly as in the case
of backward blocking. The simulation was conducted with a 5 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US,
and 50 time-unit ITI. The CS αn starting value was 0.9, while the saliences of CSs and the
context were respectively 0.1 and 0.001. Remaining parameters were set per Table 3.1. The
model predicts that mutual associations form between cues A and B when they are paired
during the first phase of the design. The two CSs similarly form associations toward the
outcome. Subsequently in the second phase of training wherein cue A is presented without
reinforcement, cue A retrieves a representation of both cue B and the US. Retrieved cue B
thence strengthens its associative link toward the retrieved outcome, as their similar activity
level entails that the dynamic asymptote of the model supports a high degree of learning
between these two cues. This high asymptote in essence means that the two cues have a
strong causal connection with one-another. Since, in Phase 1, cue A will tend to form a link
toward the outcome relatively more rapidly than toward cue B (due to the outcome being
relatively more associable than cue B), the DE model consequently predicts that a larger
number of trials in the first phase of this design will tend to facilitate the unovershadowing
effect. This is confirmed by a simulation (Figure 3.48), wherein group RR20 underwent 20
phase 1 trials, and in contrast RR100 underwent 100 phase 1 trials. As is visible in the figure,
cue B in group RR100 gains significantly more associative strength during the second phase
than cue B in group RR20.
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Group Phase 1 Phase 2
RR20 20AB+ 20A
RR100 100AB+ 20A
Table 3.12 Unovershadowing design.
Fig. 3.48 Weights of cue B to the US in the second phase of the simulation of unovershadowing with
20 and 100 trials of AB+ training, 20 acquisition trials, 5 time-unit CS, and 1 time-unit US.
Mediated Conditioning
The phenomenon of mediated conditioning is said to occur when reinforced trials of a CS
compound AB are followed by non-reinforced presentations of A alone, which is found
to increase the associative strength of the absent cue B, as measured in the discrepancy in
responding elicited by cue B before and after the presentations of A with the reinforcer
(Ward-Robinson and Hall, 1999). Similarly to retrospective revaluation effects, the model
produces these effects due to retrieval of the cue B during the second phase of training by
both cue A and the context. That is, the prior pre-exposure of cues A and B elicits the
formation of A to B and context to B links which later allow for a retrieval of cue B into
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an associatively active state. This retrieved representation of cue B thence interacts with
the present reinforcer, forming an excitatory associative link to it. Since the reinforcer and
the retrieved cue B have diverging activation levels, the resultant learning asymptotes at a
lower level than if cue B were directly present on the these trials. Consequently, the level of
mediated conditioning observed will be proportional to the strength of its retrieval, and thus
to the quantity of non-reinforced AB trials which precede the acquisition phase of such a
design. This is demonstrated by a simulation in which group MC20 underwent 20 phase 1
non-reinforced AB trials, whilst group MC100 underwent 100 phase 1 non-reinforced AB
trials. The temporal parameters of this simulation involve a 1 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US,
and 50 time-unit ITI. The CS αn starting value was 0.8, while the CS and context saliences
were 0.9 and 0.2 respectively. The remaining parameters of the simulation are displayed in
Table 3.1. As can be seen in Figure 3.49, cue B in group MC100 undergoes slightly more
mediated conditioning than cue B in group MC20. This difference is also enhanced by the
fact that cue A in group MC100 has a lower αr value at the beginning of phase 2, thus leaving
more opportunity for cue B to form excitatory strength to the outcome than in the other group
(Figure 3.50).
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
MC10 20AB 20A+
RR100 100AB 20A+
Table 3.13 Mediated conditioning design.
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Fig. 3.49 Weights of cue A to the US in the second phase of the simulation of mediated conditioning
with 20 and 100 trials of AB training, 20 acquisition trials, 1 time-unit CS, and 1 time-unit US.
Fig. 3.50 Weights of retrieved cue B to the US in the second phase of the simulation of mediated
conditioning with 20 and 100 trials of AB training, 20 acquisition trials, 1 time-unit CS, and 1
time-unit US.
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Retrospective Revaluation
In Experiment 4 of (Le Pelley and McLaren, 2001), mediated learning effects were stud-
ied in a causal judgement task using human participants, (Table 3.51), constituted by a
series of mediated learning conditions and controls. In Condition A2-A2, the first stage
consisted of non-reinforced presentations of compound AB. This was followed by reinforced
presentations of CS C. In the second stage CS compound AC received non-reinforced pre-
sentations. In Condition A2-A1, the first stage consisted of non-reinforced presentations
of compound DE followed by non-reinforced F- presentations. The second stage consisted
of reinforced DF presentations. Conditions Un-overshadowing and Backward-blocking
consisted of respectively reinforced KL and MN presentations. This was followed by respec-
tively non-reinforced presentations of K and reinforced presentations of M. The experiment
found no significant mediated learning between an associatively retrieved cue, which had not
been reinforced before. This could be due to the cues B and E acquiring context-mediated
inhibition during Stage 1 due to the reinforced presentations of cues in that stage, or due
to the within-compound associations between the target and competing cues being insuf-
ficiently strong. Figure 3.52, top panel, Condition A2-A2 and A2-A1 produced a minute
effectiveness rating for the target cues. Condition Un-overshadowing and Backward blocking
led to respectively a significantly higher and significantly lower rating for the target cue as
compared the controls, Condition RR control and W& B control. This pattern was predicted
most effectively by the APECS model (McLaren, 1993) used in the paper.
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Condition Stage 1 Stage 2
A2-A2 AB? C+ AC−
A2-A1 DE? F− DF+
Control GH? I+ GJ−
Unover. KL+ K−
B. block MN+ M+
RR control OP+ O+/O−
W&B con-
trol
QR+
Fillers S− TU− Sβ+
VW− XY−
Zα−
Fig. 3.51 Design of experiment 4 of Le Pelley & McLaren, 2001.
Fig. 3.52 Top: Ratings of target cues after Stage 2 of experiment 4 of Le Pelley and McLaren
(empirical units adapted from paper), Bottom: corresponding simulated ratings (derived from the
cues’ associative weights) after Stage 2 of experiment 4.
The temporal parameters of the simulation used a 5 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US, and
50 time-unit ITI. The CS αn starting value was 0.8, and the CS and Ctx. saliences 0.5 and
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0.005 respectively. Remaining parameters were set as per Table 3.1. The Stage 1 of the
experiment was programmed to consist of 10 trials of each trial-type. The second stage was
conducted with 8 trials for each condition. Test trials were programmed with 2 trials of each
condition. The full experimental design is in Table 3.51. To calculate simulated effectiveness
ratings, associative weights of stimuli to the US in Stage 2 of the experiment were normalized
such that the highest weight corresponded to a rating of 10. The simulations matched the
empirical data closely. Target cues B, E, and H from Condition A2-A2, A2-A1, and Control
all had minute ratings (Figure 3.52, bottom panel). In the case of cue B, the rating deviated in
direction from the empirical result. Target cues L and N from Condition Un-overshadowing
and Backward blocking were rated respectively higher and lower in simulated effectiveness
than target cues P and R from Condition RR control and W& B control.
The DE model predicts that the associative links of cues B, E and H are weak towards
the outcome as their Stage 1 non-reinforced presentations occur in the context of reinforced
trials of other conditions, thus pushing them towards inhibition/minute excitatory associative
strengths. This inhibitory learning is mediated through the slight excitatory strength of the
context to the US. Further, the low amount of trials in stage 1 does not allow for signifi-
cant within-compound links to form between the CS compounds, which impedes Stage 2
mediated learning, by leading to a lower level of retrieval of the target cue. In the second
stage of Condition A2-A1, this additionally leads to the dynamic asymptote (measuring the
correlation between the two cues) between the weakly retrieved cue E and the present US
being so small that CS E effectively undergoes very little excitatory learning.
In the Condition Un-overshadowing, the Stage 1 reinforcement of CS K and L is followed
by non-reinforcement of CS K. This leads to excitatory re-evaluation of the L link, as the
relative probability of K being a predictor of the outcome diminishes. Specifically, the links
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K → L and K →US from stage 1 of the experiment result in K retrieving L and the + to a
similar degree in the second stage. As the K →US link extinguishes over these presentations,
and as the asymptote in the model supports a high level of learning from L to + due to their
similar level of activity (indicating a causal connection between the two events), the net
result is a growth of the link L→US. In the case of Condition Backward blocking, a similar
re-evaluation takes place, but in the opposite direction. The link M → N that forms in stage 1
of the design leads to M retrieving N in the second stage. As the asymptote of learning in
the model between the retrieved N and the present US will be lower than if both cues were
present, this results in the extant associative strength of N towards the US decreasing. As the
asymptote tracks the causal correlation between the predictor and outcome, this implies that
the US and N are causally uncorrelated, hence inducing a weaker link from one to the other.
Further, this decrease is dependent on the strength of the associative representation of N as
this determines the level of the asymptote of learning between the cued N and the present
outcome, as well as the extent to which the retrieved cue N contributes towards predicting
the outcome. Hence the model predicts that a larger number of compound trials in the first
phase should result in more backward blocking being observed.
Backward Sensory Preconditioning
In SPC pre-training of a target-paired stimulus compound (XA) is followed by conditioning
being given to the paired stimulus (A) and by a subsequent test of the strength of the target
(X). With a preparation of aversive conditioning in rats, Experiment 2 of (Ward-Robinson
and Hall, 1996) aimed to uncover the mechanism underlying SPC, that is, whether sensory
preconditioning operated by means of an associative chain X → A→US or whether a direct
link X →US was formed through representation-mediated learning. To do so, they employed
backward serial presentations of the compound stimuli during the initial training, that is
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A→ X , with the intent of preventing the chain association from occurring. Simulating the
result of this experiment is an important validator of the capability of the DE model to
reproduce conflicting mediated phenomena. The model postulates that a weak excitatory
link would be formed between X and A during backward conditioning. Thus, during test,
X would still be able to associatively activate the chain X → A→US. Additionally, during
conditioning of A, the target X will also be active, and mediated conditioning A→US would
occur. Mediated conditioning will nonetheless be weak given that the discrepancy between
the level of activation of the stimuli involved will bear a low asymptote of learning. The
conjunction of both mechanism will therefore be needed to produce the effect.
In the experiment two groups of rats received random presentations of A followed by
X, and B followed by Y. In the second phase, presentations of A were followed by an
outcome whereas presentations of B were not. In the third phase, Group Ext. received
non-reinforced presentations of each A and B, while Group VI received none. The test phase
for both groups consisted of X and Y trials. (see Table 3.53). The experiment found that on
Group VI, suppression to X that was paired with A which was reinforced in Phase 2 was
greater than to Y, paired with B, which in turn was presented without reinforcement. That
is, a within-subjects SPC effect was shown in Group VI. Group Ext constituted a further
control for the effect. Due to A and B receiving extinction training following condition,
no differences in suppression to X and Y were found, indicating that the effect in Group
VI relied on the strength of the association between A and the reinforcer. In other words,
the extinction treatment to A abolished the backward SPC effect as observed in Group VI.
Experiment 3 tested mediated extinction. During Phase 1, animals received identical training
to those in Experiment 2. On Phase 2 however, X and Y (rather than A and B) were both
reinforced. Oh Phase 3 A was extinguished and the responding to X and Y tested on Phase
4. The results showed mediated extinction of X, that is, a loss of the associative strength of
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X as a consequence of extinguishing its paired stimulus A, when compared to the strength
attained by Y whose paired stimulus B did not undergo extinction. Figure 3.54 shows the
empirical (left panel) and simulated (right panel) results of this experiment.
The temporal parameters used for these simulations were a 5 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit
US, and 50 time-unit ITI, the CS αn starting value 0.8, and the CS salience 0.8. Remaining
parameters are presented in Table 3.1. In the first phase, all groups were programmed to
receive 12 random presentations of serial-compounds A→ X and B→Y . In the second phase,
both groups received 4 presentations each of A → + and B−, presented in the following
order ABBA. In the third phase, Group Ext received 44 random non-reinforced presentations
of cues A and B, while Group VI was programmed to receive no training. Finally, both
groups were programmed to receive 3 random non-reinforced presentations of cues X and Y
in phase 4.
Simulated results closely replicated the empirical pattern of responses. In the test phase,
suppression to X in Group VI was greater suppression than to Y, this differences were not
observed in Group Ext (Figure 3.54, right panel).
Group Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
Ext 12A→ X [rand.] 4A→US 44A − /44B −
[rand.]
3X?/3Y ? [rand.]
12B→ Y 4B→US
VI 12A→ X [rand.] 4A→US 3X?/3Y ? [rand.]
12B→ Y 4B→US
Fig. 3.53 Backward sensory preconditioning design of Ward-Robinson & Hall, 1998.
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Fig. 3.54 Left: suppression ratios in test phase of experiment 2 of Ward-Robinson & Hall for Group
VI and Group Ext (empirical units adapted from paper), Right: corresponding simulated suppression
ratio. Average correlation R = 0.87.
The DE predicts this effect as arising from the A− extinction trials in group Ext leading
to a combination of the mediated extinction of the X →US link, representing lack of cor-
relation between these two cues, and of the weakening of associative chain X → A→US
through decay of the A →US link. The model predicts that in both groups, the A →US
link strengthens in phase 1 as CS A is presumed to leave a persistent memory trace even
after its offset, which promotes bi-directional excitatory learning between the two CSs. In
the subsequent phase, A retrieves X in both groups. Although the less active state of X in
both groups implies a lower asymptote of learning towards the present US in the second
phase (signifying that B and the US are causally poorly correlated), this nevertheless in-
creases the associative strength of B as its initial strength towards the US in the beginning
of the phase is negligible. The non-reinforced trials in Group Ext lead to lower levels of
US expectation elicited by cue X due to their effect on extinguishing A. Hence when X
is tested, the contribution of the associative chain X → A →US is diminished. However,
predicting this effect does not rely solely on this associative chain. The non-reinforced A
presentations diminish the associative strength of X towards the US, as A retrieves the US
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more strongly than X. Hence the learning between the weakly retrieved X and strongly
retrieved US will tend to be inhibitory due to the dynamic asymptote of the model. Thus,
the causal relation between X and the US will be judged to be poor in this scenario. Further,
if the model is accurate, it would imply that were the first and second phases of the experi-
ment respectively longer and shorter, it could in fact reverse the effect such that mediated
conditioning would take place in group Ext between X and the US. This would occur as
elongating the first phase would strengthen the A → X link to a level rivalling the more
speedily acquired A→US association, while shortening the second phase would achieve
a similar result by weakening the A→US association. This would subsequently lead to X
and the US being retrieved to an equally active state on the A− trials, in which case the dy-
namic asymptote of the model would predict a strong excitatory association from X to the US.
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Non-linear Discriminations
Configural, non-linear discriminations arise when reinforced and non-reinforced CS com-
pounds are presented during a conditioning protocol, such that a linear summation of the
associative strengths of the constituent CSs is insufficient to accurately predict when rein-
forcement will or will not occur. These discriminations therefore require the use of additional
representational, learning, and attentional processes to introduce non-linearity and thereby
solve the discrimination. Despite the elemental trait of the DE model, it is able to solve
complex non-linear discriminations primarily through its assumption of elements being able
to be activated by multiple stimuli. This effect is accentuated by both the revaluation alpha
and predictor error-term of the model. The former leads to elements active on reinforced
trials having higher associability. Further, the persistently high error, produced by variable
reinforcement, eventually triggers a decay mechanism of the revaluation alpha that dispropor-
tionately affects common elements. The latter operates through the network of non-reinforced
learning of the model to reduce the learning rate of cues that are predicted well by other cues,
thereby allowing cues that are predictive of reinforcement or non-reinforcement to learn faster.
Negative Patterning
(Whitlow and Wagner, 1972, Experiment 1), studied a NP discrimination, in eyeblink condi-
tioning. In the Phase 1, rabbits were presented with reinforced presentations of cues A, B, and
C. The cue C was used to demonstrate that though the responding elicited by a compound CS
is related to the summation of the associative strengths of its constituent cues, that there are
functionally configural components that also contribute towards determining the associative
strength of said compound. The next phases consisted of random presentations of reinforced
stimuli A and B, as well as the non-reinforced compound AB. Finally, all combinations of
the three cues were tested in a random order. The experiment found significant negative
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patterning, that is the rabbits learned to withhold responding on AB trials. Further, test
showed that this withholding of response was only evident for AB trials (Figures 3.56 and
3.57, left panels).
Group Days 2-3 Days 4-10 Day 11 Day 12
NP 180x A+/B+/C+ 80x A+/B+/2AB-
[random]/day
40x A+/B+/2AB-/C+
[random]
6x
(A/B/C/AB/AC/BC)?
Fig. 3.55 Negative patterning experimental design of (Whitlow & Wagner, 1972).
Fig. 3.56 Left: Responses in the discrimination phase of the negative patterning experiment of Whitlow
& Wagner, 1972 (empirical units adapted from paper). Right: Equivalent simulated responses.
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Fig. 3.57 Left: Mean percentage conditioned responses per compound in the test phase of the negative
patterning experiment of Whitlow & Wagner, 1972 (empirical units adapted from paper). Right:
Corresponding response strength in the test trials of the simulation.
The temporal parameters of the simulation were 1 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US, and 20
time-unit ITI. The context salience was 0.1, a recency of 0.1 was used, and the common
elements ratio was 0.2. The remaining parameters of the experiment are found in Table
3.1. For the first phase, 180 reinforced trials of cues A, B, and C were programmed to
be presented in a semi-random manner. Phase 2 consisted of random 560 presentations of
reinforced A and B trials and 1120 nonreinforced AB- trials. Phase 3, consisted of random
presentations of 40 reinforced presentations of A and B, 20 reinforced presentations of C,
and 80 non-reinforced presentations of the compound AB. Finally, the test phase consisted of
a single, non-reinforced presentation of trial-types A, B, C, AB, AC, and BC. The simulation
closely matches the experimental data. Figure 3.56, right panel, shows the acquisition of the
NP discrimination where responding to the compound AB progressively declined across trials.
The right panel of Figure 3.57 displays the test results that parallel those found empirically,
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i.e., suppression of responding to AB was larger than to all other stimulus or compounds.
According to the DE model during discrimination training, redundant cues (the elements
common to A and B as well as the context) become highly excitatory toward the US, while
elements unique to A or B become highly inhibitory. Further, on AB trials the common
elements between A and B can only be sampled once. Thus, they contribute relatively less
to responding than on A or B trials, thereby leading to a lower response being elicited on
such trials by these elements than would be expected by linear summation. Two unique
mechanisms of the DE model strengthen this effect. Firstly, unique elements of A and B on
AB- trials strongly predict the common elements, thereby protecting them from extinction
by decreasing their associability. Secondly, due to the unique decay mechanism of the
associability to the reinforcer, αr. Inconsistent outcomes maintain high levels of attention,
however, when training under these conditions is prolonged, that is, when sustained con-
sistent high error endures after long training, a mechanism to cease sustained attention is
activated. This mechanism becomes active sooner for the common elements than for unique
elements, due to these elements being active on more trials and thus accruing evidence faster
of the contingency being inherently random. Thus, this further reduces their associability and
pushes the unique elements to become more inhibitory. The net effect is that on compound
trials, the inhibitory strength of the unique A and B elements is of higher magnitude than the
excitatory strength of common elements, thereby leading to a with-holding of response. On
A and B trials in return, only half of this inhibition occurs, yet the same quantity of common
elements is active. Therefore, responding is higher on these trials.
In contrast, a simulation with the Pearce model did not predict the observed result of the
experiment (Figure 3.58).
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Fig. 3.58 Associative strength in the test trials of the Pearce model (Gheorghescu, A., Mondragón, E.
and Alonso, 2017) simulation of Whitlow & Wagner, 1972.
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Biconditional Discrimination
In a biconditional discrimination four compounds of two stimuli (AB+/CD+/AD-/BD-) are
reinforced in a manner such that each individual cue receives both reinforced and non-
reinforced training. This discrimination, from the elemental perspective, is difficult to solve
due to each stimulus receiving equal partial reinforcement. It therefore seems to require
the existence of configural nodes, which enable the discrimination to be solved through
non-linear means. However, the assumption of pairwise common elements in the stimulus
representation in the DE model, a mild assumption, circumvents this difficulty; increasing
the power of this and other elemental models to predict ‘configural’ learning without the
assumption of a configural representation.
We simulated the biconditional discrimination experiment of (Lober and Lachnit, 2002),
which used an aversive skin-conductance conditioning procedure in human participants.
For the biconditional treatment, participants received intermixed random presentations of
reinforced (AB+/CD+) and non-reinforced (AD-/BD-) compounds. The participants showed
a progressive tendency to withhold responding on non-reinforced trials. (Figure 3.59, left
panel).
Group Phase 1
BD 50AB+/50CD+/50AC−/50BD− [random]
Table 3.14 Biconditional discrimination design of Lober et. al.
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Fig. 3.59 Left: Second-interval responses (SIR) for combined AB+/CD+ trials and AD-/BC- for
the biconditional training of Lober and Lachnit, 2002. Right: Corresponding combined simulated
response strength in the AB+/CD+ and AD-/BC- trials. Average correlation R = 0.72.
The simulation’s temporal parameters consisted of a one time-unit CS and US, and a 50
time-unit ITI. The parameter values used are presented in Table 3.1. The first and only phase
was programmed to consist of 50 randomly presented trials each of reinforced compounds
AB+ and CD+, and of the non-reinforced compounds AC- and BD-. The full design is in
Table 3.14. The pattern of learning was reproduced in the simulation. Figure 3.59, right panel,
there was an initial increase in responding on both reinforced and non-reinforced trial-types.
This was followed by a gradual decrease in responding on non-reinforced trials, with respond-
ing on reinforced trials staying stable. This prediction is produced by the model predicting
that elements (common and unique) which are predictive of reinforcement gaining excitatory
strength, while the reverse occurs in elements predictive of lack of reinforcement. Specifi-
cally, through the unique elements of all CSs (Figure 3.60), along with the common elements
of AB and CD gaining excitatory strength (Figure 3.61). The latter become excitatory due
to their increased sampling on AB+ and CD+ trials. Simultaneously, the common elements
of AC and BD become conditioned inhibitors (due to their increased sampling on AC- and
BD- trials), while the elements common to AD and BC have weights near zero (Figure 3.61)
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(due to their sampling being uniform across trials). As the latter are redundantly sampled
on reinforced trials, the concomitant summation effect produces the discrimination. This is
further facilitated by the common elements unable to aid in learning the discrimination, AD
and BC, decreasing their revaluation alpha as compared to other cues. The contribution of
the proportion of common elements towards the discrimination is elucidated by a simulating
using 10% common elements instead of 40% as in the previous simulation (Figure 3.62).
This still produces biconditional discrimination, however the discrimination is learned more
slowly. One might argue that these sets of common elements are rather arbitrarily defined,
and we believe this to be true to an extent. A more principled approach would, as mentioned
in Chapter 2, involve learning commonalities between stimuli derived from some sensory
modality through deep connectionist networks (Mondragón et al., 2017).
Fig. 3.60 Simulated weights of the unique elements of the CSs in the biconditional discrimination
design with 10% common elements.
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Fig. 3.61 Simulated weights of the common elements of the CSs in the biconditional discrimination
design with 10% common elements.
Fig. 3.62 Simulated response strength in the AB+/CD+ and AD-/BC- trials with 10% common
elements. Average correlation R = 0.91.
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Generalization Decrement Effects: Overshadowing and External Inhibition Asymme-
try
A significant hurdle for configural models of learning is the observation that removing a cue
from a previously reinforced compound stimulus (overshadowing) produces a larger decre-
ment in responding than when a novel cue is added to the compound (external inhibition).
As an elemental model, the DE model inherits an advantage in explaining this effect, in that
it assumes a high degree of summation between the responding elicited by individual cues
and their compounds. To demonstrate this, we will present a simulation of the aforesaid effect.
Precisely this difference between external inhibition and overshadowing was studied in
(Brandon et al., 2000), using a rabbit eyeblink conditioning. In the experiment, Group A, AB,
and ABC received respectively reinforced A, AB, and ABC trials. Subsequently all groups
received test trials of randomly presented reinforced and non-reinforced presentations of A,
AB, and ABC. The experiment found that adding a cue to a previously reinforced compound
produced a smaller decrement in responding than removing a cue from a previously rein-
forced compound. Figure 3.64, left panel, the decrement from AB to ABC trials of Group
AB is significantly smaller as compared to the decrement from ABC to AB of Group ABC.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
A 595A+ 24A+/24A−/24AB+/24AB−/24ABC+/24ABC− [random]
AB 595AB+ 24A+/24A−/24AB+/24AB−/24ABC+/24ABC− [random]
ABC 595ABC+ 24A+/24A−/24AB+/24AB−/24ABC+/24ABC− [random]
Fig. 3.63 Brandon et. al. 2000 experimental design.
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Fig. 3.64 Left: Brandon et al. responses in phase 2, Right: Simulation of Brandon et. al. 2000,
responses in second phase.
The experiment was simulated using the following temporal parameters: a 10 time-unit
CS, 1 time-unit US, and 100 time-unit ITI. The parameters were set per Table 3.1. The first
phase groups A, AB, and ABC received respectively 20 programmed reinforced trials of type
A, AB, and ABC. The second phase was programmed to present 20 randomly presented trials
of types A, AB, and ABC. Each of these trial-types was reinforced on half of the presented
trials. The full experimental design is in Table 3.63. The simulation reproduced this empirical
ordering (Figure 3.64, right panel). Group AB displayed a lower generalization decrement
from AB to ABC trials when juxtaposed to the drop in response strength from ABC to AB
trials for Group ABC. The model produces such a result due to its elemental ontology leading
to strong summation of constituent associative strengths of a compound. The decrement
from AB to ABC in Group AB results from cue C rapidly becoming a conditioned inhibitor
towards the US in the second phase due to the pre-existing AB to US strength from the
previous phase and the novelty of C.
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Configural Discrimination
In (Pearce, 1994), a discrimination of the form A/B/C+ AB/BC/AC+ ABC− is discussed,
and an argument is made that such a discrimination poses difficulties for elemental models.
The experiment was conducted using an appetitive procedure in pigeons, and found that the
pigeons learned to withhold responding on ABC trials (Figure 3.65). We intended to simulate
this discrimination to test the limits of the DE model, as the model does not possess elements
common to more than two stimuli in its stimulus representation. As such, one could expect
that the model would be incapable of solving such a discrimination.
The simulation used a 1 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US, and 50 time-unit ITI. The CS αn
starting value was 0.8 and the CS salience 0.2. The remaining parameters were set as per
Table 3.1. The simulation was programmed to consist of 40 randomly ordered reinforced
compound trials of the types A+, B+, C+, AB+, BC+, and AC+. Additionally, intermixed
were 240 randomly ordered non-reinforced trials of compound ABC.
The model was able to reproduce the broad trends of learning. Responding on ABC
trials was significantly lower than on other trials at the end of training (Figure 3.65). This
resulted from the common elements of AB, AC, and BC gaining inhibitory strength towards
the US (Figure 3.66, while the unique elements tended toward zero associative strength 3.67.
Finally, responding on non-ABC trials was raised through the context gaining a large degree
of associative strength (Figure 3.68). Thus, the DE model is in some instances capable
of solving more complex discriminations than would be expected from simply the use of
common elements.
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Group Phase 1
Discrim 40A+/40B+/40C+/40AB+/40BC+/40AC+/240ABC− [random]
Table 3.15 Configural discrimination simulation design.
Fig. 3.65 Responses in the configural discrimination simulation.
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Fig. 3.66 Common element weights in the configural discrimination simulation.
Fig. 3.67 Unique element weights in the configural discrimination simulation.
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Fig. 3.68 Context weight in the configural discrimination simulation.
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Timing Effects
Scalar Invariance i.e. Weber’s Law
In the area of animal timing theory, a principle phenomenon is the scalar invariance effect.
This effect is observed in that the anticipatory CR created through acquisition scales with
a CS of a longer duration, such that the CR curve’s variance and length stay in proportion
(Gallistel and Gibbon, 2000). Hence, when these anticipatory CR curves are super-imposed,
they display scale invariance. As the DE model utilizes semi-Gaussian curves which preserve
the ratio between the standard deviation of the curve and its mean, the model is capable of
producing approximate scalar invariance.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
Oversh. 20A→ B→+ A?
Ctrl. 20A→+ A?
Table 3.16 Scalar invariance simulation design.
The simulation was conducted using a 15 time-unit (Group 15) and 30 time-unit (Group
30) CS, 1 time-unit US, and 100 time-unit ITI. The CS and context saliences were respec-
tively 0.2 and 0.1. The remaining parameters were set per Table 3.1. Each group received 50
reinforced trials. The full design is displayed in Figure 3.16.
The individual anticipatory CR curves as displayed in Figure 3.69. As can be seen, the
curve for the 30 time-unit CS reaches a lower peak and has a wider spread. Of note is the
minor inhibition occurring at the beginning of the anticipatory CR, which occurs due to
cue-competition within the CS. A similar pattern of inhibition was found by (Mondragón
et al., 1993), which demonstrates suppression ratios significantly exceeding 0.5. When both
curves of the simulation are normalized by their response strength, they super-impose to a
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large degree (Figure 3.70).
Fig. 3.69 Un-normalized anticipatory CR curves in the simulation of the scalar invariance effect.
Fig. 3.70 Normalized anticipatory CR curves in the simulation of the scalar invariance effect.
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Temporal Overshadowing
Temporal overshadowing is observed, when a CS B is introduced between the ISI of a CS A
and US, such that CS B occurs after A and before the US. When compared to a control, this
type of serial-compound presentation reduces the amount of learning accrued by stimulus A
(Blaisdell et al., 1998).
The temporal parameters used for the simulation were a 10 time-unit CS, 1 time-unit US,
10 time-unit ISI, and 50 time-unit ITI. The remaining parameters were set according to Table
3.1. Group Oversh. was programmed to be presented with 20 trials of serial compound AB,
followed by reinforcement. Group Ctrl. in contrast obtained 20 presentations of A followed
by the US. This was followed by a test phase of cue A. In both groups, the period between
the onset of A and the onset of the US was set equal. The full design of the simulation is in
Table 3.17.
Group Phase 1 Phase 2
Oversh. 20A→ B→+ A?
Ctrl. 20A→+ A?
Table 3.17 Temporal overshadowing design.
The simulation reproduced temporal overshadowing, with Group Oversh. displaying
significantly less responding than the control (Figure 3.71). The effect is explained by the
DE model as arising from the more proximate CS B in the Oversh. group obtaining a better
activity overlap with the US representation during acquisition, which thence allows it to
out-compete the CS A. This is borne out by the CS B in Group Oversh. having a larger
weight toward the US in the beginning of the test phase than CS A (Figure 3.72).
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Fig. 3.71 Per-trial responding in the test phase of the temporal overshadowing simulation.
Fig. 3.72 Per-trial associative weights toward the US in the test phase of the temporal overshadowing
simulation.
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3.2 Discussion of Results
In the literature review we have discussed classes of phenomena, which are representative
of psychological processes underlying animal learning, along with their relation to numer-
ous prominent models in the field. These phenomena include standard acquisition, cue
competition, pre-exposure, learning between neutral cues, mediated learning, configural
discriminations, and timing effects. We have introduced a real-time computational model of
associative learning, the Double Error (DE) model and demonstrated that it can reproduce
these effects. The model’s ontology is founded upon a connectionist network, wherein nodes
representing the attributes of any stimulus (element), whether reinforced or not, enter into
associative learning with one another in proportion to their state of activity. The defining
algorithmic characteristics of the DE model are threefold. Firstly, it extends traditional error-
correction learning by modulating learning by a predictor error-term, such that less novel
predictors learn slower. Secondly, the model introduces a variable asymptote of learning
that encapsulates principles of Hebbian neural principles of learning by postulating that
elements with similar activity levels form stronger associations with one another. Thirdly, the
model utilizes both a revaluation alpha towards reinforced and non-reinforced cues. These
associabilities operate based on the principle that uncertainty in the occurrence of reinforced
or non-reinforced are kept track of over a window of time through their moving average,
and thence modulate the rate of learning of cues towards these classes of cues. Hence for
instance, when the occurrence of reinforcement is uncertain, learning of associations towards
reinforcers proceeds more rapidly. These associabilities further integrate a unique decay
mechanism, which reduces the associability of cues towards reinforcing or non-reinforcing
classes of cues, if the occurrence of these respective classes of is inherently random, such as
in partial reinforcement. This decay operates based on whether a slower updating moving
average of prediction errors crosses a threshold. Once this threshold is crossed, a decay
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mechanism kicks in which reduces the associability progressively.
The DE model produces various acquisition and cue competition effects in a straight-
forward manner, stemming from its error-correction framework combined with the memory
traces it uses for stimuli. Hence, shorter cues tend to acquire conditioning faster and to a
higher asymptotic value than longer ones, due to their higher overlap with the activity of the
US. Similarly, this activity overlap is most optimal when the CS and US co-occur, followed
by when the CS occurs before the US. When the US occurs before the CS, the overlap is
sub-optimal, and thus acquisition is less effective in this case (and inhibitory with a low value
for the b/backward discount parameter of the model).
Acquisition is further affected by the ITI length, with longer ITIs leading to higher asymp-
totic associative link strengths between the CS and US due to context-US link extinction
during the ITI. Acquisition is also affected by the exact parameters of the semi-Gaussian
activation curves used, with a higher wave-constant parameter producing a more flat anticipa-
tory CR. Finally, we have showed that partial reinforcement during acquisition leads to a CS
forming an excitatory link to the US, which is approximately proportionate to the ratio of
reinforced to non-reinforced trials in the procedure.
Next, we have simulated various cue-competition effects to display the predictive power
of the error-correction framework utilized by the model. Conditioned inhibition and blocking
follow from this error-correction framework equivalently to other models of this class. The
phenomenon of unblocking however is of interest, as in this case the DE model postulates
that the increased intensity or pro-longed exposure of a US can increase the level of condi-
tioning to an otherwise blocked CS. With increased US intensity, this occurs through this
intensity increasing the US activity, which hence increases the dynamic asymptote from
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the blocked CS to the US. In the case of increased US exposure after the CS has occurred,
an increased overlap between the activity of the blocked CS and the US lead to a longer
period of excitatory learning. Finally, the last simulation of cue-competition involved the
phenomenon of learned irrelevance, specifically an experiment displaying its absence. The
DE model accounts for such learning by postulating that if the ratio of trials on which the CS
is co-active with the US to those on which is active without the US is low, a context-mediated
inhibitory CS-US link is produced. As such, this explanation differs from the account given
by the Mackintosh model, which assumes that learned irrelevance arises as an attentional
effect and as such does not predict this deviation from the classical result.
Similarly to the McLaren-Mackintosh, SLGK, and SOP models, learning between motiva-
tionally neutral cues allows the DE model to produce various ’silent learning’ or pre-exposure
effects. It predicts these effects as arising from both learning between neutral CSs, and
through the constituent elements of a CS forming unitized nodes during pre-exposure. It
postulates the same learning rules and processes both for reinforced and non-reinforced
learning, thereby maintaining parsimony. That is, we maintain that reinforced outcomes
should be treated as simply a subset of normal stimuli, as opposed to having completely
unique ontology in terms of their stimulus representation. Its integration of these reinforced
and non-reinforced alphas with its unique second error-term results in the model explaining
pre-exposure effects as arising from the novelty of a cue decreasing as a result of learning. It
predicts both the context specificity and sigmoidal shape of latent inhibition, with the latter
resulting from the exponential changes in learning speed produced by the revaluation alpha.
It hence uniquely assumes, due to these processes being dissociable, that increasing the uncer-
tainty of reinforcers in general should attenuate this sigmoidal shape, while not completely
removing the latent inhibition effect. The model further reproduces the effect observed by
Leung et. al. whereby latent inhibition is enhanced by a pre-exposure of a CS compound. As
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this effect is explained in the model by the cue undergoing reinforcement being predicted by
the associative representation of the cue it was presented with prior, the implication is that
presenting this retrieved cue in isolation before the acquisition phase should attenuate the
observed effect. These pre-exposure related learning mechanisms also carry over to offering
an account of the Hall-Pearce effect, by postulating that the reinforcement of a CS with a
weak reinforcer acts in many ways as a form of pre-exposure treatment from the point of
view of the model, due to the lower intensity of the US in the first phase treatment. Hence
the model’s explanation of this phenomena deviates from more traditional accounts like that
of the Pearce-Hall model, which explains negative transfer as arising due to the CS fully
predicting the US in the first phase, and thereby becoming less associable in later training.
In contrast, the DE model assumes that the negative transfer effect will persist even with
few acquisition trials with the weak outcome, as the decay in the associability of the CS is
influenced more by the weak intensity of the US than by CS-US learning. Lastly, differential
CS-CS learning and variable attention shifts between intermixed and blocked presentations
of CS pre-exposure trials allow the model to account for perceptual learning being more
pronounced with intermixed CS compounds.
The DE model’s dynamic asymptote of learning produces either excitatory or inhibitory
learning dependent on the causal connection between stimuli as tracked by the distance
between the activations of the predicting and predicted stimulus. Mediated conditioning
of a CS arises in the model through the combined effects of the aforesaid asymptote and
associative retrieval by a second (previously paired) CS. Due to the asymmetry of the dy-
namic asymptote, learning between the associatively retrieved outcome of this CS and the
US is excitatory and proportional to the degree to which the CS representation is retrieved.
Hence the DE model assumes that the strength of mediated conditioning is proportional
to the strength of within-compound associations, i.e. the length of CS-CS training. It is
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additionally predicted that the observed direction of learning in mediated learning will vary
based on prior learning towards the outcome. For instance, though the asymptote of the
retrieved CS in backward blocking and mediated conditioning is the same, the direction of
learning is claimed to be the opposite due to the initial associative strength of the retrieved
cue differing in the designs. Further, the extent of backward blocking, we claim, should be
proportional to the amount of reinforced compound trials in the first phase of a retrospective
revaluation treatment. This prediction supersedes the static learning rules between A1 and A2
stimuli formulated in the extensions of SOP of Dickinson and Burke as well as Holland or the
negative learning rate used in many models for mediated learning. The model rather proposes
that learning between an absent and present cue is dependent upon how strongly the absent
cue is retrieved, as well as on the prior link the absent cue has towards the present cue. This
account of mediated learning occurs completely within the confines of an associative learning
rule, thus not relying on non-associative mechanisms such as a comparator or re-playing of
past experiences.
In terms of non-linear learning effects, the introduced elemental DE model can also
reproduce a variety of configural discriminations without assuming that an animal has access
to de novo configural information. It does so through a multi-factorial approach. The stimulus
representation, which allows for elements common to multiple stimuli, produces effects
such as negative patterning and biconditional discriminations similarly to the Rescorla-
Wagner model with common elements. The DE model’s revaluation alpha can amplify
discriminatory learning through a unique decay process, which lowers the associability of
cues presented with a persistently uncertain outcome. Its silent learning and attentional
processes, as mentioned before, produce unitization of common and unique elements, as
well as latent inhibition and loss of associability of common elements. In this latter aspect,
it bears similarities to the CS-CS learning of the McLaren-Mackintosh and SLGK models.
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It thereby explains the discrepancy between external inhibition and overshadowing without
reference to additional representational structures such as the attentional buffer used in the
Harris model. These common elements and learning processes also furnish an account of
configural, non-linear discrimination effects, including negative patterning, biconditional
discriminations, the configural discrimination, and perceptual learning using a completely
elemental representation.
Finally, the DE model can account for some timing effects due to its real-time formulation.
The model’s semi-Gaussian activation time-waves allow it to produce approximately scalar
invariant CR timing during acquisition. The phenomenon of temporal overshadowing is
similarly accounted for, as presenting a competing CS between a CS and US leads to the CS
closer to the US obtaining a more optimal activity overlap with the US representation, thus
out-competing and overshadowing the more proximate CS.
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Chapter 4
Mathematical Analysis of the Model
In this chapter we will further explore the mathematical properties of the model. We begin
with the pseudo-code for the Double Error model algorithm. Next, we will demonstrate some
convergence properties of the error-correction rule used in the model, to demonstrate that the
learning in the model will not diverge to unexpected values, as well as to contrast the rate of
learning to more traditional error-correction models. In the section thereafter, the relation of
the double-error rule to measures of covariance is detailed.
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List of abbreviations for Chapters 4-5
α/β learning rate
δ error
∆ increment
e Euler’s constant
σ standard deviation
σ2 variance
σ2(a,b) covariance
ANN Artificial neural network
BPTT Backpropagation through time
CS conditioned stimulus
DE Double Error model
F Functional similarity
H Hidden layer
LSTM Long short term memory RNN
MSE Mean-squared error
P prediction
PCA Principal component analysis
RNN Recurrent neural network
RW Rescorla-Wagner model
TD Temporal Difference model
US unconditioned stimulus
w associative weight
x presence of input
Y direct (feed-forward) activation
Yˆ associative activation
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4.1 Double Error Model Pseudo-code
Below is the pseudo-code for the entire DE algorithm. Of note is that the time and space
complexity of the model is O(n2), due to weights being calculated at each time-point between
each pair of elements. This is in contrast to US-centred models, such as RW, which scale
linearly in time and space when the number of stimuli/elements is increased.
1: for t = 1 to T do
2: for p = 1 to P do
3: for i = 1 to I do
4: Y ti,p = exp(− (t−i)
2s
2c2 )
5: Yˆ ti,p =∑
m
∑
j
wtj,m→i,p ·A tj,m
6: A ti,p = max(Y
t
i,p,Yˆ
t
i,p)
7: δ tUS/CS = (1−ρrA j,p)δ tUS/CS+ρrA tj,p|
∑
o
∑
m
δ tm,o
# CS + US elements |
8: δˆ tUS/CS =
{
δ tUS/CS, if δ
t
US/CS > ξ
0, otherwise
9: αr/n( j, p)t = (1− δˆ tUS/CS)(1−ρr/nA tj,p)αr/n( j, p)t +ρr/nA tj,p|δ tUS/CS|
10: ˆA tj,p =
{
1, if Y tj,p > 0.1
A tj,p, otherwise
11: for p = 1 to P do
12: for i = 1 to I do
13: for o = 1 to O do
14: for m = 1 to M do
15: λ tj,p→m,o = || ˆA tj,p ˆA tm,o||=
ˆA tm,o−| ˆA tm,o− ˆA tj,p|
max( ˆA tm,o, ˆA tj,p)
16: δ tj,p→m,o = λ
t
j,p→m,o− Yˆ tm,o
17: δ tj,p = | ˆA tj,p− Yˆ tj,p|
18: ∆wtj,p→m,o = δ
t
j,p→m,o ·δ tj,p · sm,o · s j,p ·A tj,p ·A tm,o ·α( j, p)t
Algorithm 1 Double Error Model pseudo-code
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4.2 Convergence Bounds of the model
Although the convergence results of a simple delta rule have been demonstrated analytically
(Danks, 2003), such results do not apply directly for the Double Error learning rule due to the
predictor error-term. Some properties of the learning equation can however be demonstrated
mathematically. Therefore we will conduct such an analysis in this section, applied to an
exemplary reduced case, to demonstrate the rate of learning in the model in comparison to
the classical delta rule, as well as to show that the DE model does not produce divergent
learning, i.e. is stable.
In the case of two stimuli (X and Y), which are completely active for an unlimited number
of time-steps, an analytical calculation using a simplified version of the learning rule can
demonstrate the rate of change as well as the lack of divergence of the weights in the model.
We will denote the weights wtX→Y and w
t
Y→X (w
0
X→Y =w
0
Y→X = 0), with activitiesA
t
X = 1
and A tY = 1. Hence the simplified learning equations will look as follows:
wt+1X→Y = w
t
X→Y +α(1−wtX→Y ·A tX)|(1−wtY→X ·A tY )| (4.1)
wt+1Y→X = w
t
Y→X +α(1−wtY→X ·A tY )|(1−wtX→Y ·A tX)| (4.2)
Now, if α is sufficiently small, the absolute value of the predictor error-term will coincide
with its non-absolute value for an arbitrary number of time-steps depending on α . Hence if
we subtract one weight-update equation from the other, we see that:
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wt+1X→Y −wt+1Y→X = wtX→Y −wtY→X (4.3)
That is, the distance between the two weights remains constant. Since both weights
started from the same value, this means that they must in fact be equivalent. Therefore, we
can write (as we assume that the activations equal 1):
wt+1X→Y = w
t
X→Y +α(1−wtX→Y )(1−wtX→Y ) (4.4)
Now, using the theory of generating functions (Wilf, 1990), we will expand this relation
into a power series in the variable k. We will do so over the permissible values of the
recurrence, t ≥ 0:
T
∑
t=0
ktwt+1X→Y =
T
∑
t=0
kt(wtX→Y +α(1−wtX→Y )(1−wtX→Y )) (4.5)
Next, we denote B(k) = ∑Tt=0 ktwtX→Y . Therefore, with simplification we have:
B(k)−w0X→Y + kT+1wT+1X→Y
k
= B(k)+α
T
∑
t=0
kt(1−wtX→Y )2 (4.6)
Now since we have w0X→Y = 0, and grouping terms, we obtain:
kT wT+1X→Y = B(k)(1−
1
k
)+α
T
∑
t=0
kt(1−wtX→Y )2 (4.7)
Thus, by setting k = 1 we see that the weight will grow in proportion to the square of
1−wX→Y as expected. Thus the weight will reach asymptote considerably slower than
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the standard delta rule. This is more obvious when we use the algebraic transformation of
summation by parts with k = 1:
wT+1X→Y = α
T
∑
t=0
(1−wtX→Y )2 = α(
T
∑
t=0
(1−wtX→Y )+
T−1
∑
t=0
(wtX→Y −wt+1X→Y )
T
∑
j=t
(1−wt+1X→Y ))
(4.8)
As can be seen, the weight grows according to α∑Tt=0(1−wtX→Y ), plus the nested sum
to its right. This nested sum is negative in an acquisition procedure, hence decrementing the
first sum slightly. Since the first sum is proportional the the growth of an equivalent weight
with the normal delta rule, this demonstrates that the weights using the double-error rule
reach their asymptotic value slower. In fact, treating the recurrence as a differential equation
produces the approximation wtX→Y ≈ tt+1 , as opposed to wtX→Y ≈ 1− e−t for the standard
delta rule. This difference is slight in practice. In Figure 4.1, a comparison between acquisi-
tion using the delta rule (Mondragón, E., Alonso, E., Fernández, A., and Gray, 2012) and
the double-error rule was made. The simulation was conducted with 40 trials, CS α = 0.5,
and β = 0.9 in both models. The RW model converges to its asymptotic value slightly
faster, as is visible in Figure 4.1. Of course, as the DE model due to its second error term is
more self-correcting than a standard delta rule, its speed of learning could be substantially
improved by using a higher alpha value without risking divergence of the associative links.
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Fig. 4.1 Acquisition of CS-US association in the Rescorla-Wagner and Double Error models. Both
simulations used 50 trials, CS α = 0.5, β = 0.9.
The significance of this difference is that the double-error rule in effect has a stronger
prior, requiring more evidence of a contingency to both acquire and extinguish an associative
link between two stimuli representations.
Next we will show that the weights will not diverge under simplified conditions. First,
for the case in which for some reason both weights have adapted themselves to a value of
1+ ε , the recurrence becomes (re-instating the absolute value):
wt+1X→Y = 1+ ε+ ε(1−αε) (4.9)
Since 1+ε(1−αε)< 1+ε , the weights correctly tend towards lower values in this case.
Similarly for the weights starting at −1− ε we obtain:
wt+1X→Y =−1− ε+4(1+ ε)+ ε2 >−1− ε (4.10)
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Therefore, we have demonstrated the approximate growth rate of the learning equation
in a simplified example scenario, as well as the tendency of the learning equation to be
self-correcting under such conditions.
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4.3 Double Error Learning and Covariance
The mathematical formulation of the Double Error model shares similarities with measures of
covariance between variables. The covariance coefficient tracks the degree to which variation
in one dimension correlates with variation in another dimension. The model can therefore
be interpreted as producing predictions for the occurrence of a stimulus by learning how
variations in the occurrence of the stimulus’ representation correlate with variations in the
representations of other stimuli. To demonstrate this connection, the Double Error learning
rule will be derived from the unbiased covariance estimate equation.
The unbiased (based on whole population as opposed to sample) covariance estimate
between element a and element b is given by the equation:
σ2(a,b) =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
(xi,a− x¯a)(xi,b− x¯b) (4.11)
That is, for each example in the population or set we multiply the variation from the mean
in one dimension, and multiply this by the variation in another. These individual values are
then summed and divided by the number of examples or members of the population.
As a modification, the variable i will be interpreted as time instead of an example.
Similarly, the mean of each variable will be re-interpreted as predictions for the occurrence
of that variable. Predictions serve as momentary approximations of the mean value of a
variable. The unbiased covariance estimate based on samples and the sample mean is hereby
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transformed into a sequential covariance estimate utilizing a real-time estimate of the mean
to calculate the variance.
σ2(a,b) =
1
N
N
∑
t=1
(xta− prediction(xta|model))(xtb− prediction(xtb|model)) (4.12)
The element xta is further interpreted as the activation of the representation of stimulus a
at time t, and the prediction as approximating the past activations of this stimulus. The two
variances therefore become delta errors over time. The equation therefore now tracks the
covariance of uncertainty. That is how deviation from the predicted activation value of the
first stimulus correlates to deviation from the predicted activation value of the other stimulus:
σ2(a,b) =
1
N
N
∑
t=1
δ taδ
t
b (4.13)
This equation can be further modified to incrementally approximate the correlation:
σ2(a,b)t ≈ σ2(a,b)t−1+αδ taδ tb (4.14)
The covariance can be used to calculate the slope m of the regression line (i.e. the line of
best fit) a=mb+c of the correlation between the two variables by dividing it by the variance
of the first variable:
m =
σ2(a,b)
σ2(a)
(4.15)
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If the variance of a is equal to one, then the equation simply becomes:
m = σ2(a,b)≈ σ2(a,b)t−1+αδ taδ tb (4.16)
which is functionally similar to the Double Error associative strength update equation:
V t(i,n)→o =V
t−1
(i,n)→o+A
t−1
i,n (αoδ
t
oαnδ
t
n) (4.17)
The Double Error associative strength equation therefore calculates a measure similar to
the slope (’m’ in b = m ·a+ constant or a = m ·b+ constant) of the regression line of two
variables (stimuli). Due to this equality, it can be used to predict the relationship between the
activity of one stimuli according to the activity of another. If we assume that stimuli activity
ranges over all values from 0 to 1 (and there are time-points when both stimuli are active or
inactive), then the axis-intercept or constant in the equation will tend to be minute. Thus, we
arrive at the prediction equation:
Pto =∑
n
A tnV
t
n→o ≈∑
n
A tnσ
2(o,n) (4.18)
where the prediction for the outcome ’o’ at time t is equal to the sum of predictions by
individual stimuli, which are calculated as the product of a stimuli’s activity at that time-point
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and its associative strength to the outcome.
Lets now take a look at the TD associative strength equation (and transitively to Rescorla-
Wagner):
V = αβδ txt (4.19)
It could be viewed as a similar measure of correlation if we interpret xt as a delta error
with a prediction of zero, (δ tx = xt −0). Thus, the associative strength of the TD equation
effectively calculates the dependency between the variance of the US from its mean, and the
variance of x from a mean which has been shifted down to zero. Therefore we should expect
that the TD algorithm should run into trouble when it is trying to predict the learning outcome
of a situation in which the activity of x is lower than expected (lower than the mean activity,
as estimated by the prediction), like during backward blocking. In backward blocking, the
TD associative strength equation implies that no learning between the absent stimulus x and
the outcome takes place. Yet, the associative strength between x and the outcome tends
towards the negative. This can be seen as the slope of the regression line shifting its angle
counter-clockwise due to a greater quantity of data-points in the quadrant of the coordinate
plane where δUS is positive and δx is negative. In fact this analysis predicts that the same
behaviour should occur when the US is expected but absent and x is present. A corollary is
that the TD and RW learning rules can be seen as improvements upon Hebbian learning of
the form V = y · x, where learning occurs to the extent that two stimuli are active at the same
time. If both y and x are viewed as delta-errors with means shifted to zero like in the TD
example, then Hebbian learning will effectively calculate a regression line slope, which is
always positive. It therefore does not account for learning occurring when either one of the
variables is active to a degree which is lower than expected.
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4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have introduced the complete pseudo-code for the DE model and shown its
time and space complexity to lie in the polynomial complexity class O(n2). Thus, extending
the DE model to very large networks might necessitate that associations are not calculated
between all elements, but rather follow principles of local connectivity. Next we demon-
strated, using a simplified example and techniques of algebra and differential equations, that
the double error of the model leads to slower learning than in the classical delta rule. This
can be interpreted as the model requiring more evidence to modify learning (i.e. a stronger
prior). Slower learning is not necessarily a weakness, as it to some degree ameliorates the
problem of catastrophic forgetting (French, 1992) often encountered in neural networks, i.e.
new learning erasing past learning. We also showed that the learning rule of the model will
not diverge to infinite values in the scenario examined. In the section on covariance, we
analysed how the model bears similarities to a dynamic covariance estimate between the
occurrences of cues. This is of importance, as it implies that the learning of the model can
be connected to a sound statistical basis. The analysis conducted is also the motivation for
our assumption that the DE model can act as a general model of learning between correlated
events, and as such is the starting point for the recurrent neural network extensions detailed
in the future work section.
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Chapter 5
Relation to Neural Networks
In this chapter, we will elaborate upon the connection between the mathematical equations
behind the Double Error model and models of learning in general, and similar models in the
field of machine learning. Though it might seem that there is considerable distance between
the fields of classical learning theory and machine learning, in fact developments in both
fields have often resulted from mutual theoretical cross-pollination (Hassabis et al., 2017).
We begin by detailing the relation between the predictor error-term of the model to
backpropagation used to train feed-forward neural networks, as well as how normalizations
of this process connect to the error-term. Next, a section in which a simplified version of
the DE model is contrasted against a perceptron and a naive Bayes implementation on a
contingency classification task is presented.
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5.1 Relation of the predictor-error term to backpropaga-
tion processes
The relation, discussed above, of the Double Error associative strength equation to measures
of covariance allows for a comparison of this learning equation with algorithms, such as
backpropagation, used in the training of artificial neural networks. Backpropagation changes
the weight wi in a network by incrementally updating its value towards the negative of the
derivative of the error E with respect to the individual weight:
∆wi =−α ∂E∂wi (5.1)
In the case of a squared error function E = 12(t− y)2, this becomes:
∆wi = α(t− y)ϕ ′xi (5.2)
where t is the target, y is the current output of the network, ϕ ′ is the derivative of the
activation function and xi is the ’i’th input. Since ϕ ′ is used to assign portions of the error to
network units based on their contribution, the equation can be simplified to:
∆wi = α(t− y)xi (5.3)
We assume that the value value t reflects the target output of this unit in the network (so
its scaled by the derivative of the activation function). If xi is viewed instead as a delta-error
of xi−0 (i.e. with the mean shifted to zero), a similarity between backpropagation and the
standard TD learning rule is visible. That is, both calculate covariance with a mean shifted to
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zero for one of the variables. The implication is that backpropagation will display difficulty
in learning a relation between one of the network units having a value below its mean, and
the output of the network. That is, standard backpropagation does not incorporate a mean
activation value to which the activation of a unit is compared for additional informational
value.
One common optimization technique when using backpropagation is to normalize the
inputs so the average value of each input is close to zero:
"Convergence is usually faster if the average of each input variable over the training set is
close to zero. To see this, consider the extreme case where all the inputs are positive. Weights
to a particular node in the first weight layer are updated by an amount proportional to δx
where δ is the (scalar) error at that node and x is the input vector (see equations (1.5) and
(1.10)). When all of the components of an input vector are positive, all of the updates of
weights that feed into a node will be the same sign (i.e. sign(δ )). As a result, these weights
can only all decrease or all increase together for a given input pattern. Thus, if a weight
vector must change direction it can only do so by zigzagging which is inefficient and thus
very slow." (LeCun et al., 2002, p. 16).
Normalizing the weights in this way is achieved by subtracting the approximate mean
value of the input variable. Thus xi becomes (xi− x¯i), i.e. the simplified weight rule becomes:
∆wi = α(t− y)(xi− x¯i) (5.4)
which is similar to the Double Error rule if you view the target and output of the network
as the current value and prediction of a ’predicted stimulus’. Similarly the mean subtracted
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from the input variable xi could be seen as the error for the predicting stimulus in the DE
model.
Another optimization technique for artificial neural networks consists of input variable
decorrelation:
"Inputs that are linearly dependent (the extreme case of correlation) may also produce
degeneracies which may slow learning. Consider the case where one input is always twice
the other input (z2 = 2z1). The network output is constant along lines W2 = v− (1/2)W1,
where v is a constant. Thus, the gradient is zero along these directions (see Figure 1.2).
Moving along these lines has absolutely no effect on learning. We are trying to solve in 2-D
what is effectively only a 1-D problem." (LeCun et al., 2002, p. 17)
The usual approach is to use principal component analysis to remove linear dependencies
from inputs. PCA describes the data through weighted covariance vectors, which are perpen-
dicular to each other. One of these components will be the equivalent of the line of best fit,
while others will describe spread in other dimensions.
If we view Double Error stimuli associative strengths as each mapping a covariance
relation between two stimuli, then a combination of active normal and configural stimuli and
their momentary temporal-element activations will form a linear combination of covariances,
effectively weighted according to their activation. This prediction for a stimulus thus in
essence forms a covariance decomposition of said predicted stimulus.
Take an example where stimuli A, B and X are predicting whether reinforcement oc-
curs in A+/B+/ABX-. The associative strength of both A and B are equivalent to positive
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covariance between these stimuli and the US (since values of A and B above their mean
occur when the value of the US is above its mean value). Contrarily the stimulus X, which
occurs on the non-reinforced trials, accrues an associative strength that corresponds to a
negative covariance (activation above the mean value of X occurs when the US is below its
mean value). Therefore after some training, the prediction for the occurrence of the US on
non-reinforced trials will be a linear combination of the covariance relations of A,B and X
with the US.
The Double Error model also has a relation to networks trained with multiple output
units, for instance (Caruana, 1998, p. 164), which finds that "Multitask Learning is an in-
ductive transfer method that improves generalization accuracy on a main task by using the
information contained in the training signals of other related tasks. It does this by learning
the extra tasks in parallel with the main task while using a shared representation".
The benefit of these networks is that training with examples not directly relevant to the
primary output/task can still help train the network. Since in the DE model any stimulus
can be both a predictor and a predicted stimulus, information regarding the presence of one
stimulus will have implications for the associative strength between various other present
or associatively activated stimuli. Therefore learning between neutral stimuli or stimuli and
different USs can influence the pattern of conditioning observed.
Finally, the non-linearity dealt with hidden layers of a neural network are handled by
compound stimuli or configural cues in classical conditioning models. In fact a strong equiv-
alence exists between these two approaches, as configural ANN approaches such as Sigmi-Pi
units (Courrieu, 2008) have been found to theoretically substitute for any quantity of hidden
layers and units. Stimuli, compounds, and configurations can form direct associations with
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the US. This implies TD and DE learning share similarities to a multilayer perceptron with
short-cut connections from each layer to the output. These short-cut connections serve to
allow linear portions of learning to be resolved through direct connections between nodes in
a given layer and the output, while leaving the non-linear learning for higher layers in the
network.
Therefore, to sum up, the DE model shares similarities to a multilayer perceptron trained
with backpropagation, which incorporates short-cut connections between layers, incremental
normalization through incremental covariance decomposition, and multi-task learning. This,
along with the covariance analysis of the preceding section, acted as a motivation for fleshing
out these similarities through both an instantiation of the DE model as a deep recurrent
neural network with unsupervised learning capabilities, as well as using its second error-term
to modulate the backpropagation of a vanilla RNN. These experiments are detailed in the
following sections.
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5.2 The Double Error Model as a Classifier
As a general model of learning, the DE model should be capable of learning the probability
of one event given another. Therefore, in this section its ability to act as a classifier of the
probability of an outcome given a configuration of inputs will be explored. To contrast its
performance in this task, it is compared to two other models: naive Bayes and a single-layer
perceptron.
The simulation of the models proceeds in two steps. First the parameters of the percep-
tron and DE models are optimized through a grid-search on the classification task involving
respectively evaluation of 100 and 10 000 parameter values. The naive Bayes model used is
parameter free. Next, the performance of each of the three models is compared using these
optimal parameters.
Classification Task Specification
The classification task consists of the models predicting a number of randomly generated
contingencies. Each contingency consists of a probability that a reward will arrive given
a configuration of four inputs: X, A, B, and C. An example of such a sampled random
contingency is presented in Table 5.1. The input X acts as a contextual node and is active on
each ’trial’. The classification task consists of 10 randomly generated contingency sets, each
of which is randomly and uniformly sampled for 1000 consecutive trials. Each contingency
of 1000 trials is re-run 1000 times to obtain average performance of the model. The error
measure used is the mean-squared error measured between the target value (0 or 1 depending
on if the reward was present on a trial) and the output value of the model.
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Contingency Probability of outcome
X 0.52
A 0.19
B 0.63
C 0.07
AB 0.77
AC 0.35
BC 0.49
ABC 0.50
Table 5.1 Example of a random contingency sampled in the classifier task.
Model Specification
The simplified version of the DE model used consists of a set of 8 nodes in a connectionist
network with weights bi-directionally between each two nodes. These nodes represent each
configuration of possible inputs and one node represents the outcome. Each node has an
associated activity level for a given trial. A simplified plan of the architecture is presented in
Figure 5.1. The only free parameter of the reduced version of the model is α , the general
learning rate. The predicted outcome class on a given trial is calculated using the dot-product
of all nodes to the outcome. Prediction values above the bias are taken to indicate a prediction
that the outcome will occur, while values equal to or below the bias are interpreted as a pre-
diction the outcome will not occur. The equation used to calculate the prediction is as follows:
prediction =

outcome, ∑i xti ·wti→outcome > bias
¬outcome, ∑i xti ·wti→outcome < bias
(5.5)
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The activity of a given node is calculated as what ever is larger: its presence on a given
trial (0 or 1), or the prediction for that node by other nodes (discounted by 0.5). The total
prediction for one node is the dot-product from all other nodes to it. This value is confined to
between −1 and 1. The error-terms are calculated equivalently to the full model. The weight
update rule used is:
wt+1i→ j = w
t
i→ j +αδ
t
jδ
t
i (5.6)
The optimal alpha value found was α = 0.79.
Fig. 5.1 DE classifier network.
For the perceptron, similarly eight nodes representing the outcome and input configura-
tions were used (Figure 5.2). The free parameters are alpha and the bias of the perceptron.
The activity of nodes is given by their presence on a given trial. The outcome was also
calculated by whether the dot-product of weights to the outcome, plus the bias, was greater
than zero:
prediction =

outcome, ∑i xti ·wti→outcome > bias
¬outcome, ∑i xti ·wti→outcome < bias
(5.7)
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The weights were updated according to the standard perceptron learning rule:
wt+1i→outcome = w
t
i→outcome+α(target−out put) (5.8)
The optimal values found were α = 0.13 and bias =−0.8.
Fig. 5.2 Perceptron classifier network.
The naive Bayes model in return consisted of two sets of weights for each configuration,
as well as presence values equivalent to the perceptron (Figure 5.3). The first set of weights
tracks the number of times the outcome occurs in a configuration. The second calculates the
number of times the configuration has occurred. The output of the model is a comparison of
the probability of the outcome given the inputs present at a given trial, vs. the probability of
the outcome not occurring given said inputs. It is calculated using the following equation:
prediction =

outcome, ∏i P(outcome|xi)>∏i P(¬outcome|xi)
¬outcome, ∏i P(outcome|xi)≤∏i P(¬outcome|xi)
(5.9)
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Fig. 5.3 Naive bayes classifier network.
Results
As is visible in Figure 5.4, all three models perform comparatively, with the DE model scor-
ing a slightly lower MSE value on this task when compared to both other models, displaying
that its rate of learning and asymptotic level of error on this task was roughly equivalent to
other classifiers; i.e. the DE model is capable of performing as a classifier.
Fig. 5.4 MSE performance of DE model, naive Bayes, and perceptron on artificial classification task.
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5.3 Relation to Recurrent Neural Networks and Machine
Learning
In this section we will present some similarities of the DE model to other relevant models
in machine learning theory. Firstly, commonalities of the model to reservoir networks and
restricted Boltzmann machines will be elaborated. Next, similarities to recurrent networks
will be discussed.
The DE model encapsulates many of the principles of reservoir networks (Schrauwen
et al., 2007). Reservoir networks work on the principle that an input signal is fed to a
reservoir consisting of randomly connected nodes making up a dynamical system, which then
is sampled as a linear combination to produce a prediction for an output signal. Each of the
nodes in this reservoir thus has a unique time and input-dependent activity, which is similar
to the way that noisy time-waves with various means and standard deviations are utilized in
the DE model to produce a prediction from a set of stimuli/elements to the outcome. In this
sense, the stimulus acts as the input, its time-waves act like the reservoir, and the outcome
(especially the US) acts as the error-signal. Specific types of reservoir nets have additionally
been proposed to demonstrate principles of neurobiological plausibility, such as Liquid State
Machines and its neuronal spiking process and random connections (Maass, 2010).
Next, the DE model encodes many principles used in restricted Boltzmann machines
(RBMs), a type of generative stochastic neural network (Smolensky, 1987). RBMs, similarly
to the DE model, have bi-directional modifiable links between nodes in the input and output
layer of the network. These nodes usually take on binary values, and the energy function of a
given RBM configuration is similar to that in a Hopfield network self-organizing map. Since
the hidden-unit activations of an RBM are mutually independent and determined by the input,
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the dynamics of the model share a resemblance to the way each element of the DE network
predicts each other elements, and the total associative activation of an element is simply
a linear factor of its incoming predictions. As I have demonstrated that the DE model’s
learning rule shares similarities with covariance estimates, there is a further resemblance in
that RBMs in some sense perform factor analysis through the conditional probabilities of the
input layer given the hidden layer (Cueto et al., 2010).
Processes of the DE model additionally share resemblance to many processes integral
to classical recurrent neural networks (RNN) as well as more complicated RNNs such as
Long Short-term Memory (LSTM). The fundamental premise of a recurrent neural network
is that units of the network maintain a persistent memory of prior events through recur-
rent connections to themselves. In a basic recurrent neural network, this works through a
simple recurrent connections from the node to itself (Figure 5.5). In more sophisticated
networks, such as LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), the persistent memory state
is maintained through the combination of a recurrent connection and a forget gate, which
can be triggered by other units (Figure 5.6). This forget-gate behaviour is learned through
backpropagation as well, hence allowing complex temporal dynamics to be learnt using the
error gradient.
The principle of recurrence is widely utilized in connectionist models of learning, and
forms the basis for models predicting conditioning wherein the offset of a CS occurs before
the onset of a reward. This usually takes the form of either the persistence of the direct sen-
sory stimulation of a stimulus, or through an eligibility trace, which is triggered by the onset
of said stimulus. In this sense, models of conditioning can be said to already encapsulate
some principles of recurrent networks. For instance, in the current DE model, recurrence
occurs not only through the persistent memory trace initiated by the direct occurrence of a
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stimulus, but also through associative retrieval re-activating the representation of a stimulus,
making it eligible for further (mediated) learning, hence there is, like in LSTM networks,
control over the contribution of a node to the overall prediction of an outcome, by other nodes
it has previously been paired with through associative learning (instead of backpropagation).
Fig. 5.5 RNN simplified architecture.
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Fig. 5.6 LSTM simplified architecture.
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5.4 Discussion
In this chapter we have demonstrated that the predictor error-term, associative retrieval,
and dynamic asymptote of the DE model share strong similarities to extant concepts in the
machine learning field. It shares similarities to a perceptron trained with backpropagation
and normalization of such learning through incremental covariance decomposition. We have
also postulated a connection to multi-task learning. As such, aspects of the DE model can be
utilized in various tasks in this field. We have applied versions of the model to a generated
contingency classification task and demonstrated performance competitive to two simple
models, indicating that associative predictions between inputs in a connectionist network can
improve classification performance in this task.
We believe some principles of the Double Error model could thus carry over to machine
learning. For instance, the mediated learning of the model enables a principled manner of
updating past learning during on-line learning. Additionally, updating past learning in this
manner would tend to require fewer training samples for the algorithm to learn dependencies
in the training samples. Combined with the memory traces of nodes, which persist differen-
tially over long periods of time according to a semi-Gaussian activity curve, this could offer
an alternative or complement to the computationally expensive Backpropagation Through
Time (BPTT) weight-update algorithm. The second error-term of the model similarly modu-
lates the total learning such that more novel inputs are preferentially associated. This makes
statistical sense, as inputs that have occurred prior are less likely to be causally linked with
novel inputs. Finally, the variable associability of nodes, which is divided into task-specific
associability (in this case reinforced cues) as well as neutral associability (non-reinforced
cues) and takes into account a long time-window of prediction errors, could potentially im-
prove model performance by speeding up learning when these classes of nodes are uncertain,
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i.e. when there is more to learn.
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Chapter 6
General Discussion
In this thesis we have introduced a real time error-correction model, the Double Error model.
It extends concepts of learning used in both the field of psychological learning theory and
machine learning. Its main assumption is that the representations of events can be broken
down into elements or nodes representing attributes of said events which are connected
to one-another in a network through adaptive weights. These elements follow a distinct
cascading activation pattern governed by probabilistic sampling guided by an activation
equation using semi-Gaussian curves. It is further assumed that associative connections form
between all such nodes irrespective of whether they are related to an outcome or not. The
error-correction learning between these nodes incorporates both a novel variable asymptote
of learning measuring the activity-correlation of nodes (instantiating Hebbian principles of
learning), as well as a second, predictor error-term that modulates the speed of learning.
Nodes that have previously formed associative links are subsequently capable of retrieving
nodes that they have been paired with. This process of associative retrieval, along with the
aforesaid asymptote, allows the Double Error model of accounting for a variety of learning
phenomena wherein absent yet retrieved cues undergo changes in their associative strength
towards other cues. The model further introduces an attentional process governed by a
revaluation alpha, which changes in accordance to the general uncertainty of reinforced and
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non-reinforced classes of cues. This revaluation alpha crucially incorporates a mechanism
by which persistent uncertainty in the occurrence of cues (e.g. partial reinforcement) is re-
evaluated as a source of information in itself, leading to a decline in attention. The introduced
alphas hence raise the attention paid during periods of uncertainty in the occurrence of cues,
and in some cases produce emergent effects in real time, such as a better predictor of the
outcome gaining more attention. As shown in Chapter 3, as a general model of learning, DE
accounts for phenomena predicted by extant learning models, and further uniquely predicts
for instance the apparent contradiction of mediated learning in backward blocking and medi-
ated conditioning proceeding in opposite directions. It is able to reproduce a wide variety
of effects including general conditioning, cue-competition, pre-exposure effects, mediated
learning, configural discriminations, as well as timing effects. The model was evaluated both
through the juxtaposition of simulations and experimental learning data, demonstrating its
considerable predictive power in the field of learning theory.
In Chapter 4 we have analysed the mathematical basis of the model. We indicated its
complexity class (O(n2)), and discussed how this might necessitate local connectivity adjust-
ments for larger connectionist networks. Similarly, we showed that learning does not diverge
in the model and is generally slower than with a classic delta rule. This can be interpreted as
the model having a stronger prior than traditional delta rules, which may help protect it from
catastrophic forgetting.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we analysed the DE model’s similarity to processes governing
backpropagation in a perceptron. This motivated the application of the DE model’s processes
of the predictor-error term, associative retrieval, and dynamic asymptote to classification
tasks.
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The contributions of the introduced DE model, detailed in this thesis, to the fields of
learning theory and machine learning have been as follows:
• The DE model introduces a unique second, predictor error-term. This error-term
attenuates the speed of learning between a predictor and outcome according to the
extent to which the predictor is predicted by other cues and itself. This mechanism is
integral to the model’s ability to account for various pre-exposure effects. In Chapter 4
we have demonstrated the connection of this second error-term to covariances estimates,
and in Chapter 5 we have shown that its use as a simple classifier.
• The model introduces a unique Hebbian-inspired dynamic asymptote of learning, which
measures the similarity of activation levels between two elements. Thus, elements
with more similar activity levels are capable of forming stronger associations with one
another. This in a sense measures the likelihood that the two elements are causally
linked, and endows the model with the ability to predict a wide range of learning
effects, including mediated learning. Of specific note is that it can account for both
backward blocking and mediated conditioning/SPC simultaneously.
• The model introduces revaluation alphas, which track a time-window of uncertainty
in the occurrence of reinforced and non-reinforced stimuli. In addition, persistent
uncertainty is turned into a source of information in and of itself. This is done by
measuring whether the moving-average of stimulus uncertainty is over a threshold,
and if so reducing attention to cues of which the occurrence is inherently random.
These alphas allow the model to account for the sigmoidal shape of latent inhibition,
in addition to numerous other effects.
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The DE model similarly, as detailed in Chapter 2 and 3, produces a variety of distinct
predictions in the field of learning theory. Some are novel to DE; others, although present to
various degrees in other models, arise naturally in DE as a coherent corpus.
• For CSs of equal salience and sufficiently long duration, the best predictor of an
outcome will capture the highest amount of attention.
• Associations form between any two stimuli, of which the representations are concur-
rently active.
• Retrospective correlation learning in learned irrelevance is mediated through CS and
context-dependent activation of the US representation. Hence, stronger context-US
links will produce a stronger effect.
• The sigmoidal shape of latent inhibition is proportional to the attenuation of selective
attention paid to the CS, and hence proportional to the length of CS exposure.
• The context specificity of latent inhibition is produced by context to CS associations
forming during pre-exposure, and is attenuated by exposing the context in isolation
after CS exposure.
• The Hall-Pearce effect arises in part due to the weak-shock trials reducing the selective
attention paid to the CS, as well as due to the formation of context-CS associations.
As such, conducting the second phase of the treatment in a novel context should
significantly attenuate the observed effect.
• The difference in perceptual learning between intermixed and blocked presentations
of cues arises in part due to CS-CS association between the reinforced cue and its
intermixed associate in the first phase being weaker than the CS-CS association between
the reinforced cue and the CS presented in the block of trials. This leads to lower
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mediated conditioning during the subsequent reinforced trials in the former condition.
Hence, preceding the reinforced trials with non-reinforced trials of the subsequently
reinforced CS should lead to a smaller difference in perceptual learning between the
intermixed and blocked conditions.
• The DE model predicts that a CS, which was exposed in compound with another CS,
experiences more latent inhibition than a CS exposed in isolation due to the former
condition leading to the subsequently reinforced CS retrieving a representation of its
associate. This retrieved associate in return produces a prediction for the retriever,
reducing the retriever’s speed of association toward the reinforcer. Hence, a further
prediction is that should the retriever CS undergo further non-reinforced exposure
after its exposure with its associate, the increased latent inhibition effect should be
attenuated.
• The DE model predicts that mediated learning effects as a whole can be accounted
for as the result of the combination of associative retrieval through within-compound
associations and learning proceeding according to the similarity in activation between
the representations of two stimuli (whether directly present or retrieved).
• Further, the DE model predicts that the apparent contradiction in learning proceeding in
opposite directions in backward blocking and mediated conditioning/SPC procedures
arises due to the prior training endowing the retrieved cue with respectively moderate
or no associative strength. Hence, since the asymptote of learning is respectively lower
and higher during the mediated learning, extinction and acquisition is observed.
• As the temporal overlap between cues influences the asymptote of learning for associa-
tions forming between them, the model additionally predicts that backward blocking is
respectively facilitated and attenuated by more phase 1 training according to whether
the CS used is of long or short duration.
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• The model predicts that in general mediated conditioning, SPC, and BSP will occur in
proportion to the extent to which the retrieved cue is retrieved. As such, more Phase 1
training should strengthen the observed effect.
• The DE model predicts the configural discrimination in Chapter 3 through the context
becoming highly excitatory. Therefore, this hypothesis is falsifiable by measuring
responding in a further context test phase.
• In terms of timing, the model predicts that the early portions of a sufficiently long
CS will tend to become inhibitory toward the US after sufficient training during an
acquisition procedure.
Finally, the introduced mechanisms of the DE model relate to and in some cases supersede
learning mechanisms instantiated by existing models of associative learning:
• The DE model uses the general error-correction framework familiar from models such
as RW, SB, and TD.
• Unlike TD, learning aims to establish a covariance between the co-occurrence of
element activity. Hence, no temporal difference term is utilized.
• The time-waves used in the DE model bear a strong similarity to those introduced by
the micro-stimulus representation of TD. However, the amplitude of time-waves are
not normalized in the same way as with micro-stimuli.
• Unlike the REM and Harris models, the DE model does not propose that elements are
differentially sampled or active depending on their context. Rather, common elements
exert their effect in the DE model through their redundancy on compound trials (i.e.
the same common element can not be sampled twice at the same time).
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• The ontology of the DE model is completely elemental and does not involve explicit
hidden layers (though the predictor error-term induces implied functional layering),
and as such is at odds with the configural representations or hidden layers of for
instance the Pearce, APECS, and SLGK models.
• The revaluation alphas of the DE model share strong similarities to the PH alpha
rule, which similarly proposes that uncertainty raises selective attention. However
the DE model diverges from the PH rule in that it predicts that prolonged uncertainty
becomes a source of information, and that attention to reinforced and non-reinforced
classes of cues involve separate attentional processes. Though the Mackintosh model’s
attentional rule seems opposed to that used in the DE model, the revaluation alphas
can in fact produce effects whereby the best predictor of an outcome captures the most
selective attention. This, however, is dependent upon sufficiently long CSs being used.
• The DE model has some similarities to the SLGK, SOP, and McLaren-Mackintosh
model, in that all four models assume that the novelty of a stimulus influences the
speed with which it forms associations. This leads to all four models predicting that
key components of latent inhibition are CS unitization and context-CS links. Hence,
the DE model is at odds with the assumption of the Hall-Rodriguez model that latent
inhibition involves CS-noUS type learning.
• Unlike the McLaren-Mackintosh model, the DE model does not use a weight-decay
mechanism, though we intend to attempt integrating such a mechanism in future work.
• The DE model does not use activation states as seen in SOP, instead learning proceeds
according to the overall activation of an element, which is influenced both by its
sensory inputs as well as predictions by other elements.
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• Finally, in contrast to the replayed experience model of (Ludvig et al., 2017), the DE
model accounts for mediated learning through associative retrieval and its dynamic
asymptote.
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Future Work
We have identified various future directions of work from the theory we have developed for
the DE model. These involve both improvements and refinements upon the existing model,
work attempting to tie the DE model and other models of associative to learning to Bayesian
graphical models, a proposal to develop many of the underlying principles of the model
into a deep connectionist model of classical conditioning, as well as two proof-of-concept
experiments on applying parts of the DE model to NLP tasks through recurrent network
implementations.
In terms of improvements to the extant structure of the model, two potential modifications
have come to our attention. The first is to improve the temporal dynamics of the DE model
to allow for more precise timing, and to connect such a process to current knowledge of
neural learning in the brain. It has been shown that the exact timing of neuronal spiking
is implicated in determining whether excitatory or inhibitory long term plasticity (LTP) is
observed (Kobayashi and Poo, 2004). That is, the optimal timing for producing excitatory
learning tends to involve one neuron firing slightly before the other. In contrast, if a neuron A
fires before neuron B, this tends to weaken excitatory connections. Encoding such synaptic
timing in the DE model would allow for a more realistic process of learning, and would
replace the current b parameter that controls backward learning.
The second potential modification of the model is to implement multiple time-scale
changes in associative weights. Such a process is used for instance by the McLaren-
Mackintosh model (McLaren and Mackintosh, 2000), and allows for it to predict the Espinet
effect. We believe such differential short and long-term learning dynamics could underlie
some basic forms of reasoning and interact with the mediated learning processes of the DE
model to account for effects such as higher-order mediated learning. Neural evidence exists
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that such a process of multiple-time-scale LTP takes place in the brain through a combination
of calcium signalling through NMDA and AMPA receptor dependent and direct axonal
stimulation, as well as through long-term modifications of axonal structure and receptor
expression (Barria et al., 1997; Lu et al., 2001).
Next, we are working on a project to explore how deep neural networks can serve as a
way of directly encoding the stimulus representation used in classical conditioning models,
instead of relying on abstractions with no direct connection to sensory data (Mondragón et al.,
2017). We believe that learning stimulus representations directly from data would allow for
more realistic (in terms of processes actually taking place in the brain) representations of
how animals encode stimulus similarity and dependencies (and maintain connective spar-
sity), thus possibly shedding light on how complex discriminations are solved. Such a rich
representation, based on multiple levels of abstraction emanating from the deep architecture
of such a model, would then feed into associative learning mechanisms, and would possibly
involve useful concepts from extant machine learning theory (e.g. recurrent connections).
In the next section, I will elaborate upon some of the brain-storming I have done to con-
nect the theory of the DE model more strongly to Bayesian concepts, specifically Bayesian
graphical models.
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Relation to Bayesian Graphical Models
In graphical models of Bayesian networks, support denotes the log-likelihood ratio log( P(d|Graph1P(d|Graph2))
between two (or more) competing graphical models which are being compared as likely
candidates for explaining a data vector d. For instance, when comparing the log-likelihood
that an effect is caused by one cause vs. two causes (Figure 6.1 left and right side, respec-
tively), where w are parameters signifying the weighting of the effect. Support has been
found to follow trends in human performance in tasks involving causal learning (Figure 3.4
in (Griffiths et al., 2008)). As such, this section aims to show that in a classical conditioning
model incorporating error-correction and stimulus competition, the associative weight of
a stimulus representation towards an outcome is similar to a measure of Bayesian support.
The motivation is to strengthen the case that the Double Error model instantiated a form of
approximate Bayesian reasoning.
A B
E f f ect
wA
A B
E f f ect
wA
wB
Fig. 6.1 Left: Single-cause graphical model. Right: Two-cause graphical model.
Support & Associative Weights
The conditional probability of an outcome occurring, given a graphical model G denoted
P(outcome|G), is equal to:
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P(outcome|G)=
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
P(outcome|w1,w2, · · · ,wn,G)·P(w1,w2, · · · ,wn|G)dw1dw2 · · ·dwn
(6.1)
Here wn parameters are used to connect n nodes to the outcome in the graphical model.
This integral can be approximated using Monte Carlo and the law of large numbers as:
P(outcome|G)≈ 1
m
m
∑
i=1
P(outcome|w(i)1 ,w(i)2 , · · · ,w(i)n ,G) (6.2)
where w(i)j is sampled from the distribution P(w1,w2, · · · ,wn|G).
We assume nodes of the graphical model correspond to stimuli representations, and
parameters w j correspond to associative weights from stimuli representations to an US repre-
sentation, and are furthermore adjusted according to a competitive error-correction learning
rule. If this is the case, then if t →∞ presentations of a stimuli-US contingency are presented
such that the associative weights reach an approximate asymptote by trial a, then assum-
ing that weights tend towards asymptotic values the probability of the asymptotic weights
given the graphical model, P(wa1,w
a
2, · · · ,wan|G), will approach 1 as t approaches ∞. Thus
as training progresses, the probability of sampling
{
wa1,w
a
2, · · · ,wan
}
from the distribution
P(w1,w2, · · · ,wn|G) approaches 1. Therefore if we take the Monte Carlo approximation to
be sampling from the weight values over conditioning trials, and the trials going on infinitely,
then the Monte Carlo approximation approaches:
P(outcome|G)≈ 1
T
T
∑
i=1
P(outcome|wa1,wa2, · · · ,wan,G) (6.3)
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for T → ∞.
This is approximate to calculating 1 minus the average error in predicting the occurrence
of the outcome given associative weights with asymptotic values:
P(outcome|G)≈ (1− δ¯outcome|wa1,wa2, · · · ,wan,G) (6.4)
Therefore the support value between two graphs G1 and G2 becomes:
log(
P(outcome|G1)
P(outcome|G2))≈ log
(1− δ¯outcome|G1)
(1− δ¯outcome|G2)
(6.5)
and since:
log(a/b) = log(a)− log(b) (6.6)
we have:
log(
P(outcome|G1)
P(outcome|G2))≈ log(1− δ¯outcome|G1)− log(1− δ¯outcome|G2) (6.7)
If G1 is a sub-graph of G2, that is G1 is a subset of the stimuli and their weights contained
in G2, then this expression captures the proportion of the US occurrence which G1 predicts
compared to all stimuli representations. This is equivalent to the combined weights of all
stimuli representations in G1. Thus Bayesian support bears a relationship to weights between
stimuli representations.
This connection of associative learning to Bayesian graphical models is of interest as
the latter have been tied theoretically to, for instance, the connectome of the human brain
through imaging data (Bullmore and Bassett, 2011). Thus, models of learning that instantiate
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principles of Bayesian graphical models by calculating causal dependency between all cues
(not just reinforcers) through associations, such as the DE model, could describe how the
brain instantiates approximate Bayesian inference through associations learning. Thus, both
the general connectionist framework of the model as well as its learning rule, which leads
to revaluation of past associations in a form similar to Bayes’ rule, instantiate processes of
Bayesian inference.
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Recurrent Network DE
Finally, two experiments in instantiating components of the DE model as recurrent neural
networks have been experimented upon, detailed in the next two subsections.
Having demonstrated the ability of the DE model in predicting numerous phenomena in
the field of learning theory, we sought as an avenue of future work to demonstrate that its
principles could be extended to produce a model of learning with applicability to machine
learning problems. Thus, we instantiated the model using principles of predictive-coding.
Predictive coding is the principle, derived from cortical modelling, that a neural network
attempts to minimize the free-energy or input-error of a given layer, and any residual en-
ergy/error is passed on for the next layer to account for (Friston and Kiebel, 2009; Rao and
Ballard, 2004). Hence, the activity of a given node encodes both its input activation from the
layers below it, and a predictive component from other nodes. Thus its activity in essence
encodes an error-term for that node. A simplified representation of such an architecture is
presented in Figure 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2 Predictive coding architecture.
The advantage of predictive coding is that it avoids many of the pitfalls inherent to
backpropagation. For instance, since the network attempts to predict all its inputs and hence
learn a robust representation of the interdependencies in the input, it is more suited for
unsupervised learning. As we were interested in maintaining neurobiological plausibility in
the operation of this deep network, we further agreed with claims that there are several diffi-
culties in claiming that backpropagation is instantiated in the brain. For instance, it is unclear
how learning taking place between sets of neurons can accommodate the backpropagation of
error-signals over multiple neurons, and how discrete neuronal spikes can be differentiated,
though progress is being made in this area (Richards, 2017). Further, the predictive coding
network demonstrated in this section uses deep layers of hidden units, the ReLU activation
function, and real-time inputs (that is, the activity of the network is completely determined
by its history of inputs).
The end result is a deep recurrent neural network extension of the DE model, which we
have applied to a natural language learning task. It incorporates rules for learning weights
from a child to a parent in a Hebbian-like network that incorporates an element of competition
between nodes (through both the error-correction rule utilized, and the rule for learning child
to parent links). Competition between nodes has been argued to be necessary in a Hebbian
network to avoid run-away growth of connections (Zenke et al., 2017). Thus, the learning
rules operate in such manner as to produce sparse representations.
A ti = |Y ti − Yˆ ti ·ϑ | (6.8)
where A is the activity of node i at time t, Y ti is the input activity of node i, Yˆ
t
i is the
prediction produced for this node by other nodes, and ϑ is an associative retrieval discount
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parameter. As the absolute value is taken, this ensures no negative activities can occur. This
in principle means that the activation function of the network is a variation of the Rectifier
Linear Unit (ReLU). The ReLU activation function has found utility in machine learning due
to its straightforward derivative simplifying backpropagation (though in this experiment no
backpropagation was used). It is computationally cheap to calculate, and tends to produce
sparse representations. It has been analyzed in the context of neuroscience in its relation to
the stability of synaptic dynamics (Hahnloser and Seung, 2001).
The input or associative activation to a given node in the deep network are both calculated
using the following equation:
Y ti /Yˆ
t
i =∑
j
wtj→i ·A tj (6.9)
Here w is the weight, Y/Yˆ is the input/associative activation, and A is the activity. These
predictions are made respectively over all nodes in the layer below, or of the same layer and
the layer above it (if such a layer exists).
For the input layer, inputs are read directly as character values from the .txt file in order
of appearance. The .txt file used was the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, available publicly
from https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1661. All alphabetical characters and space/new-line
characters are converted to lower-case characters. All characters besides these are omitted
from the inputs.
The predictive links of the model are calculated using the following weight-update equa-
tion:
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wt+1i→ j = w
t
i→ j +αA
t
i (λ
t
i→ j−∑
l
wtl→ j ·A tl ) (6.10)
Here α is the learning rate, A is the predictor activity, and λ is the dynamic asymptote
of learning.
The asymptote of learning is calculated using the dynamic asymptote rule:
λ ti→ j =A
t
j −|A tj −A ti | (6.11)
The top-up hidden-layer input links (feed-forward links) are calculated using a rule,
which promotes sparse and non-redundant activation of hidden layer nodes to promote ro-
bust representations capable of aiding in the learning of temporal correlations between inputs:
wt+1i→ j = w
t
i→ j +αA
t
i (ω
t
i +noise) (6.12)
This omega is calculated using a similarity measure as follows:
ω ti = min(A
t
i −avg. layer act.,F ti −avg. F.) (6.13)
Hence a node will receive a stronger input from the layer below it if it has above average
activity when compared to the average node in its layer, and when its F value is higher
than the average in its layer. Here Fi denotes the functional similarity of node i towards the
inputs of the layer below it. What this variable measures is how well i predicts the current
configuration of inputs in the layer below it, with this functional similarity being weighted by
the unexpectedness of the input nodes. There is a two-fold motivation for this weight-update
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rule: firstly it promotes sparsity of activity in hidden layers, which conforms to the idea that
a given event should only have few principle causes, and that a given episode of learning
can be broken into principle components. The second is that hidden-layer representations
should aid in predicting the layer below themselves. Hence nodes which achieve this more
effectively receive stronger inputs (which due to the weight update are also weighted by the
activity of the nodes from which they receive feed-forward inputs), making them more likely
to be active in similar situations in the future.
F ti =
1
# j∑j
(sign(wti→ j) == sign(δ
t
j)) · |(wti→ j)| · |δ tj | (6.14)
The overall architecture used for the recurrent neural network is visible in Figure 6.3. The
network is composed of one input layer, and four hidden layers. Each hidden layer consists of
540 units. The input layer has 27 units, each of which encodes an alphabetic character or the
newline/space characters. Units in each layer predict each other, the layer below them, and
the input layer. Hence the input layer receives predictive links from all hidden layers. The
predictive links of the model are updates according to the traditional delta/double-error rule,
while the feed-forward links changed according to the aforementioned sparsity-maintaining
weight-update rule.
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Fig. 6.3 The deep recurrent network architecture used on the natural language task.
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Fig. 6.4 Sample predictions of the deep double-error network on Sherlock Holmes text file (avail-
able publicly from https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1661). The lack of a ’backwards-in-time’
discount for learning between a predictor that became active after an outcome produces degenerate
learning wherein inputs learn to predict themselves with a small delay.
One pitfall in this predictive framework is the importance of encoding time-dependence.
This was done through a discount of the asymptote of learning from the predictor to the
outcome in cases wherein the outcome was present before the predictor. Without such a
discount, the network quickly learned to predict the inputs by learning a hidden-unit repre-
sentation such that in effect inputs predicted themselves through the hidden layer. The result
of this was that the network predicted its own input 1-to-1 with a two step delay (Figure 6.4).
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Fig. 6.5 Proportion of correct prediction of the deep DE model on Sherlock Holmes text file.
However once rectified, the deep DE model managed to perform above random chance,
achieving a proportion of correct character predictions of 30% after 50 thousand iterations
(Figure 6.5). This demonstrates that the unique core components of the DE model, namely
its predictor error-term and dynamic asymptote, can be extended to a deep recurrent neural
network, which is capable of predicting highly complex sequences of alphabetic characters
with a degree of success.
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Adagrad RNN NLP Experiment
In the previous section of proof-of-concept future work we introduced a deep, recurrent
network implementation of the DE model based on principles of predictive coding. In this
section, as we sought to demonstrate that the principles of the DE model are also applicable
to more standard recurrent networks, I have adapted an open-source python RNN to include
modulation by a predictor error-term. Though both the previous extension of the DE model
and the one introduced in this section perform a similar character-by-character prediction of
a text file, the performance measures used are not directly comparable due to the latter using
cross entropy loss, while the former uses a normalized MSE. The architecture of the vanilla
RNN used in this section is depicted in Figure 6.6.
Fig. 6.6 Architecture of the open-source RNN used.
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The RNN is written by Andrej Karpathy (Karpathy, 2017), and learns text files character
by character. For its loss function, the network uses the cross-entropy loss of the characters
of the file:
loss =∑
i
−log(p(i)) (6.15)
where p(i) is the predicted probability of the next character to appear in the sampled
section of the text. These probabilities are calculated as the dot product of hidden to output
weights with the hidden activities, which are passed through the softmax function:
p = e
Why·h
∑Why·h (6.16)
The activation function of the hidden units of the network uses the hyperbolic tangent
function:
h = tanh(Wxh ·x+Whh ·h+bh) (6.17)
where h are the hidden-state activations, Wxh are the input to hidden weights, Whh are
the hidden to hidden weights, bh is the hidden bias, and · indicates that the cross product is
taken.
For the weight update, the RNN utilizes the adagrad extension of stochastic gradient
descent, which generally speaking increases the rate of learning for more sparse parameters.
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We modified this base architecture by defining a set of hidden to hidden associative
weights, which are calculated using the Double-Error error-correction rule:
∆Whai→ j =∑
t
α(h j−|h( j)−h(i)|− p( j))|(hi− p(i)) (6.18)
The predictor-error terms calculated using these associative weights are subsequently used
to modulate the ∆Why hidden to output changes in the backpropagation step of the algorithm:
∆Why = dy · (h×δh).T (6.19)
where dy is the backpropagated targets, δh is the predictor error-terms, T is the transpose,
and × denotes element-wise multiplication.
When compared to the vanilla implementation of the RNN, the modified algorithm per-
forms slightly better after 100x100 iterations over the text (Figure 6.7).
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Fig. 6.7 Performance (cross entropy loss) of the vanilla RNN vs. the same RNN with hidden layer
predictor error-terms modulating the backpropagation of errors through the hidden layer.
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